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Recently, sustainable energy sources and environmental
problems have received more attention. As one of the most
abundant polysaccharides and renewable resources on the
earth, cellulose is widely used in environmental protection,
water treatment, biomedical, and other fields owing to its
particular characteristics such as mechanical properties,
biodegradation, biocompatibility, and low toxicity. More
importantly, cellulose could be used as an important resource
for the transform to high value-added bioethanol, biomateri-
als, and biochemicals. Based on its wide applications and
excellent properties, this special issue focused on the synthe-
sis and applications of cellulose-based materials and explores
the new synthetic methods, characterization analysis tech-
niques, and high value-added applications fields of cellulose
materials.

In this special issue, we received 18 papers for submission.
Finally, 10 papers were selected for publication. Firstly, we
thank the great contributions and enthusiastic support from
the authors to the special issue.

Developments of novel cellulose-basedmaterials open up
new prospects for cellulose in application of reinforcement,
food packaging, and photocatalytic activity. The paper titled
“Self-Shrinkage Behaviors of Waste Paper Fiber Reinforced
Cement Paste considering Its Self-Curing Effect at Early-
Ages” reports self-shrinkage behaviors of waste paper fiber

reinforced cement paste and explored its self-curing effect
at early ages. The authors discovered that the waste paper
fibers couldmitigate the self-shrinkage of cement paste under
the wet mixing condition, which displayed significant self-
shrinkage cracking control while providing some internal
curing. In addition, the paper titled “Extraction and Hydro-
phobic Modification of Cotton Stalk Bark Fiber” reports the
extraction and hydrophobic modification cotton stalk bark
fiber. These as-modified materials are expected to be a filler
with strengthening effect in wood plastic composites fields.
Moreover, the synthesis of uniform spherical nanoporous
TiO
2
aerogel templated by cellulose aerogel has been reported

in the paper titled “Synthesis and Characterization of Uni-
form Spherical Nanoporous TiO

2
Aerogel Templated by Cel-

lulose Alcohol-Gel with Enhanced Photocatalytic Activity.” It
was found that TiO

2
aerogels displayed uniform sphere shape,

good internal morphology, and high specific surface area of
149.95m2 g−1. The authors found that these cellulose aerogels
displayed the enhanced photocatalytic activity, which had a
high degradation ratio of 92.9% on methyl orange dye.

The paper titled “Waste Composite Sensor Designed
by Cellulose and Activated Carbon as Ethylene Absorber”
reports the design of waste composite sensor by cellulose and
activated carbon as ethylene absorber. It possessed good per-
formance in specific surface area and porosity after chemical
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modification.More importantly, thesematerials displayed the
increase ethylene gas adsorption for food packaging.

After that, they applied eggshell and bacterial cellulose
composite membrane as absorbent material in active pack-
aging, in which the flexibility and thermal stability of com-
posite were enhanced. These composites also displayed good
adsorption experiment on water and vegetable oil capacity
due to the existence of eggshell in bacterial cellulose compos-
ite. Authors indicated that these cellulose-based composites
exhibited the applications potential for absorbent material in
active packaging.

Ionic liquid is one of excellent solvents for dissolving of
cellulose. The paper titled “Homogeneous Modification of
Sugarcane Bagasse byGraftCopolymerization in Ionic Liquid
for Oil Absorption Application” reports the homogeneous
modification of sugarcane bagasse by graft copolymerization
in ionic liquid for oil adsorption application. Experiment
results indicated that the thermal stability of sugarcane
bagasse decreased after the homogeneous modification by
the graft copolymerization.The study provides an alternative
strategy to convert sugarcane bagasse into a value-added
material. H. H. Wang et al. researched the reaction behavior
of cellulose in the homogeneous esterification of bagasse
modified with phthalic anhydride in ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride. These results provide detailed
understanding of the homogenous modification mechanism
of lignocellulose.

Moreover, A. B. Morales-Cepeda et al. reported the
deposition of ibuprofen crystals on hydroxypropyl cellu-
lose/polyacrylamide gel. K.-H. Tseng et al. combined con-
ductivity method and electric spark discharge method to
fabricated bacteriostatic substrate with electrospinning for
silver dressing. C. Arancibia et al. investigated the application
of CMC as thickener on nanoemulsions based on olive oil.

As mentioned above in the as-reported papers, this
special issue provides the recent development of cellulose-
basedmaterials.We expect that the rapid progress and further
development of these advanced cellulose-basedmaterials will
be achieved in the near future.
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Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) is a hydrocolloid with surface activity that could act as emulsifiers in oil-in-water emulsions;
however the principal role is that it acts as structuring, thickening, or gelling agent in the aqueous phase. This study aims to
evaluate the application of CMC as thickener into nanoemulsions based on olive oil and their influence on particle characteristics,
flow behavior, and color. Four nanoemulsions with different oil (5% and 15%w/w olive oil) and CMC (0.5% and 0.75%w/w)
concentration and two control samples without CMC added were prepared using Tween 80 as emulsifier. All physical properties
studied on nanoemulsions were depending on both oil and CMC concentration. In general, z-average particle size varied among
107–121 nm and those samples with 5% oil and CMC were the most polydisperse. The addition of CMC increased anionic charge
of nanoemulsions obtaining zeta potential values among −41 and −55mV. The oil concentration increased both consistency and
pseudoplasticity of samples, although samples were more stable to gravitational separation at the highest CMC concentration.
Color of nanoemulsions was affected principally by the oil concentration. Finally, the results showed that CMC could be applied in
nanoemulsions as thickener increasing their physical stability although modifying their physical properties.

1. Introduction

There has been a growing interest in the use of lipid-
based delivery systems, particularly useful for encapsulating
and releasing lipophilic bioactive components, including
liposomes, conventional emulsions, microemulsions, and
nanoemulsions [1–4]. Oil-in-water (O/W) nanoemulsions
are a specific type of colloidal dispersion characterizing by
very small oil droplet sizes dispersed within an aqueous
phase, with each droplet being coated by a protective coating
of surface-active molecules and having a radius <100 nm
[5–7]. The reduction in the droplet size of O/W emulsions
may be beneficial over other types of delivery systems for
certain food applications, such as more stability to droplet
aggregation and gravitational separation, bulk viscosity, high
optical clarity, and its ability to increase the bioavailabil-
ity of encapsulated active ingredients during digestion [8–
11].

Nanoemulsions can be produced from food-grade ingre-
dients using different processing operations, such as mixing,
shearing, and homogenization [7]. However, the physico-
chemical properties of the oil-water interface and homoge-
nization mechanism have a strong impact on physical stabil-
ity of emulsions. Most polysaccharides behave as emulsion
stabilizers by forming an extended network in the continuous
phase, which thus becomes highly viscous [11, 12]. Therefore,
they can modify the rheological behavior of continuous
phase and have an important effect on physical stability of
emulsions. These hydrocolloids should be selected according
their ability to tailor the desirable physicochemical and
sensory attributes such as appearance, texture, and flavor
profile [13]. Among food hydrocolloids, cellulose derivatives
have gained acceptance for pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food,
and packaging uses. They are obtained by replacing the
hydroxyl groups with either alkyl or hydroxy-alkyl groups in
the cellulose chain.
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Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), also known as cellulose
gum, is an anionic linear polymer, long chain and water
soluble, which is manufactured by chemically attaching car-
boxymethyl groups to the backbone through reacting alkali
cellulose with sodium monochloroacetate [14, 15]. Due to its
ionic nature, viscosity of CMC dispersions is sensitive to pH
and ionic strength, as well as to the presence of other types of
electrically chargedmolecules [14, 16]. In food industry CMC
may act as a thickener, emulsion stabilizer, moisture binder,
and suspending and improving texture of a wide variety of
food products [17] and has the advantage that it is physiolog-
ically inert and noncaloric [18]. Besides CMC is thoroughly
used because it is odorless and tasteless and forms clear
solution without cloudiness or opacity and is commonly used
in foods and beverages to prevent gravitational separation of
suspended particles and to create desirable textural attributes
and mouthfeel [14–16].

In the last time, CMC has been used as an alternative
thickener to starch in semisolid dairy products [19–22] due
to its technological, sensory, and nutritional advantages.
However, less information exists regarding how the CMC
acts as thickening agent on food emulsions. In recent studies,
the authors reported that CMC macromolecules exhibited a
dominating effect on emulsion flow behavior, although the
presence and concentration of fat droplets also played an
important role [21].

On the other hand, it is known that the intake of oils
with healthy features as part of the daily diet helps in
preventing cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and some
cancers [23, 24]. Olive oil is a natural source of several
bioactive compounds as unsaponifiable and soluble fraction,
which includes phenolic compounds [25], and has very
good organoleptic properties, which could be used in the
formulation of foods with healthy features. However, the type
of oil not only affects sensory and nutritional properties,
but also rheology and stability of emulsions. Each type of
oil has its own particular challenges and depends on its
physicochemical properties such as solubility, the length-
chain of fatty acid, and chemical stability [26, 27]. Thus,
it is important to understand the major components influ-
encing the formulation of food emulsions and their effects
on physical properties to obtain delivery systems based on
nanoemulsions with long-term stability. In this context, the
main objective of this work was to evaluate the effect of
CMC concentration on physical properties and stability of
nanoemulsions with different olive oil content in order to
apply CMC as thickener on nanoemulsions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Composition and Preparation of Oil/Water (O/W) Nanoe-
mulsions. Oil-in-water (O/W) nanoemulsions were pre-
paredwith extra virgin olive oil (Casta de Peteroa, Terramater
S.A., Chile) as dispersed phase, carboxymethyl cellulose
(CMC) (CEKOL 30000, Quimatic S.A., Chile) as thick-
ener, Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich S.A., France) as emulsi-
fier/surfactant, and purified water from an inverse osmosis
system (Vigaflow S.A., Chile). Different formulations were

prepared at two oil concentrations (5 and 15%w/w oil) and
two CMC concentrations (0.5 and 0.75%w/w CMC). For
each oil concentration, a control sample without thickener
was prepared. The surfactant-to-oil ratio used was 6 : 5,
which was previously determined by the optimization of
sonication-processing conditions (surfactant-to-oil ratio and
sonication time) by Surface ResponseMethodology (data not
shown).

The aqueous phase was prepared dispersing Tween 80 in
the purified water using magnetic stirrer (Arex, Velp Scien-
tifica, Italy) at 200 rpm for 30min at room temperature.Then,
oil was added slowly to the aqueous phase and the mixture
was stirred using a rotor-stator homogenizer (WiggenHauser
D130, Germany) at 21200 or 16800 rpm (for samples with 5%
or 15% oil, resp.) for 10min in a water bath at 5± 1∘C to avoid
warming of samples. In order to obtain nanoemulsions, the
coarse emulsions were then homogenized using an ultrasonic
processor (VCX500, SONICS & Materials, USA) with a
13mm (diameter) stainless steel ultrasound probe. Sonication
was performed at 80% amplitude, in a pulsedmode of 15 s and
5 s of rest, and at a frequency of 20Hz, for 21 and 16min for
samples with 5 and 15% oil, respectively.

After that, CMC was added to the O/W nanoemulsions
and mixed using a propeller stirrer at 1500 rpm (BS, Velp
Scientifica, Italy) at room temperature until their complete
dispersion (approximately 40min). Finally, all samples were
transferred to a closed flask and stored under refrigeration
(5±1∘C for 24 h) prior to measurements. At least two batches
of each nanoemulsion were prepared.

2.2. Particle Characterization

2.2.1. Particle Size. The droplet size and its distribution for
each nanoemulsion were measured by Dynamic Light Scat-
tering (DLS) using a Zetasizer NanoS90 (Malvern Instru-
ments Ltd., UK). A refractive index value of 1.47 was used for
the disperse phase (olive oil) and of 1.33 for the continuous
phase (water), whichwas determined by a refractometer (RA-
130, Kyoto Electronics, Japan). The particle size of samples
was described by the zeta-average particle size (PS) and the
size distribution was described by the polydispersity index
(PdI) and the size distribution graph. Measurements were
made in triplicate for each sample.

2.2.2. Particle Electrical Charge. Based on DLVO (Deyaguin-
Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) theory, the emulsion stability is
affected by the magnitude of repulsive and attractive forces
between emulsion droplets [28]. To evaluate this, zeta poten-
tial of each emulsion was determined using a particle elec-
trophoresis instrument (Zetasizer Nano-ZS series, Malvern
Instruments, UK). Particle charge data was collected over 30
continuous readings. All measurements were made in dupli-
cate with fresh sample and the zeta potential measurements
were reported as the mean of three separate measurements.

2.3. Flow Behavior. Nanoemulsions were measured in a rota-
tional rheometer (RheolabQC, Anton Paar, Austria) using
cylinder sensor CC27 for samples with CMC and DG42 for
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control samples. At least, two batches of each composition
were measured in duplicate at a controlled temperature of
10±1∘C and after loading the samples, it was allowed to stand
for 2min to stabilize and reach the desired temperature.

Flow curve was obtained by recording shear stress values
when shearing the samples at linearly increasing shear rates
from 1 to 200 s−1 through 120 s and down in reverse sequence
for the same time [21]. Experimental data from ascending
flow curve were fitted to the Ostwald-de Waele model:

𝜎 = 𝐾�̇�𝑛, (1)

where 𝜎 is the shear stress (Pa), �̇� is the shear rate (s−1), K is
the consistency index (Pa sn), and 𝑛 is the flowbehavior index.

2.4. Stability. In order to determine the storage stability,
the samples were analyzed using a vertical scan analyzer
(Turbiscan MA 2000, Formulaction, France). All emulsions
were poured in cylindrical glass tubes (total height ∼60mm)
and stored for 21 days at 5 and 20∘C. The selected temper-
atures are related to potential storage temperatures of these
nanoemulsions. The physical phenomena of destabilization
were evaluated through the backscattering (BS) profiles as a
function of the sample height into the cylindrical glass.

During storage period, each emulsion showed a cream
layer at the top and serum layer at the bottom of cylinders.
The extent of creaming was characterized by the creaming
index H, since the higher creaming index is representative
of the emulsion instability. Normally, the creaming index
should start at zero and increase during storage until a fairly
constant value, which is reached when all the droplets are
packed tightly into the cream layer [16]. This parameter was
calculated according to (2) described by Petrovic et al. [29]:

Creaming index (%) = (𝐻𝑆𝐻
𝐸

) × 100, (2)

where 𝐻
𝐸
is total height of the emulsion (mm) and 𝐻

𝑆
is

the height of cream layer (mm) which were measured as
a function of time. All measurements were performed in
triplicate for each emulsion.

2.5. Color. Digital images from each nanoemulsion (15mL
samples in a Petri plate of 53mmdiameter and 10mmheight)
were captured on a white background through a computer
vision system setup, consisting of a black box with four
natural daylight (D65) tubes of 18W (Philips) and a digital
camera (Canon Powershot G3 14MP, Japan) at a distance
of 22.5 cm from sample. The camera lens angle and light
were at 45∘ according to Pedreschi et al. [30]. The camera
was calibrated using 30 color charts with a colorimeter (CR-
410, Konica Minolta, USA). All images were acquired at the
same conditions and the camera was remotely controlled
by EOS Utility software (Canon, USA). Images were ana-
lyzed extracting color values in RGB (red, green, and blue)
space using Adobe Photoshop v7.0 program (Adobe Systems
Incorporated, USA) and then converted to CIE 𝐿∗𝑎∗𝑏∗
space, where 𝐿∗ is black-white component (lightness), 𝑎∗
is red-green component, and 𝑏∗ is yellow-blue component.

5% oil-0.5% CMC
5% oil-0.75% CMC

15% oil-0.5% CMC
15% oil-0.75% CMC
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Figure 1: Particle size distribution of O/W nanoemulsions with
different oil (5%: empty symbols and 15%: filled symbols) and CMC
concentration (0.5%: circle and 0.75%: triangle).

The variation of color between day 0 and different storage
times (days: 7, 14, and 21) at 5∘C was calculated using CIE
Δ𝐸
2000

equation [31]. A color difference (Δ𝐸
2000

) value higher
than 1.5 indicates a subjective assessment of “noticeable”
perception of color differences [32].

2.6. Statistical Analysis. A two-way ANOVA (oil concen-
tration and CMC concentration) with interaction between
factors was applied to the data. Tukey’s test (𝛼 = 0.05)
was used to calculate the minimum significant difference. All
calculations were carried out with XLSTAT Pro software 2015
(Addinsoft, Paris, France).

3. Results

3.1. Particle Characterization. Figure 1 shows the size distri-
bution graphs, which indicate the droplet distribution of dif-
ferent nanoemulsionswithCMCbased on volumepercentage
of droplets as a function of zeta-average size. All samples
exhibited monomodal particle distribution, but the width of
the distributions decreased with increasing oil concentration.
In general, the zeta-average particle size (PS) of different
samples varied slightly among 106.7 and 121.3 nm according
to the composition; however, sample polydispersity increased
strongly with CMC concentration in nanoemulsions with 5%
oil, but not on those with 15% oil. This difference in the effect
of adding theoretically similar CMC concentration on poly-
dispersity of nanoemulsions with different oil concentration
can be due to the higher effective concentration ofCMC in the
aqueous phase of nanoemulsions with 15% oil. An increase
in viscosity of the aqueous phase when CMC concentration
increases can minimize droplet mobility, delaying collision
frequency, and reducing droplet coalescence [21]. In the
case of nanoemulsions with 5% oil, it was observed that
CMC addition increased their polydispersity due probably
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Table 1: Two-way ANOVA of particle size (PS), polydispersity index (PdI), and zeta potential (ZPot) for O/W nanoemulsions based on olive
oil with different CMC concentrations. 𝐹 and 𝑝 values.

Parameters
Main effects Interactions

𝐴: oil concentration 𝐵: CMC concentration 𝐴 × 𝐵
𝐹 𝑝 𝐹 𝑝 𝐹 𝑝

PS (nm) 0.08 0.79 8.00 <0.01 1.72 0.21
PdI (—) 19.23 <0.01 5.34 0.02 3.61 0.04
ZPot (mV) 10.40 <0.01 938.48 <0.01 10.33 <0.01

Table 2: Mean values and significant differences of particle size (PS), polydispersity index (PdI), and zeta potential (ZPot) for O/W
nanoemulsions based on olive oil with different CMC concentrations.

Oil concentration
(% w/w)

CMC concentration
(% w/w) PS (nm) PdI (—) ZPot (mV)

5
0 106.65 ± 2.56b 0.28 ± 0.02b −19.18 ± 0.79b
0.5 119.50 ± 5.49a 0.40 ± 0.07a −45.55 ± 1.43d
0.75 121.33 ± 3.36a 0.41 ± 0.09a −52.50 ± 0.91e

15
0 112.96 ± 0.62ab 0.26 ± 0.02b −14.05 ± 0.79a
0.5 118.45 ± 7.52ab 0.27 ± 0.02b −41.43 ± 3.10c
0.75 117.90 ± 8.69ab 0.28 ± 0.01b −54.76 ± 2.24e

a−eMeans within a column with common superscripts did not differ significantly (𝑝 > 0.05).

to lower concentration of CMC into the aqueous phase,
which it can not be enough to reduce droplet flocculation
and coalescence. Nanoemulsions were measured after 24 h
of storage; therefore the polydispersity of samples can be
affected by the mechanisms of emulsion destabilization, as
coalescence and flocculation. Besides, at very low concen-
tration, the added hydrocolloids have a destabilizing effect
on the emulsions, since the depletion flocculation induced
by the nonadsorbing hydrocolloids causes enhanced serum
separation of the emulsions [11].

ANOVA results showed that only CMC concentration
affected significantly (𝑝 < 0.05) particle size (PS) of nanoe-
mulsions (Table 1), but only significant differences (𝑝 <
0.05) on PS were found between the sample with 5% oil
and 0.75% CMC and control sample with 5% oil (Table 2).
Regarding polydispersity index (PdI), oil and CMC concen-
tration as well as their interaction had a significant effect
(𝑝 < 0.05) on PdI values (Table 1). The effect of CMC was
different depending on oil concentration; in samples with 5%
oil, the addition of CMC increased PdI values from 0.28 to
0.41, but in the 15% oil-nanoemulsions, PdI values almost
did not vary (from 0.26 to 0.28) (Table 2). It can be due,
as previously it was commented, to the increase of viscosity
of continuous phase that reduces particle movement which
delayed the phenomena of coalescence and flocculation.

Electrical charge of nanoemulsions, measured as zeta
potential (ZPot), was affected significantly (𝑝 < 0.05) by
oil and CMC concentration and by binary interaction of both
factors (Table 1); however the factor that more influenced
ZPot was CMC concentration (𝐹 value = 938.48). Control
samples (without CMC added) showed ZPot values of −19.18
and −14.05mV for samples with 5 and 15% oil, respectively.
These results are in agreement with other studies where

nanoemulsions were stabilized with the same nonionic sur-
factant (Tween 80) [33, 34]. Also, it has been reported that a
nonionic emulsifier/surfactant can give a negative charge to
oil droplets, due to preferential adsorption of hydroxyl ions
from the aqueous phase or due to the presence of anionic
impurities such as free fatty acids in the surfactant or oil
phases [16].

When CMC was added into nanoemulsions, the magni-
tude of ZPot values increased significantly (𝑝 < 0.05) for both
oil concentrations (Table 2). Samples with 0.5% CMC and
different oil concentration showed ZPot values significantly
different (𝑝 < 0.05), but when CMC was increased to
0.75% no differences were found between electrical charges
of nanoemulsions with different oil content. Nevertheless, the
strong negative 𝜁-potential observed in these nanoemulsions
is due to the presence of CMC, which is an anionic hydrocol-
loid.The anionic groups in the polymer chain of CMC and its
surface properties can stabilize the nanoemulsions, since they
can be absorbed to the interfacial layer, but their stabilizing
action depends on the possible interactions and competition
between previously adsorbed species [11, 35].

Finally, it has been reported that emulsions with zeta
potential more positive than +30mV or more negative than
−30mV can be considered stable, since electrical charge of
droplets is strong enough to assume that repulsive forces
between droplets are predominant in the system [34, 36].
Thus, the nanoemulsions with CMC could be considered
stable against the physical mechanisms of destabilization.

3.2. Flow Behavior. Figure 2 shows flow curves of CMC-
based nanoemulsions with different oil concentration. All
samples with CMC exhibited Non-Newtonian and shear
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Figure 2: Flow curves ofO/Wnanoemulsionswith different oil (5%:
empty symbols and 15%: filled symbols) and CMC concentration
(0.5%: circle and 0.75%: triangle).

thinning flow behavior, having observed clear differences
among them. Nanoemulsions with the highest oil and CMC
concentration presented a higher degree of shear thinning
behavior due principally to disruption of the spatial organi-
zation of oil droplets and CMC chains, being aligned in the
direction of the shearing forces [21, 37]. This behavior is in
agreement with other studies on emulsions with CMC and
other polymers [13, 21, 38]. Nanoemulsions without CMC
added showed a Newtonian flow behavior with flow behavior
index values (𝑛) around 1 (Table 3).

It is well known in the literature that CMC disper-
sions show a shear thinning behavior and its rheological
properties have been adequately described by Ostwald-de
Waele model [21, 39–41]. In this study, the flow curves of
all CMC-based nanoemulsions were also successfully fitted
to Ostwald-de Waele model with 𝑅2 among 96.7–99.9%.
ANOVA results of flow parameters showed a significant effect
(𝑝 < 0.05) of factors studied (CMC and oil concentration)
and the binary interaction between them on consistency
index (K) and flow behavior index (n) values. As observed
in Table 3, no significant differences were found between
control nanoemulsions with different oil concentration, but
when CMC was added, consistency and pseudoplasticity of
samples increased. In general,K values increased significantly
as increasing CMC and oil concentration, probably caused
by the increase of resistance to flow due to polymer-solvent
interaction. An increase of the effective volume fraction of
the dispersed phase in these nanoemulsions, by an increase
of oil concentration, results in a narrower distance between
particles, which leads to packing of the oil droplets, and these
interparticle interactions are stronger [13, 21]. Besides, the
addition of CMC increased the viscosity of continuous phase
since extended CMC chains start to overlap and entangle,
resulting in a transient network structure increasing the
resistance to flow [21, 42]. Regarding flow behavior index,
by increasing CMC and oil concentration 𝑛 values decreased

Table 3: Mean values and significant differences of flow param-
eters (𝐾: consistency index and 𝑛: flow behavior index) for O/W
nanoemulsions based on olive oil with different CMC concentra-
tions.

Oil
concentration
(% w/w)

CMC
concentration

(% w/w)

𝐾
(Pa s𝑛)

𝑛
(—)

5
0 0.001 ± 0.0001d 1.01 ± 0.001a
0.5 0.53 ± 0.01c 0.65 ± 0.01b
0.75 2.02 ± 0.05b 0.53 ± 0.01c

15
0 0.01 ± 0.001d 1.01 ± 0.001a
0.5 2.21 ± 0.10b 0.57 ± 0.01d
0.75 4.78 ± 0.26a 0.49 ± 0.01e

a−eMeans within a column with common superscripts did not differ signifi-
cantly (𝑝 > 0.05).

significantly from 0.65 to 0.49, giving rise in a pseudoplastic
behavior (Table 3). Pseudoplasticity represents an irreversible
structural breakdown that may occur as a result of the
spatial redistribution of the particles under a shear field by
alignment of nonspherical particles (CMC)with the flowfield
or deformation and disruption of flocs (oil droplets) [16].

3.3. Stability. According to physical parameters results,
nanoemulsions with 0.75% CMC at the two oil concentra-
tions should be more stable to gravitational separation, since
the physical basis of gravitational separation gives by Stokes’
Law that the rate of droplet creaming should decrease as
droplet size decreases, the density difference between phases
decreases, and the aqueous phase viscosity increases [16].
In this case, samples with the highest CMC concentration
presented higher consistency index (K) values (Table 3) than
control samples and nanoemulsions with 0.5% CMC, and
they showed the highest stability at two storage temperatures
studied, observing phenomena of destabilization from day 15.

Figure 3 shows backscattering profiles (%) along the
tube length for nanoemulsions prepared with different CMC
and olive oil concentration at 5∘C. Diverse destabilization
processes were observed depending on CMC-olive oil ratio
used, being all samples stable until 15 storage days. The
emulsions containing 0.5 : 5 (% w : w) CMC-olive oil showed
a high backscattering variation, making the most unstable
emulsion (Figure 3(a)). This can be attributed to the high
polydispersity index level of these samples (Table 2), which
detected a small population of large particle that may cause
instability by creaming during long-term storage [26]. Also,
the instability phenomenon was attributed to physical mech-
anisms of destabilization as coalescence or flocculation, since
according to the theory ofmultiple light scattering a variation
of percentage of backscattering at tube meddle is associated
with an increase in droplet size [43].

For the samples prepared with 0.5 : 15 (% w : w) CMC-
olive oil, a decrease of the backscattering at the bottom of the
tube was observed (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)), but one peak was
observed in the top of the tube at the last time (21 days), which
indicates gravitational phase separation of the emulsion by
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Figure 3: Backscattering profiles as a function of the tube length after 21 days in quiescent conditions for nanoemulsions prepared at 5∘C
with (a) CMC-olive oil (0.5 : 5%), (b) CMC-olive oil (0.5 : 15%), (c) CMC-olive oil (0.75 : 5%), and (d) CMC-olive oil (0.75 : 15%).

creaming. Nevertheless, these results are consistent with the
creaming index that showed low values.The observationmay
be explained by the consistence induced by the high level
of olive oil in the emulsion formulation (consistency index
values, Table 3).

The samples prepared with high CMC concentration
showed the same behavior in function of olive oil in compari-
sonwith 0.5%CMC, but in general the highest stability values
were obtained using a concentration of 0.75% CMC (Figures
3(c) and 3(d)).This resultmay demonstrate that, at highCMC
concentration, the creaming stability was improved, which
could be by an increase in the apparent viscosity due to the
hydrocolloid contribution of the continuous aqueous phase.

Previous researchers [44] have also reported that the addition
of CMC to whey protein-based emulsion improved the
physical stability. Other results indicated that the replacement
of 0.3% (w/w) xanthan gum with 0.5% (w/w) CMC showed
a significant increase in storage stability as compared to
the control sample [17]. Also, as the CMC concentration
increases, the droplets become smaller and the polydispersity
was narrower, so that more stable emulsions can be expected
[29].

The dependence of emulsion creaming index on the
CMC-olive oil concentration in discontinuous phase at the
different time and temperature is presented in Table 4. Prac-
tically all prepared emulsions storage at 5∘C was more stable
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Table 4: Creaming index of O/W nanoemulsions stabilized by CMC and with different olive oil concentration during 21 days of storage at
5∘C and 20∘C.

Storage time (day) CMC : olive oil concentration (% w/w)
Control∗ 0.5 : 5 0.5 : 15 0.75 : 5 0.75 : 15

Creaming index at 5∘C
0 1.65 ± 0.44aA 3.39 ± 0.07bA 0.72 ± 0.02aA 1.87 ± 0.2aA 1.13 ± 0.11aA
15 3.54 ± 0.72aB 5.68 ± 0.98aB 5.82 ± 0.49aB 5.63 ± 0.37aB 5.15 ± 0.74aB
21 4.17 ± 0.11cB 6.60 ± 0.65bB 20.73 ± 1.07aC 5.68 ± 0.31bB 6.48 ± 0.49bB

Creaming index at 20∘C
0 0.34 ± 0.02aA 5.15 ± 0.61cA 5.57 ± 0.67cA 5.07 ± 0.86cA 2.15 ± 0.69bA
15 3.05 ± 0.18aB 11.25 ± 0.85bB 27.65 ± 0.73dB 10.63 ± 0.85bB 21.63 ± 0.63cB
21 3.38 ± 0.08aB 12.05 ± 0.45bB 31.69 ± 0.74dC 12.35 ± 0.65bC 22.34 ± 1.07cB
a−cSignificant (𝑝 < 0.05) differences among samples with different CMC-olive oil concentration from the same incubation time.
A−CSignificant (𝑝 < 0.05) differences among the same sample but with different incubation time.
∗Control: without CMC added.

Table 5: Two-way ANOVA of lightness (𝐿∗), red-green component (𝑎∗), and yellow-blue component (𝑏∗) for O/W nanoemulsions based on
olive oil with different CMC concentrations. 𝐹 and 𝑝 values.

Parameters
Main effects Interactions

𝐴: oil concentration 𝐵: CMC concentration 𝐴 × 𝐵
𝐹 𝑝 𝐹 𝑝 𝐹 𝑝

𝐿∗ 5.13 0.04 80.37 <0.01 0.29 0.75
𝑎∗ 46.50 <0.01 3.44 0.38 0.25 0.78
𝑏∗ 119.42 <0.01 5.00 0.02 0.22 0.80

in the fresh form (storage time = 0) in comparison with
20∘C. The difference among different O/W nanoemulsions
became more obvious after 21 days of storage. Therefore,
changes in the storage temperature affected the stability of
emulsion because it can increase the droplet-droplet collision
frequency, which can promote aggregation under conditions,
where there is not a strong repulsion between the droplets
[45]. Besides, an increase in the temperature can reduce the
apparent viscosity promoting an increase in the creaming
phenomenon [16].

All nanoemulsions stored at 5∘C showed lower creaming
index values at day 15, which is associated with very stable
emulsions, because no serum layer separation in the tube was
observed; therefore the creaming layer resulted slight. Con-
versely, the nanoemulsion containing 0.5 : 15 (% w : w) CMC-
olive oil had the lowest stability among all these samples
(Table 4). On the other hand, the storage of nanoemulsion
at 20∘C showed significant differences among CMC-olive
oil samples (𝑝 < 0.05), where the highest creaming index
value was obtained with 0.5 : 15 (% w : w) CMC-olive oil.
When serum layer appears with time (i.e., the creaming
index increased), it indicates a decrease in sedimentation
stability or a clarification at the bottom of tube [29]. This
indicated that using low olive oil concentration and high
CMC concentration led to improvement of the physical
stability to produce nanoemulsion. These samples showed
the highest resistance against flocculation, coalescence, and
phase separation in comparison with other samples, which
can be due to the increase in the apparent viscosity when

0.75% CMC was added. This result is in agreement with a
previouswork [46], where it was observed that CMCaddition
reduced creaming index when 30% oil was added.

3.4. Color. Two-way ANOVA showed that only main factors
had a significant effect (𝑝 < 0.05) on color parameters
of different nanoemulsions (Table 5). 𝐿∗ (lightness) and 𝑏∗
(yellow-blue coordinate) were affected significantly (𝑝 <
0.05) by oil and CMC concentrations, while 𝑎∗ values varied
significantly (𝑝 < 0.05) with oil concentration. The addition
of CMC into nanoemulsions decreased 𝐿∗ values, but an
increase of CMC concentration did not show effect on sample
lightness (Table 6). This effect could be attributed to the
structure of the CMC shape into nanoemulsions. The CMC
could modify the spatial distribution of oil droplets, forming
droplet aggregates which affect the scattering efficiency, since
a decrease of the efficiency of light scattering decreases
lightness of the emulsions [47]. The effect of hydrocolloids
on color parameters is not clear in the literature, although
hydrocolloids have been observed to modify instrumental
color in some products. Chung et al. [48] showed in mixed
colloidal dispersions based on emulsions that the lightness
increased with increasing fat and surfactant content, while
starch content had a little effect. In another study, Chung
et al. [49] on mixed systems of locust bean gum (LBG)
and emulsion obtained that the lightness decreased with
increasing LBG concentration. Arancibia et al. [22] studied
the effect of thickener type on color of semisolid desserts
with different fat content and obtained that by increasing
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Table 6: Mean values and significant differences of lightness (𝐿∗), red-green component (𝑎∗), and yellow-blue component (𝑏∗) for O/W
nanoemulsions based on olive oil with different CMC concentrations.

Oil concentration
(% w/w)

CMC concentration
(% w/w) 𝐿∗ 𝑎∗ 𝑏∗

5
0 88.04 ± 0.26a −8.93 ± 1.27ab −33.40 ± 1.96b
0.5 80.90 ± 1.02b −7.42 ± 0.60a −29.99 ± 1.21b
0.75 81.13 ± 1.16b −7.57 ± 2.55a −29.92 ± 4.46b

15
0 86.48 ± 1.02a −12.39 ± 3.02bc −21.80 ± 2.95a
0.5 80.26 ± 2.13b −13.42 ± 0.59c −19.20 ± 0.91a
0.75 79.95 ± 1.00b −13.50 ± 1.55c −17.39 ± 2.47a

a−cMeans within a column with common superscripts did not differ significantly (𝑝 > 0.05).

CMC levels in skimmed-milk samples 𝐿∗ increased; however,
when starch levels increased in this type of samples, 𝐿∗ values
decreased.

Red-green (𝑎∗) and yellow-blue (𝑏∗) components varied
with oil concentration, and the negative magnitude of these
parameter values increased significantly as increasing oil
concentration, at two CMC concentrations studied (Table 6).
This effect can be due to the presence of pigments in the olive
oil, as chlorophylls and carotenoids [50].The concentration of
chlorophylls and carotenoids in olive oil varies between 4.9–
24.4 and 4.5–13.29mg/kg respectively, depending on olive
variety [51]. Chlorophyll pigments account for the greenness
of this type of oils, while carotenoids account for their
yellowness. In this case, the nanoemulsions with the highest
oil concentration exhibited a more-intense green color than
samples with 5% oil, while a decrease of yellowness with an
increase of oil concentration was observed, which indicated
that presence of carotenoids in olive oil did not affect the color
of nanoemulsions. The increase of blueness can be due to the
presence of chlorophyll “a” and chlorophyllide “a” that give a
color bluish-green to olive oil [50].

To evaluate the effect of storage on color of nanoemul-
sions with CMC, the color differences between day 0 and
different storage times (7, 14, and 21 days) were calculated as
Δ𝐸
2000

color variation (Figure 4). At day 7, it was observed
that samples with 0.75% CMC showed a higher color vari-
ation with values higher than 2, which indicated that color
differences between these samples were noticeable to the
human eye [32]. At day 14, the difference of color varied
slightly in all nanoemulsions, although this increment was
more evident in samples with the lowest oil concentration.
At final storage time, variation of color depended principally
on the emulsion stability since all samples showed creaming
and phase separation affecting CIED𝐸

2000
values. In general,

almost all samples showed color differences noticeable to the
human eye (values higher than 1.5).

4. Conclusions

The addition of CMC into nanoemulsions based on olive
oil affected slightly the particle size of nanoemulsions, since
it varied between 107 and 121 nm. All physical properties
studied of nanoemulsions were depending on both oil and
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Figure 4: Difference of color (Δ𝐸
2000

) with respect to initial time
(day 0) of storage at 5∘C of different O/W nanoemulsions (5% oil:
empty symbols, 15% oil: filled symbols, 0.5%CMC: circle, and 0.75%
CMC: triangle).

CMC concentration. Oil concentration affected principally
color and flow properties of samples. However, the consis-
tency obtained by the addition of CMC increased the stability
of emulsions. Finally, the results showed that CMC could
be applied as thickener into nanoemulsions based on olive
oil, increasing their physical stability, but modifying their
physical properties.
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The crystallization of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug [2-(4-isobutyl-phenyl) propionic acid] ibuprofen (IBP) on a
hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) and polyacrylamide (PAAm) gel was studied as well as the release kinetics of the drug. The IBP
was crystallized on the gel surface of HPC/PAAm. It had a prismatic shape and the growth was made in an aqueous medium; the
crystallinity grade of the gels HPC/PAAm and HPC/PAAm-IBU increased to 68% and to 58%, respectively. The release of IBP is
performed by twomeans: by a non-Fickian diffusion process and by relaxation of the chains of the gel; without regard to temperature
and the diffusionmedia, this correlates with the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the proposed gel.This polymermatrix
provides an option for releasing nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs in a temperature range of 35–39∘C. Korsmeyer and Peppas
mathematical model was simulated for data releases, statistically significant at 95% confidence level.

1. Introduction

Gels represent a major group of biomaterials; they are con-
sidered intelligent systems, as they have a swelling response
depending upon selective environmental conditions such as
pH, temperature, ionic strength, and electric and magnetic
field [1, 2]. Within the gels we find hydrogels, which are
synthesized using water as reacting medium. To achieve
selective medium, responsive hydrogels have been synthe-
sized from various homopolymers and copolymers, with
recent wider applicability, as monomers combine to provide
goodmechanical properties, alongwith othermonomers that

give gels a hydrophilic material nature, as well as a selective
response to environmental conditions.

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in
hydrogels, and they have been extensively studied as drug
delivery systems that allow the release of the right amount of
the active ingredient, at the appropriate time and at specific
sites within the body. Previous studies of theHPC/PAAmgels
have been performed; the phase behavior has been studied,
and it was found that the LCST and UCST (upper critical
solution temperature) depend on the amount of HPC.The gel
described in this paper has a LCST of 38.3∘C and an UCST of
29.1∘C [3].
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Several authors reported the simulation of drug releases
from delivery system using hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
(HPMC) [4] to elucidate the mass transport and possibility
to predict the effect of design parameters tablets.

This research demonstrates that ibuprofen is crystallized
on a HPC/PAAm gel and then released. Crystallization is due
to the ability of IBP to form the crystals on diamond shape
and to stack on the gel due to the solvent and to the LCST and
UCST of the gels. The nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug
(NSAID) release kinetics was studied in two media, buffer
saline and ethanol-water system. The mathematical models
were used to find a correlation with experimental data.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. In this paper we used hydroxypropyl cellulose
(HPC) with average molecular weight (Mw) of ∼80,000 g/
mol, acrylamide (AAm, purity 97%), methylenebisacry-
lamide (MBAm, purity 99%), tetramethylethylenediamine
(TEMED, purity 99%), ibuprofen (IBP), ammonium persul-
fate (APS, purity 98%), and divinyl sulfone (DVS, purity
97%), all of which were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Deionized (DI) water and phosphate buffered solution (PBS)
at pH 7.38 were supplied by Hycel.

2.2. Synthesis of Hydrogels. The synthesis of HPC/PAAm
hydrogels was synthesized according to the method of Castro
et al. [3] at a ratio of 25/75wt%. The reaction was carried out
in a four-necked flask with a temperature control at 40 ± 1∘C
and an inert nitrogen atmosphere. The solution consisted
of 90% deionized water and 10% of reagents in the desired
amount to work. At the beginning, 1 g of HPC was diluted in
20mLofDIwater, and themixturewas allowed to stir at room
temperature for about 15 hours to achieve a homogeneous
solution. Then, the reactor was purged with nitrogen and 3 g
of AAm was added. Thus, 0.06 g of APS was dissolved with
0.003 g of MBAm in a vial containing 8mL of DI water, and
in another vial containing the same amount of water 0.06 g of
TEMEDwas dissolved; both vials were stirred for 20minutes.
Once well dissolved, the content of first vial was injected in
the reactor, then 0.3mL of DVS was added, and finally the
second vial was injected in the reactor. The polymerization
was done for 1 hour at 40∘C in an inert atmosphere and
with constant stirring at pH 7. After the reaction, the solution
was poured in a petri dish, and it was allowed to dry at
40∘C in an oven with vacuum for one week. Once dried, the
resulting films were washed with DI water in order to remove
the nonreacted substances and then they were left to dry
again.

2.3. Deposition of IBP. The deposition of IBP on the gel was
carried out according to the method of Risbud et al. [5]. The
NSAIDwas loaded into the samples by inserting them into an
aqueous solution of the drug at a concentration of 5mg/mL
of IBP at room temperature for 48 hours. After this time, the
excess of solution was removed from the gels, then frozen
at −10∘C for 48 hours, and finally allowed to stand at room
temperature for constant weight.

2.4. Drug Release. Once the samples were loaded with the
drug, we proceeded to perform the release studies. These
studies were done with the dried gel after the incorporation
of the NSAID. All of the release experiments were carried
out in a heating bath at a controlled temperature (35, 37, and
39∘C) with electromagnetic vibrations (80 cycles/min) using
as release means PBS at pH 7.4 and ethanol-water solution
(50 : 50) at pH 7. The release kinetics was measured by taking
samples at different intervals of time and determining the
drug concentration by UV spectroscopy at wavelengths of
261 nm for samples released in PBS and 255 nm in samples
released from ethanol-water solution using a UV-Vis spec-
trophotometer, Perkin-Elmer (model Lambda 10).

2.5. Kinetic Study of the Release of IBP. Release profiles
(concentration of drug released versus time) were calculated
using absorbance data. The nature of NSAID diffusion from
the gels was determined to indicate what model it fits.

Mathematical models proposed by Higuchi [6] and
Korsmeyer and Peppas [7] are among the most widely used
to analyze and describe the mechanism by which the release
process occurs. Higuchi proposed a mathematical model
widely used to describe the empirical process of the drug
delivery, which complies with Fick’s law and is represented
as follows:

𝑀
𝑡

𝑀
∞

= 𝑘𝑡1/2, (1)

where 𝑀
𝑡
/𝑀
∞

is the released fraction of IBP in a time
interval 𝑡 and 𝑘 is the constant release rate.

The mathematical model proposed by Korsmeyer and
Peppas is linear for values equal to𝑀

𝑡
/𝑀
∞
< 0.6.Thismodel

attempts to explain releasemechanismswhere erosion and/or
dissolution of the matrix occurs and is a generalized form of
Higuchi equation (1) [8], which is expressed as

𝑀
𝑡

𝑀
∞

= 𝑘𝑡𝑛, (2)

where 𝑘 is the release rate constant which incorporates
structural and geometric features of the delivery system and
𝑛 is an exponent that indicates the mechanism by which drug
release occurs.The exponent value 𝑛 provides information on
drug’s kinetics release; so if 𝑛 is equal to 0.5, the drug release
occurs through a diffusion phenomenon, Fickian (Higuchi
mathematical model) type; if the value of 𝑛 falls between
0.5 and 1, it indicates that the drug release is caused by a
non-Fickian mechanism or anomalous diffusion, and when
𝑛 equals 1, the mechanism of drug release depends on the
process of relaxation of the polymer chains [1].

Equation (2) described the first 60% of the release
behavior of hypothetical distribution. Later, Korsmeyer and
Peppas [7] described an empirical equation, for three Fickian
diffusional cases. The case II of the Peppas equations for
Fickian and anomalous release was used in this study:

𝑀
𝑡

𝑀
∞

= 2𝑘0𝐶
0
𝑙 𝑡. (3)
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2.6. Characterization of Gels. The samples were characterized
using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in a
Perkin-Elmer device (model Spectrum One) in attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) mode using the frequency range
4000–600 cm−1. Thermal properties were carried out using
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) in a Perkin-Elmer
device model Pyris 1. The sample was heated from 0∘C to
200∘C at a rate of 10∘C/min, under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Micrographs of the samples were prepared in a Scanning
Electronic Microscope (SEM) JEOL model JSM-5900 using
a size of sample 1 cm2; the gels were sputtered with a gold
layer. The samples were analyzed with energy dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDX), using the EDX instrumentation
attached to the SEM, with a Bruker Analyzer operating
at 133 eV. X-ray diffraction of the samples was performed
with a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer using CuK𝛼
radiation; the samples were cut into squares with sides of
0.5 cm.

Degree of crystallinity was calculated according to

𝑋
𝐶
= 𝐼Crystalline
𝐼Crystalline + 𝐼Amorphous

∗ 100. (4)

The degree of crystallinity of the gels was calculated by
Peak Height method. For cellulosic materials, the apparent
crystallinity is calculated from the height ratio between the
intensity of the crystalline peak (22–24∘ in 2𝜃) and the
intensity of the noncrystalline material (18∘ in 2𝜃).
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Infrared Spectroscopy. The infrared spectrum of the
synthesized xerogel HPC/PAAm is shown in Figure 1(c). At
3338 cm−1, a broad peak attributable to the strong symmetric
stretching NH of the PAAm can be seen and the peak at
3182 cm−1 is another one of high intensity corresponding
to the stretch OH in the HPC [8]. Moreover, the peak at
2929 cm−1 of asymmetrical stretching of the CH

3
groups in

HPC is observed as well as the peak at 2867 cm−1 due to the
symmetric stretching band of CH

2
in the cellulosic derivative

[9]. At 1653 cm−1, there is a very strong peak attributed to
the stretching of carbonyl bond (C=O) in PAAm, with a
little peak at 1602 cm−1 which is not so strong due to the
bending NH group of the PAAm. The absorption band at
1450 cm−1 corresponds to the asymmetric CH

2
(deformation

band of the PAAm and HPC).The next peak is the 1408 cm−1
attributed to CH

2
out of plane symmetrical bending. The

absorption band at 1271 cm−1 was assigned to a CN vibration
of PAAm. At 1123 cm−1, there is a medium peak attributed to
COC stretching and crosslinking reactions.

The spectrum of pure IBP and the gel is shown in (a)
and (b) in Figure 1. The spectrum (b), in addition to the
previously described bands of the gel HPC/PAAm, shows
the characteristic peak of the IBP at 1719 cm−1, attributed
to the stretching of the carbonyl group C=O (typical of the
carboxyl function COOH) [10]. The peaks at 3080 cm−1 and
770–735 cm−1 also indicate that the structure of IBP is present
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Figure 1: FTIR spectra of (a) IBP, (b) HPC/PAAm-IBP, and (c)
HPC/PAAm.
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Figure 2: DSC thermograms of (a) HPC/PAAm, (b) IBP, and (c)
polymer with IBP.

on the sample and that there is an orthosubstitution in the
aromatic ring of IBP.

3.2. Thermal Analysis. De Brabander et al. [10] showed that
ethyl cellulose compatible with IBP has a glass transition
temperature (𝑇

𝑔
) of about 70 to 80∘C, depending on the

amount of cellulose derivative. In Figure 2, the results of DSC
analysis are shown. In the curve corresponding to IBP, there
is a peak around 77∘C, which is characteristic of the active
ingredient and corresponds to the melting point of IBP [11].
The curve of the gel with IBP has a peak at 75∘C; this shows
that there is a polymer-drug interaction.When there is single
𝑇
𝑔
in a composite of two compounds that has its own𝑇

𝑔
, then

the system is fully miscible [12]. According to the literature,
at 75-76∘C of temperature, the IBP is prismatic and irregular
in shape [13].

3.3. Morphology and Structure. The yellowish appearance in
the xerogel (Figure 3(a)) is conferred by PAAm and the
swollen gel looks transparent, due to the water incorporated
in the matrix.
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Figure 3: Photographs of the samples: xerogel and hydrogel.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: SEM micrographs of the HPC/PAAm xerogel surface at (a) 100x and (b) 500x.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 5: SEM micrographs of the IBP surface: (a) 500x and (b) 1500x.

In Figure 4, SEMmicrographs of the sample HPC/PAAm
are showed at different magnifications (100x and 500x). The
pure gel has a smooth and uniform surface without the
presence of agglomerates. The uniformity presented by the
film indicates that there is no phase separation between the
HPC and PAAm. There are pores of 6 𝜇m in diameter; the
formation of channels that facilitate migration of solvent is
also present.

Figure 5 corresponds to samples containing pure IBP.
The images show a surface with many features, with cuts in

different directions and a few shinywhite spots that stand out.
The sample was compressed and formed a tablet; no crystals
are seen.

In Figure 6 are shown SEMmicrographs at 100x and 500x
of the HPC/PAAm films with IBP incorporated. A surface
with rugged relief is seen in the images; this is due to the inclu-
sion of clusters of various shapes and sizes homogeneously
distributed throughout the film; these clusters correspond to
crystals of IBP. This corroborates the incorporation of the
drug and the existence of a drug-polymer interaction, which
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: SEM micrographs of the surface of HPC/PAAm films with IBP: (a) 100x and (b) 500x.
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Figure 7: EDX analysis of the HPC/PAAm xerogel surface.

was also observed by FTIR spectra and DSC calorimetry.The
clusters are shaped in some cases as a diamond with a length
of 101.8 𝜇m and they grow vertically with 60 𝜇m, assuming
that ibuprofen is adhered to the surface in an average area
of 9003𝜇m2 (Figure 6(a)). Like other authors, induction
to crystallization temperature is observed near 40∘C, where
there is presence of growth of the crystals in the shape of
circles, squares, or diamonds [14]. The time of formation of
the crystals indicates that, after one hour, the crystals have
sizes of 100 𝜇m, and they extend from the bottom plane of
the gel substrate to the top.

The HPC/PAAm gels are negative thermosensitive;
because the quantity of polyacrylamide has an influence
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Figure 8: EDX analysis of the HPC/PAAm with ibuprofen, xerogel
surface.

on the LCST [15–18], PAAm changes the LCST of HPC, a
polymer that is known to have this property [19].

Figure 7 shows an EDX analysis of the HPC/PAAm pure
polymer. The spectrum shows the presence of carbon, oxy-
gen, sodium, and sulfur; no nitrogen was detected with the
EDX. The quantitative analysis gave, in atomic percentages
(at.%), C 51.74 at.%, O 38 at.%, S 9.43 at.%, and Na 0.83 at.%.
Figure 8 shows an EDX analysis performed on the polymer
after absorbing ibuprofen.The analysis detected the presence
of nitrogen, but no sodium was detected on the polymer.The
composition of the sample with ibuprofen was C 56.92 at.%,
O 26.16 at.%, N 16.11 at.%, and S 0.81 at.%. Interestingly, sulfur
was detected on both samples; APS and DVS both contain
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Table 1: ANOVA data of mathematical models used to ascertain drug release for buffer solution.

Temperature
(∘C)

Zero order First order Higuchi
𝑅2 𝐹0 𝑅2 𝐹0 𝑅2 𝐹0

35 0.5540 0.005 0.439 0.0150 0.67534 0.00063521
37 0.557 0.00503 0.4312 0.0167 0.6898 0.00050198
39 0.764 0.00265 0.6517 0.00167 0.7706 0.00010684

Table 2: ANOVA data of mathematical models used to ascertain drug release for ethanol-water.

Temperature
(∘C)

Zero order First order Higuchi
𝑅2 𝐹0 𝑅2 𝐹0 𝑅2 𝐹0

35 0.6924 2.331 × 10−24 0.3679 1.4299 × 10−6 0.8579 1.2814 × 10−22
37 0.63585 6.841 × 10−16 0.3998 7.4200 × 10−9 0.80601 1.083 × 10−24
39 0.54493 9.202 × 10−13 0.308706 7.685 × 10−7 0.7168 2.060 × 10−19

sulfur, so this is the source of S in the samples; the ratio C/S
is higher on the sample containing ibuprofen than on the
sample of the polymer without the NSAID; this difference is
attributed to the presence of IBP that elevated the content of
carbon relative to sulfur.

3.4. Drug Release. In the PBS solution, more IBP is released
than in the ethanol-water solution, about 1.17mg/mL at 35∘C
and 0.58mg/mL at 39∘C in PBS, while in ethanol-water
the maximum is 0.45mg/mL at 39∘C and the minimum
is 0.23mg/mL at 37∘C. This suggests that the kinetics of
crystallization of ibuprofen on the gel surface is preferred
in PBS than in an ethanol-water solution, as various authors
state that it depends on temperature, and temperatures below
40∘C promote supersaturation of ibuprofen [14].

In order to determine the drug release kinetic model
describing the dissolution profile, Matlab software was used.
The simulation of the drug release of ibuprofen in buffer solu-
tion (PBS) and ethanol-water solution (EWS) was done using
the mathematic models: zero, first, Higuchi, and Korsmeyer-
Peppas. ANOVA results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2
for zero, first, and Higuchi models and those for Korsmeyer-
Peppas model for both solvents are in Table 3. The 𝐹-values
are not statistically significant (Tables 2 and 3). The confi-
dence level is low around 80%; this demonstrates that the
release of IBU is not “zero” and “first order.” According to the
results of the kinetics of IBP, 𝑛 values are lower than 0.5; this
corresponds to the ranges described by the Higuchi model,
indicating the existence of several simultaneous processes in
the diffusion phenomenon of ibuprofen [20].

In the first stage of this diffusional process, described by
zero, first, and Higuchi, 𝑛 for Fickian diffusion is >0.5.

Cylindrical samples were used, 𝑛 = 0.121 and 𝐾 =
0.477, for the Korsmeyer-Peppas model. The Korsmeyer-
Peppas simulation was correlated by ANOVA results for both
solvents of IBU medium. From the calculated 𝐹0, it can be
inferred that the parameters and the interactions consid-
ered in the experimental design are statistically significant
at 95% confidence level. The contribution of Korsmeyer-
Peppas simulation is shown in Figure 9; in this figure, the

Table 3: ANOVA data of mathematical model Korsmeyer-Peppas
simulation.

Solvent Temperature (∘C) 𝑅2 𝐹0
Buffer 35 0.86906 0.000052
Buffer 37 0.93486 0.00000314
Buffer 39 0.94927 0.00000115
Ethanol-water 35 0.79316 1.3162 × 10−18
Ethanol-water 37 0.823801 4.9406 × 10−26
Ethanol-water 39 0.745548 6.6297 × 10−21

Korsmeyer-Peppas contribution is shown as an isotherm.
It can be observed from Table 3 that the parameter 𝐹 is
the most significant factor with 37∘C for both solvents.
The best solvent to release the IBP is the buffer solution.
Using the simulation, the release of ibuprofen at the first 50
minutes is clearly demonstrated. The mathematical model
of Korsmeyer-Peppas is the best correlation between the
minimum diffusional exponents.

If we try to correlate the observations from the SEM
micrographs, where IBP clusters are seen, there is a threshold
of dispersed percolation, and the critical percolation proba-
bility is preferred at 39∘C in an ethanol-water solution. The
buffer solution releases IBP in smaller quantities without
diffusion restriction by polymeric chain relaxation or erosion.

3.5. XRD. Figure 10 shows the powder diffractograms of the
pure polymer and of the polymer with IBP. The result for
pure HPC/PAAm, shown in Figure 10(a), is very similar to
HPCwith amolar substitution (MS) of 4 [21], with reflections
of 2𝜃 at 7∘ and 21∘; the material of the diffractogram has a
low degree of crystallinity, as it shows an amorphous halo
diffraction pattern [22], and the sample is noisy, with the peak
at 40∘ being broad and having noise.The diffractogram of the
HPC/PAAm gel is shown in Figure 10(b); the intensity of the
peak at 21∘ is increased and the sample looks less amorphous;
however, the peaks of IBP are not seen on the diffractogram,
and this indicates that there is a reduction in crystallinity or
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Figure 9: Release of IBP using (a) buffer solution and (b) ethanol-water.
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Figure 10: Powder diffractograms of (a) HPC/PAAm and (b) HPC/PAAm with IBP.

a change in crystal size because there is a higher quantity of
polymers [4, 23–25].

The crystallization grades of the samples were calculated
for the HPC/PAAm gel, having 68% of crystallinity, and the
sample HPC/PAAm-IBP has 58% of crystallinity; the results
are according to reports in literature [23, 24].

4. Conclusions

IBP was incorporated into HPC/PAAm films and the release
kinetics was measured. The incorporation of the NSAID was
verified with FTIR. The spectra showed that the IBP peaks
are present on the films after the incorporation of the drug;
this observation was confirmed with the DSC thermograms,
which showed a peak at 75–77∘C consistent with the presence
of IBP on the polymer. The peak showed by DSC suggested
that IBP crystals had a prismatic shape [13] and that there is
a polymer-drug interaction. The SEM micrographs showed
the presence of IBP crystals on the surface of the polymer,

corroborating the results of FTIR and DSC. EDX indicated
a change in the ratio C/S in the samples, suggesting the
incorporation of a molecule having carbon and no sulfur, as
the molecule of ibuprofen. There is a change in the size of
the crystals of IBP during the process of incorporation of the
NSAID to the polymer, as indicated by XRD.

The HPC/PAAm gel is able to release the IBP that was
incorporated in the polymer.The polymer was able to release
1.1mg/mL of IBP at 35∘C in PBS; the kinetics of the drug
release is a non-Fickian phenomenon. In this case, theNSAID
is released by a diffusion phenomenon and by viscoelastic
relaxation of the polymer during the simultaneous swelling
process [1].
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This study uses the conductivity method, Electric Spark Discharge Method, and the electrospinning technique to develop a better
silver-based antibacterial agent. The preparation process is free of chemical substances and also conforms to the green energy-
saving process.The silver iodide was prepared in an iodine agar medium by using the conductivity method. Multiple bacteriostasis
experiments showed that themolds grew in the positionwith iodine of the culturemediumafter 6 days, aswell as in the positionwith
silver iodide after 10 days. The results prove that silver iodide has better bacteriostatic ability than povidone iodine. The nanosilver
colloid was prepared in the PVA solution by using the Electric Spark DischargeMethod. UV-Vis, Zetasizer, and SEM-EDX analyses
proved that the PVA solution contained nanosilver colloid with good suspension stability. Finally, the electrospinning technique
was used to spin the PVA solution with nanosilver colloid into the PVA nanofibrous membrane. According to UV-Vis analysis, the
absorption peak of this nanofibrous membrane is about 415 nm, meaning this nanofibrous membrane contains nucleate nanosilver
colloid, and is very suitable for antiseptic dressing.

1. Introduction

Ever since British researcher Alexander Fleming published
his paper on penicillin with bactericidal action in 1929,
biomedical circles have put great efforts into the research and
development of different antibiotics in order to resist different
bacteria; thus, the history of human antibacterial reaches
a new milestone, prolonging the average life. Although
antibiotics have strong sterilizing effect, if they are applied
improperly and fail to completely kill bacteria, then the
surviving bacteria evolve into drug-fast variant bacteria by
gene mutation. When antibiotics lose their effect on bacteria,
infectious diseases are more easily spread as the transport
velocity increases, making it more difficult for humans to
fight infectious diseases [1, 2]. Therefore, solving resistance
to antibiotics and seeking other methods to kill infectious
bacteria have become important topics ofmedical technology
in this century.

Skin is the protection layer for isolating bacteria. When
the skin is hurt, the dressing plays an important role of wound

care. The method of open dressing is used in the danger of
infection or the tissue fluid is not stopping. Normally, when
the tissue fluid is still flowing or the wound is not clean,
the bacteriostasis is to avoid the deterioration of the wound
and the sterilization to heal it. Moreover, if a suitable moist
environment is provided, it will accelerate wound healing.
To meet the needs of the aforementioned wound care, the
development of the dressing, medicine, and assisted therapy
is much more improved, such as silver ion, nanosilver parti-
cles, nanofibrous membrane, and iontophoretic transdermal
drug delivery system.

Silver was actually extensively used as an antibiotic
material before antibiotics were invented. However, after
the extensive development of antibiotics, the antibacterial
role of silver was gradually neglected. In recent years, due
to the rapid development of nanotechnology and bacterial
resistance, research has again paid attention to silver and
silver nanoparticles in biomedical materials [3–5].Therefore,
the development of silver dressing has become a very impor-
tant part of wound care. At present, silver-bearing dressing
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has been extensively used to treat chronic wounds, as the
dressing releases silver ions to control bacteria [6–8]. In
addition, because the sterilization of silver is physical, there
will not be any drug resistance problem [9]. Among the
silver dressing preparationmethods, the physical method has
cleaner silver particles than the chemical method. Therefore,
this paper uses the conductivity method, Electric Spark
Discharge Method, and the electrospinning technique to
research a better silver-based antibacterial agent.

There have been many studies regarding electrospinning,
but also a few studies that mix PVA with collagen. For
example, the nanofibrous membrane of PVA can remedy
the defects of traditional nonwoven fabric [10]. According
to FTIR analysis, spun yarn contains collagen. In terms of
antibacteria, some studies employed chitosan as the antibac-
terial material to successfully spin biodegradable dressing
[11]. Other studies used the electrospinning technique to jet
collagen nanofiber, where the mean size of the fiber was
about 100 nm, and examined collagen spinning for fibroblast
culture in vitro [12].

2. Material and Methods

In recent years, many nanometals have been developed and
applied to medical products. The nanometal preparation
methods encompass physical, chemical, and mechanical.
Many studies have used ESDM to prepare nanometal, which
is a preparation method that takes the principle of a physical
electrical spark discharge [13–15]. In comparison to the
mechanical and chemical methods, the nanometal prepa-
ration process by ESDM is free from pollution, and the
nanoparticles are easily collected.

2.1. Principle of Preparing Nanosilver Colloid by ESDM. EDM
is a hot working method that converts electrical energy to
thermal energy in order to quickly melt a workpiece. The
method of using EDM to melt the metal surface to obtain
nanometal colloid is called the Electric Spark Discharge
Method (ESDM) [16–18]. Figure 1 shows the process of
preparing nanometal colloid by ESDM, where 𝑑gap is the
distance between two electrodes. Here, 𝑑min and 𝑑max are
defined as the minimum distance and maximum distance
of the electrode gap, respectively, when the EDM discharge
succeeds.

(1) When 𝑑gap > 𝑑max, the dielectric fluid has high
resistance; thus, the discharge circuit forms an open
circuit, as shown in Figure 1(a).

(2) When 𝑑min ≦ 𝑑gap ≦ 𝑑max, the electric field intensity
is enough to make the dielectric fluid have slight
resistivity; thus, an arc is generated between the two
electrodes. The electrons quickly impact the upper
electrode (anode) in the discharge process, and the
cations flow towards the cathode slowly, as shown in
Figure 1(b).

(3) In the spark discharge process, the arc temperature
is enough to melt the electrode material nearby the
arc and gasify the dielectric fluid in the electrode gap.

Table 1: Nanosilver colloid preparation parameters.

Discharge pulse (𝑇ON-𝑇OFF) 20-10 𝜇s
Current setting (IP) 1–1.4 A
Capacitor No
DI water 40mL
Metal wire size 1mm
Pressure 1 atm
SERVO. 1/2
SENS. 1/2
𝑧-axis 1/2
Discharge time 60 sec
Metal purity 99.99%
Temperature 25∘C

The pressure generated by the gasification expansion
of the dielectric fluid compels the molten metal
to scatter in the dielectric fluid. The fine particles
sputtered in the dielectric fluid are rapidly cooled and
condensed by the peripheral cold dielectric fluid to
nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 1(c).

(4) When discharge is complete, the dielectric fluid
reverts to the state of insulation, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(d).

The nanometal colloid can be prepared by ESDM through
the aforesaid process. As the electrode gap is the main factor
influencing the process, the interelectrode distance shall be
readjusted by the servo control system [19].

Figure 2 shows the architecture of preparing nanometal
colloid by EDM. In this paper, the upper electrode and lower
electrode are made of silver.The charging/discharging circuit
provides the impulse voltage required when the electrode is
discharging. The servo control system controls the electrode
gap, as it judges the interelectrode distance according to the
feedback signal of the electrode current, and the driving
system and motor readjust the distance between the working
electrodes (𝑧-axis); thus, the electrode gap maintains a
good discharge interval and the success rate of discharge
rises. When the electrode gap is 10∼100 𝜇m, two electrodes
successfully generate arc discharge. The electrode surface is
turned molten by the arc temperature and rapidly scattered
in the dielectric fluid, which is then cooled and condensed by
dielectric fluid to silver nanoparticles [20, 21].

ESDM is used to prepare nanosilver colloid in this
paper. The process is characterized by simple and rapid
preparation and mass production and is free from any
chemical substances; thus, it is amethod conforming to green
energy-saving process. Table 1 lists the process parameters.
The upper and lower electrodes are made of metal silver,
with a diameter of 1mm and purity approaching 99.99%.
The preparation environment is the standard condition, the
𝑇ON-𝑇OFF parameter of the discharge circuit is set as 20-10 𝜇s,
the beaker capacity is 40mL, SERVO., SENS., and 𝑧-axis
parameters are set as 1/2, and the dielectric fluid is deionized
water (DI water).
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Figure 1: Process of preparing nanometal colloid by ESDM.
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Figure 2: Architecture of preparing nanometal colloid by EDM.

In terms of the physical and chemical properties of the
nanosilver colloid in this paper, the absorption spectrum,
suspension stability, particle size, and composition of the
ESDM prepared nanosilver colloid are analyzed by UV-
Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis), Zetasizer, and SEM-EDX.
The UV-Vis analysis results show that there is an obvious
absorbance peak at 410 nm, as shown in Figure 3(a). The
Zetasizer analysis results show that the average Zeta-Potential
is about −39.3mV, meaning the nanosilver colloid has good
suspension stability, as shown in Figure 3(b). The SEM anal-
ysis results show that the particle size of nanosilver colloid
is about 20 nm, as shown in Figure 3(c). The EDX analysis
results show that the principal component of nanosilver
colloid is silver, and carbon and oxygen are provided by
water and the karbogel, respectively, for analysis, as shown
in Figure 3(d).

2.2. Preparation of Silver Iodide by Conductivity Method.
Povidone iodine is extensively used as a disinfectant, as it
slowly releases iodine on the wound tissue for bacteriosta-
sis. As silver has good bacteriostatic ability, if iodine is
replaced by silver iodide, then the bacteriostatic effect can
be enhanced. This paper uses the conductivity method to
prepare silver iodide and examines the bacteriostatic ability
of silver iodide according to the fungal growth in the bacteria
culture medium.

The preparation of silver iodide by using the conductivity
method is by combining the silver and iodine ions in the
iodine agar medium into a silver iodide under the electric
field effect. Regarding the production of the iodine agar
medium, 192 g water and 8 g advanced agar powder are
prepared in an agar solution at a concentration of 4%. The
solution is stirred and heated to 90∘C, and the agar solution is
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Figure 3: Nanosilver colloid (a) UV-Vis analysis, (b) Zetasizer analysis, (c) SEM image, and (d) EDX component analysis.

mixedwith 4 c.c. povidone iodine and poured into the culture
dish. The solution is cooled and solidified into an iodine agar
medium. As the agar powder contains starch, the iodine agar
medium is dark blue.

In terms of preparing silver iodide by the conductivity
method, a silver wire and a silver sheet are inserted in the
iodine agar medium as electrodes, the anode of the DC volt-
age source is connected to the silver sheet, and the cathode is
connected to the silverwire; thus, the interelectrode current is
maintained at 10mAwithin 10 minutes, as shown in Figure 4.
In the conductance process, the silver ions at the anode are
combined with the electronegative iodine ions to form a light
yellow silver iodide. The aforesaid silver wire has a diameter
of 1mm, and the silver sheet is 1mm thick, 1 cm long, and 1 cm
wide.

2.3. Combine ESDM with Electrospinning to Prepare Silver
Nanoparticle PVA Nanofibrous Membrane. Traditional tex-
tile technology uses melt spinning, dry spinning, or gel
spinning to weave fiber, with a diameter of 2 𝜇m∼100 𝜇m,
and its size is a micrometer scale. The fabric woven by the
electrospinning technique has a nanoscale diameter, higher
porosity, and larger surface area, and the pore size is smaller
than that woven by the traditional technique. Therefore,
the nanofibrous membrane made by the electrospinning
technique has high toughness and tear resistance.

A schematic diagram of electrospinning is shown in
Figure 5(a). The high polymer solution is placed in the
injector. Under the action of a strong electric field, the
solution forms a so-called Taylor cone at the nozzle position.
A bunch of polymer stream is ejected from the cone tip and
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Figure 4: Preparing silver iodide by the conductivity method.

sprayed on the fiber collector in a helical whipping action
under the attraction of the electric field. During ejection,
the electric field aligns the polymer molecules into a fiber
yarn within one microsecond. As the fiber filament is pulled
and extended, its diameter is one thousandth of the fiber
produced by the generalmicrometer nozzle, and the diameter
of the end product is about 150 nm. The fiber made by
this method has high moisture permeability, high porosity,
and high specific surface area; thus, it is extensively used
in filtration, tissue engineering, biomedicine, and wound
dressing material [22, 23].

In order to prepare PVA nanofibrous membrane with
a good bacteriostatic effect, ESDM is used to prepare the
silver nanoparticle PVA solution, and the electrospinning
machine sprays the silver nanoparticle PVA solution into
PVA nanofibrous membrane. The principle of preparing the
silver nanoparticle PVA solution is the same as the principle
for preparing nanosilver colloid in DI water, that is, the
preparation method stated in Section 2.1. The only difference
is that the PVA solution, at a concentration of 10%, is prepared
to replace the DI water, and the silver nanoparticles can be
dispersed in the PVA solution. Finally, the aforesaid silver
nanoparticle PVA solution is placed in the electrospinning
machine and sprayed into the PVA nanofibrous membrane.
Figure 5(b) shows the electrospinning machine used in
this paper. The red frame is the main action part of the
electrospinning machine. This paper uses UV-Vis to observe
the characteristics of the PVA nanofibrous membrane and
checks whether the silver nanoparticles are nucleated in PVA
and wrapped in PVA.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experiment on Bacteriostasis of Silver Iodide. In order
to know the feasibility of using silver iodide in dressing,
as prepared by the conductivity method, this paper used
bacteriostasis experiments to observe the bacteriostatic effect
of silver iodide and iodine. In order to avoid errors in the
experimental results, the experiment was conducted twice,
and the correctness of the first experiment was rechecked by
the result of the second experiment.

Themolds were placed in the iodine agar medium for the
first experiment, andmold growth in the culturemediumwas
observed onDay 3, Day 6, andDay 10. First, equivalentmolds

Table 2: Conductance silver iodide bacteriostasis experiment (unit
cm).

Culture
medium

Day
1st experiment 2nd experiment

Day 1 Day 3 Day 6 Day 10 Day 1 Day 6 Day 10
Agar part 0 2 4 6 0 2 4.5
Povidone
iodine part 0 0 1.2 2.8 0 0 2.2

Silver iodide
part 0 0 0 2.8 0 0 2

are placed in the lower right part, lower left part, and upper
part of the iodine agar medium, as shown in Figure 6(a). The
orifice in the lower right part resulted from the removal of the
silver wire electrode. As the silver wire electrode is connected
to the cathode of the power supply, the negatively charged
iodine ions are repelled by the cathodic electrons, and this
part of the culture medium is white and free of iodine ion.
The orifice in the lower left part resulted from the removal
of the silver sheet electrode. As the silver sheet electrode is
connected to the anode of the power supply, the iodine ions
and silver ions can be combined into silver iodide. The mold
growth in the culture medium on Day 3, Day 6, and Day
10 is as shown in Figures 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d), respectively.
Figure 6(b) shows that the molds breed only in the position
without iodine ion. Figure 6(c) shows that the iodine in the
culture medium is all dissipated after 6 days; thus, the culture
medium is white.The lower left part of the culture medium is
silver iodide; thus, it is light yellow. The mold begins to grow
in the upper part with iodine. Figure 6(d) shows that while
the mold has grown in the lower left part with silver iodide,
the mold is less than that of the other two parts.

The locations of mold in the culture medium for the
second experiment are the same as the first experiment,
as shown in Figure 7(a). The mold growth in the culture
mediums on Day 6 and Day 10 is as shown in Figures 7(b)
and 7(c), respectively. The experimental results show that the
mold grew fastest in the position free of iodine and then in
the position with iodine, followed by the mold growing most
slowly in the position with silver iodide. This result matches
the result of Experiment 1.

In the two experiments on the bacteriostasis of the agar
medium, the growths of the molds in various parts of the cul-
turemediums are as shown inTable 2 and Figure 8. According
to the results of two repeated experiments, the silver ions
from conductance and the iodine ions can be combined into
silver iodide. The experimental results show that iodine can
actually inhibit the fungal growth; however, the silver iodide
has better bacteriostatic effect. This conductivity method can
be used for preparing povidone iodine in the future, meaning
that the povidone iodine solution containing silver ions can
enhance bacteriostatic ability.

3.2. Silver Nanoparticle PVA Nanofibrous Membrane Char-
acteristic Analysis. In order to know the characteristics of
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Figure 5: (a) Schematic diagram of electrospinning apparatus and (b) electrospinning machine.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Silver iodide from conductance for the first time of (a) placement of molds, (b) 3 days after placement of molds, (c) 6 days after
placement of molds, and (d) 10 days after placement of molds.

the PVA solution of nanosilver colloid, the absorption spec-
trum is observed by UV-Vis. The absorption spectrum of
nanosilver colloid of DI water, as shown in Figure 3(a), is
compared with the absorption spectrum of PVA solution of

nanosilver colloid, as shown in Figure 9. The wavelength
of the PVA solution nanosilver colloid is about 420 nm,
the wavelength of nanosilver colloid of DI water is about
410 nm, and the difference is 10 nm, which is the red shift.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7: Silver iodide from conductance in (a) placement of molds, (b) 6 days after placement of molds, and (c) 10 days after placement of
molds.
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Figure 8: Bar graphs of conductance silver iodide bacteriostasis experiment for (a) result of the first experiment and (b) result of the second
experiment.

Therefore, the PVA solution material is silver nanoparticle,
and its absorption value is larger than the silver nanoparticles
in DI water, meaning its concentration is higher than the
silver nanoparticles in DI water.

The nanofibrous membrane, as prepared by the electro-
spinning machine, is light yellow, as shown in Figure 10. In

order to further know the absorption peak of this nanofibrous
membrane and review whether this nanofibrous membrane
has nucleate silver nanoparticles, the nanofibrous membrane
is affixed to a quartz sample cell, as shown in Figure 11. The
UV-Vis analysis result of the membrane affixed to the quartz
sample cell is as shown in Figure 12. The spectrogram shows
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Figure 9: UV absorption spectrogram of water phase silver
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Figure 10: PVA electrostatic spun yarn with nanosilver colloid.

that the nanofibrous membrane has an approximate absorp-
tion peak of 415 nm, which is approximately identical to silver
nanoparticles. Therefore, this membrane does actually con-
tain nucleate silver nanoparticles. As this membrane contains
nanosilver colloid, it has sterilizing effect, and the PVA is
innoxious and not harmful to the human body.Therefore, the
nanofibrousmembrane can be used in antiseptic dressing, gas
mask membrane filters, and so forth.

3.3. The Application of Combining the Silver Iodide and Silver
Nanoparticle PVA Nanofibrous Membrane. Due to the fact
that the characteristics of silver iodide and silver nanopar-
ticle PVA nanofibrous membrane are separately suitable for
bacteriostasis, sterilization, and moist environment for the
wound, this study combined them to a brand new wound
care. The schematic diagram of the combined method is
shown in Figure 13. First, place the iodine agar on the wounds
and conduct the silver iodide into the possibly infective part.
When the silver iodide touched the wounds, it will make the
pathogen dead which is the purpose of sterilization.Then the
silver nanoparticle PVA nanofibrous membranes cover the
silver iodide. The fiber of the membrane can maintain the

Figure 11: Quartz tube attached with PVA yarn with nanosilver
colloid.
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Figure 12: UV-Vis of PVA yarn with nanosilver colloid.

moist of healing environment and absorb most of the tissue
fluid. When the two things made contact, the membrane
will release the nanosilver particles which will suppress the
growth of the bacterial and the generation of the odor.

4. Conclusions

As silver has strong bacteriostatic ability, and the bacteria
will not become drug-fast, silver and silver nanoparticles
are applicable to dressing. This paper uses the conductivity
method, electric sparkmethod, and the electrospinning tech-
nique to research a better silver-bearing dressing preparation
method. This preparation process is free from chemical
substances; thus, it matches the method of green energy-
saving processes, as prepared silver particles are cleaner than
that created by the chemical method, and they are safe for
humans. The findings are described as follows.

(1) Silver ion is successfully ionized from silver electrodes
by using the conductivity method, which combines
the iodine ion in the iodine agar medium into silver
iodide.Multiple bacteriostasis experiments prove that
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Figure 13: The schematic diagram of combining the silver iodide and silver nanoparticle PVA nanofibrous membrane.

silver iodide has a better bacteriostatic effect than
povidone iodine. This conductivity method can be
combined with the preparation of povidone iodine in
the future, in order that the povidone iodine solution
containing silver ions can enhance its bacteriostatic
ability.

(2) Nanosilver colloid is successfully prepared in DI
water by ESDM. According to the analysis results
of UV-Vis, Zetasizer, and SEM-EDX, the principal
component of this solution is silver, the wavelength of
the nanosilver colloid is about 410 nm, Zeta-Potential
is about −39.3mV, and particle size is about 20 nm.
These data show that the solution actually does
contain nanoscale silver colloid with good suspension
stability.

(3) Nanosilver colloid is successfully prepared in PVA
solution by ESDM.The wavelength of this nanosilver
colloid is about 420 nm, and the absorption value
is larger than the silver nanoparticle in DI water,
meaning the concentration of nanosilver colloid is
higher than the nanosilver colloid in DI water.

(4) The light yellow silver nanoparticle PVA nanofibrous
membrane is successfully prepared by ESDM and the
electrospinning technique.TheUV-Vis analysis result
shows that the absorption peak of this membrane
is about 415 nm, which is enough to prove that the
silver nanoparticles have been wrapped in a PVA
nanofibrous membrane.Therefore, this nanofiber has
good antibacterial ability and is suitable for antiseptic
dressing.

(5) Combination of the silver iodide and silver nanopar-
ticle PVA nanofibrous membrane in the wound care
will give effect of bacteriostasis and sterilization to
the wounds. Also, it will provide a more suitable and
faster healing environment.
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In order to elucidate the reaction behavior of cellulose component in bagasse, the homogeneous phthalation of bagasse was
investigated comparatively with the isolated cellulose in 1-allyl-3-methylimidazium chloride (AmimCl) with phthalic anhydride
(PA) at the dosage of 10–50mmol/g. The phthalation degrees of bagasse and the isolated cellulose were in the range of 5.66% to
22.71% and 11.61% to 44.11%, respectively. A phthalation degree increase of cellulose was proportional to phthalic anhydride dosage
due to its regular macromolecular structure and followed the equation 𝑦PDI = 0.004𝑥 − 0.02. FT-IR and 2D HSQC NMR analyses
confirmed the attachment of phthaloyl group. The phthalation reactivity of the three hydroxyls in the isolated cellulose followed
the order of C-6 > C-2 > C-3, and the more selective phthalation to C-6 position was found in the cellulose component in bagasse.
These results provide detailed understanding of the homogenous modification mechanism of lignocellulose.

1. Introduction

Bagasse, an abundant agricultural lignocellulosic by-product,
represents a potentially sustainable biomass resource to create
fuels, chemicals, and composites to replace fossil-based prod-
ucts.Thebioproducts derived frombagasse have been applied
in many industrial fields such as coating, food-packing, and
painting [1, 2], paving the way to replace the fossil-based
products.

However, bagasse presents considerable chemical and
physical inertness, such as complex structure, strong hydro-
gen bonds, and high crystallinity of cellulose, which restricts
the dissolution of bagasse in common organic or inorganic
solvents. Fortunately, some novel solvents or solvent systems
have been reported to dissolve lignocellulosic materials [3–
5]. Among these novel solvents, ionic liquids (ILs) have
received much attention due to the recoverability, designabil-
ity, extremely low vapor pressure, inflammableness, and

thermal and chemical stability [6]. The bridge between ILs
and biomass has been built from over ten years ago [7],
andmany homogeneousmodifications of lignocellulose have
been investigated in ILs [8, 9], among which esterification
of the available reactive hydroxyls is relatively easily accom-
plished. However, due to the obstacle to obtain detailed
information of esterified lignocellulose, the homogeneous
esterification mechanism was little studied.

To obtain more detailed structural information, many
efforts have been devoted to establish efficient solvent systems
for the complete and nonderivative dissolution of plant cell
walls. Ball-milling was reported to benefit the dissolution
of lignocellulose for spectroscopic analysis [10]. The com-
bination of ball-milling and efficient solvent systems makes
the characterization of lignocellulosic cell walls with 2D
HSQC NMR feasible, which could offset the lack of detailed
information provided by solid-state 13C-NMR commonly
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used in the previous studies [11, 12]. Based on ball-milling,
a so-called “gel-state NMR method” was developed with
solution-state 2D NMR [13, 14]. The assignment of the
correlations in 2D HSQC NMR spectra was reported from
various cellulose models [15], providing the database of cell
wall samples for further investigation.

Considering the complex structure and various linkages
among different components of lignocellulose, the homoge-
neous phthalation of lignocellulose was investigated compar-
atively with the isolated component under the same condi-
tions to elucidate the mechanism. In the present study, the
isolated cellulose and bagasse were comparatively phthalated.
The phthalated samples were characterized with FT-IR, 1H
NMR, 13C NMR, and 2D HSQC NMR to study the reaction
behavior of cellulose fractions in bagasse phthalation. The
thermal stability of the phthalated samples was also studied
with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials. Bagasse was obtained from a local factory
(Jiangmen, China). It was dried in sunlight and cut into
small pieces. The cut bagasse was ground and screened to
prepare 20–40 mesh size particles (450–900 𝜇m). The dried
ground samples were extracted with toluene-ethanol (2 : 1,
v/v) for 4 h and then dried in a cabinet oven with air
circulation at 50∘C for 24 h. The extractive-free bagasse was
divided into two parts: one was finely ball-milled for 48 h
in a planetary BM4 ball-miller (Grinder, Beijing, China)
at 608 rpm for further characterization and modification
and the other for the isolation of cellulose. The contents
of cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin in the extractive-
free bagasse were determined as 44.85%, 33.13%, and 19.14%,
respectively, according to the standard NREL methods [16].

1-Allyl-3-methylimidazium chloride (AmimCl) IL was
purchased from ChengJie Chemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China), and used as received. Phthalic anhydride (PA) and
other chemicals were of analytical grade and were purchased
from Guangzhou Chemical Reagent Factory (Guangdong,
China).

2.2. Isolation of Cellulose fromBagasse. Cellulose was isolated
from the extractive-free bagasse according to the previous
literature [12]. Briefly, the extractive-free bagasse was delig-
nified at 75∘C for 2 h with sodium chlorite at pH 3.8–4.0,
adjusted by 10% acetic acid. The solid residues were collected
by filtration, washed with distilled water until neutral pH,
thenwashedwith ethanol, and dried in a cabinet oven for 16 h
at 50∘C. The solid residues were extracted with 10% NaOH
at a solid to liquor ratio of 1 : 20 g/mL for 10 h at 20∘C. The
alkaline extraction procedure was repeated thrice to remove
the noncellulosic substances. The solid residues were filtered
out, washed thoroughly with distilled water, then washed
with ethanol, and dried in an ovenwith air circulation at 50∘C
for 24 h.

2.3. Homogeneous Phthalation. The isolated cellulose (4.8 g)
was finely ball-milled for 48 h in a planetary BM4 ball-miller
(Grinder, Beijing, China) at 608 rpm. Ball-milled cellulose

or bagasse (0.5 g) was dispersed in 10 g AmimCl at room
temperature with agitation under nitrogen atmosphere for
10min, and the suspension was stirred at 90∘C for 4 h to
obtain a clear solution. PA was added portionwise to the
solution with the dosage of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50mmol/g,
respectively. The mixture was agitated at 90∘C for 90min
under N

2
atmosphere for phthalation. After the required

time, the resulted solution was cooled to room temperature
and added into 200mL ethanol with agitation. The suspen-
sion was further continuously stirred for 12 h to thoroughly
precipitate the phthalated products. The solid residues were
filtered out, thoroughlywashedwith ethanol (four times, total
800mL) to remove unreacted PA, AmimCl, and byproducts,
and freeze-dried for further characterization [17].

2.4. Determination of Phthalation Degree. The substituted
hydroxyl contents of phthalated samples were determined
based on the equivalent volume of NaOH and HCl standard
solution by back-titration method [18] according to the
following:

SHC = 𝑐NaOH × 𝑉NaOH − 𝑐HCl × 𝑉HCl
2 × 1000𝑚 , (1)

where SHC (mmol/g) is the substituted hydroxyls contents,
𝑚 (g) is the dry weight of sample analyzed, 𝑐NaOH (mol/L) is
the molarity of NaOH standard solution, 𝑉NaOH (mL) is the
consumed volume of NaOH standard solution, 𝑐HCl (mol/L)
is the molarity of HCl standard solution, and𝑉HCl (mL) is the
consumed volume of HCl standard solution.

Based on the assumption that cellulose is composed of
anhydroglucose (AGU), the theoretical hydroxyl contents of
the unmodified cellulose were calculated from its macro-
molecular structure according to (2), the theoretical hydroxyl
contents of phthalated bagasse samples were calculated based
on the contents of three main components according to
(3), and phthalation degree of cellulose and bagasse was
calculated based on (4).

THCC = 1000162 × 3, (2)

where THCC is the theoretical hydroxyl groups content of
unmodified cellulose, 162 g/mol is the molar mass of AGU,
and 3 is the number of hydroxyl groups on each AGU.

THCB = THCC × 44.85% + THCH × 33.13% + THCL

× 19.14%, (3)

where THCB, THCC, THCH, and THCL are the theoretical
hydroxyl groups content of the unmodified bagasse, cellulose,
hemicelluloses, and lignin, respectively, and 44.85%, 33.13%,
and 19.14% are the contents of cellulose, hemicelluloses, and
lignin, respectively, in the extractive-free bagasse. The theo-
retical hydroxyl contents of the unmodified hemicelluloses
and lignin were 15.15 and 5.13mmol/g (data not shown).

PD = SHC
THC
× 100%, (4)

where PD is the phthalation degree, SHC is the substituted
hydroxyl contents, and THC is the theoretical hydroxyl
contents.
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Table 1: The substituted hydroxyl contents and phthalation degrees of the phthalated cellulose and bagasse.

Sample no. Temp. (∘C) PA dosagea (mmol/g) Solvent Time (h) THCb (mmol/g) SHCc (mmol/g) PDd (%)
C1 90 10 AmimCl 1.5 18.52 2.15 11.61
C2 90 20 AmimCl 1.5 18.52 2.61 14.09
C3 90 30 AmimCl 1.5 18.52 3.71 20.03
C4 90 40 AmimCl 1.5 18.52 5.51 29.75
C5 90 50 AmimCl 1.5 18.52 8.17 44.11
S1 90 10 AmimCl 1.5 14.31 0.81 5.66
S2 90 20 AmimCl 1.5 14.31 1.47 10.27
S3 90 30 AmimCl 1.5 14.31 1.94 13.56
S4 90 40 AmimCl 1.5 14.31 2.92 20.41
S5 90 50 AmimCl 1.5 14.31 3.25 22.71
aThe ratio of phthalic anhydride (mmol) to biomass material (g, bagasse or cellulose).
bTheoretical hydroxyls content of unmodified biomass material.
cSubstituted hydroxyl contents determined by back titration.
dPhthalation degree.

2.5. Characterization. FT-IR spectra were obtained on FT-IR
spectrophotometer (Nicolet 510) using a KBr disk containing
approximately 1% finely ground samples. Thirty-two scans
were taken for each sample with a resolution of 2 cm−1 in
transmittance mode in the range of 4000–400 cm−1.

The 1H NMR, 13C NMR, and 2D HSQC NMR spectra
were recorded from 40mg samples in 0.5mL DMSO-𝑑

6
on a

Bruker Advance III 600MHz spectrometer (Germany). The
1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded according
to the previous literature [19]. For the 1H NMR analysis,
the detailed collecting and processing parameters were as
follows: number of scans, 16; receiver gain, 61; acquisition
time, 2.7263 s; relaxation delay, 1.0 s; pulse width, 11.0 s;
spectrometer frequency, 600.17MHz; and spectral width,
12019.2Hz. For 13C NMR analysis, the detailed collecting
and processing parameters were as follows: number of scans,
10000; receiver gain, 187; acquisition time, 0.9088 s; relax-
ation delay, 2.0 s; pulse width, 12.0 s; spectrometer frequency,
150.91MHz; and spectral width, 36057.7Hz. For 2D HSQC
analysis, the detailed collecting and processing parameters
were listed as follows: number of scans, 32; receiver gain,
187; relaxation delay, 1.5 s; pulse width, 11.0 s; acquisition time,
0.1420 s; spectra frequency, 600.17/150.91Hz; and spectra
width, 7211.5/24875.6Hz.

The thermal stability of cellulose samples was studied
using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on a thermal ana-
lyzer (SDT Q600, TA Instrument). The apparatus was con-
tinually flushed with nitrogen. The sample weighed between
8 and 10mg, and the scans were run from 50∘C to 500∘C at a
heating rate of 10∘C/min.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Homogeneous Phthalation of Cellulose in Bagasse. It is
well known that the complex inhomogeneous structure of
bagasse is formed by three main components including

cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin. Actually, the homoge-
neous phthalation of bagasse is the phthalation of the abun-
dant reactive hydroxyl groups in the three main components.
Therefore, in order to elucidate the mechanism of homoge-
neous phthalation, the isolated cellulose was comparatively
phthalated under the same conditions as bagasse to estimate
the detailed reaction behavior of cellulose in the phthalation
of bagasse mixture in AmimCl, as listed in Table 1.

Theoretically, each AGU contains three hydroxyl groups,
and the free hydroxyl group content of the isolated cellulose
is 18.52mmol/g. After phthalation in AmimCl, some of
the hydroxyl groups were substituted, as shown in Table 1.
With the increment of PA dosage from 10 to 20, 30, 40,
and 50mmol/g, the substituted hydroxyl contents in the
phthalated cellulose estimated from back titration increased
from 2.15 to 2.61, 3.71, 5.51, and 8.17mmol/g, respectively, and
the free hydroxyl content decreased from 16.37 to 15.91, 14.81,
13.01, and 10.35mmol/g, respectively. Correspondingly, the
phthalation degree increased from 11.61% to 14.09%, 20.03%,
29.75%, and 44.11%, respectively. These results confirmed
the occurrence of phthalation of the isolated cellulose under
the selected conditions. Similarly, the substituted hydroxyl
contents in bagasse increased from 0.81 to 1.47, 1.94, 2.92, and
3.25mmol/g, respectively, with the increment of PA dosage
from 10 to 20, 30, 40, and 50mmol/g. The free hydroxyl
group content in unmodified bagasse, that is, the theoretical
hydroxyls content, was 14.31mmol/g estimated from the three
main components based on their contents. The free hydroxyl
content correspondingly decreased from 13.50 to 12.84, 12.37,
11.39, and 11.06mmol/g, respectively, and the phthalation
degree increased from 5.66% to 10.27%, 13.56%, 20.41%, and
22.71%, respectively. Comparatively, the phthalation degree
of bagasse was lower than that of the isolated cellulose,
indicating the higher phthalation ability of the isolated
cellulose. Comparatively, the decreased phthalation degree
of bagasse was due to the different contents and reactivity
of hydroxyls in the three main components compared with
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Figure 1: Dependence of phthalation degree ((PD), (a)) and phthalation degree increase ((PDI), (b)) on phthalic anhydride dosage.

the isolated ones. In addition, a very interesting phenomenon
was found for the phthalation degree increase (PDI): PDI
of cellulose was proportional to phthalic anhydride dosage,
which followed the equation of𝑦PDI = 0.004𝑥−0.02, as shown
in Figure 1. This regular relation was probably due to the
regular macromolecular structure of cellulose. The detailed
differences of the hydroxyl reactivity in different positions
need to be further clarified.

3.2. FT-IR Analysis. FT-IR spectra of unmodified cellulose
(C0, spectrum a) and phthalated cellulose samples (C1,
spectrum b; C3, spectrum c; C4, spectrum d) are illustrated
in Figure 2. The bands were assigned based on the reported
literatures [20, 21]. Compared with unmodified cellulose, the
noticeable bands at 1716, 1602, 1327, and 747 cm−1 in the
phthalated samples correspond to carbonyl group in esters,
aromatic ring vibration, C-O stretching in carboxyl, and out-
of-plane C-H bending of benzene, respectively. The presence
of these bands indicated the successful phthalation of cellu-
lose. It should be noted that the intensities of these bands
increased with the increment of PA dosage, corresponding to
the increased substituted hydroxyl contents and phthalation
degree in Table 1.

3.3. NMRAnalysis. To further elucidate the detailed behavior
of hydroxyls in different positions in AGU during phthala-
tion, the unmodified (C0) and phthalated cellulose (C5) as
well as phthalated bagasse (S5) were further characterized
with 1D (1H and 13C) and 2D (HSQC) NMR technology in
DMSO-𝑑

6
, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

1H NMR spectra of unmodified cellulose (C0, spectrum
a), phthalated cellulose (C5, spectrum b), and phthalated
bagasse (S5, spectrum c) are present in Figure 3. As can be
seen, the relevant signals are present in two regions, namely,
the AGU protons region (4.50–3.00 ppm) and the phthaloyl
protons region (8.00–7.00 ppm). Compared with unmodified

4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500

1716 1602 1045
1327

747

a
b

c

d

Wavenumbers (cm−1)

Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of unmodified cellulose (C0, spectrum a)
and modified cellulose with phthalic anhydride dosage at 10 (C1,
spectrum b), 30 (C3, spectrum c), and 40 (C4, spectrum d) mmol/g.

cellulose, the presence of peaks at 7.87 (H-10), 7.76 (H-13),
7.69 (H-11), and 7.60 (H-12) ppm for phthaloyl protons in the
phthalated cellulose and phthalated bagasse confirmed the
phthalation of cellulose and bagasse.

The 13C NMR spectra of unmodified cellulose (C0,
spectrum d), phthalated cellulose (C5, spectrum e), and
phthalated bagasse (S5, spectrum f) exhibit main signals
in Figure 3; the carbon skeletons of AGU at 102.83 (C-
1), 80.43 (C-4), 75.27 (C-5), 75.27 (C-3), 70.38 (C-2), and
60.74 (C-6) ppm were well resolved. In the region 180–
120 ppm, the cross-peaks at 168.85 (C-7), 167.57 (C-14), 134.95
(C-8), 133.34 (C-9), 132.20 (C-13), 131.71 (C-10), 130.86 (C-
12), and 129.09 (C-11) ppm were assigned to carbons of the
phthaloyl groups, respectively, in phthalated cellulose and
phthalated bagasse, confirming the attachment of phthaloyl
groups onto cellulose and bagasse. This result was consistent
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Figure 3: The 1H ((a), (b), and (c)) and 13C ((d), (e), and (f)) NMR spectra of unmodified cellulose (C0), phthalated cellulose (C5), and
phthalated bagasse (S5).

with the previously reported esterification of wood with
cyclic anhydride (succinic anhydride, maleic anhydride, and
phthalic anhydride) as main monoesterification below 100∘C
[22]. However, the reactivity of hydroxyls from phthalated
cellulose andphthalated bagasse during homogeneous phtha-
lation could not be revealed from the 1HNMR and 13CNMR
analyses.Therefore, further investigation with 2DHSQCwas
necessary.

TheHSQC spectra of unmodified cellulose (C0, spectrum
a) and phthalated cellulose (C5, spectra b and d), as well as
the carbohydrate regions of phthalated bagasse (S5, spectrum
c), are shown in Figure 4. The primary polysaccharide
correlation peaks in HSQC spectra appeared in the range of
110–55 ppm (13C) and 6.0–2.5 ppm (1H). These correlations

were assigned based on cellulose models reported previously
[15], as listed in Table 2. The primary peaks of cellulose inter-
nal units (C-I) in this region were clearly observed from the
unmodified cellulose at 73.49/3.06 [C-I

2
(C
2
/H
2
)], 75.33/3.36

[C-I
3
(C
3
/H
3
)], 80.85/3.33 [C-I

4
(C
4
/H
4
)], 77.14/3.18 [C-

I
5
(C
5
/H
5
)], and 103.44/4.33 [C-I

1
(C
1
/H
1
)] ppm; the two

internal C-I
6
(C
6
/H
6
) peaks were also distinctively located at

60.77/3.79 and 60.77/3.58 ppm.
The end-group correlations were well resolved in the

unmodified cellulose; however, some peaks were super-
imposed with other peaks. The correlations for non-
reducing-end C-NR

6
(C
6
/H
6
) were well separated from

the internal C-I
6
(C
6
/H
6
) and appeared at 61.50/3.69 and

61.50/3.39 ppm. That for C-NR
4
(C
4
/H
4
) was clearly present
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Figure 4: 2D HSQC NMR spectra of unmodified cellulose (C0, spectrum a), phthalated cellulose (C5, spectra b and d), and phthalated
bagasse (S5, spectrum c).

Table 2: Primary NMR correlations in DMSO-𝑑
6
for cellulose modified with phthalic anhydride.

Glycosyl residue
1H & 13C chemical shifts (ppm)

1 2 3 4 5 6a 6b

Cellulose (internal)
1H 4.31 3.05 3.36 3.30 3.16 3.56 3.77
13C 103.26 73.56 75.24 80.97 77.18 60.74 60.74

Cellulose (NR)
1H 4.23 2.98 3.15 3.05 3.16 3.39 3.69
13C 103.65 73.77 77.07 70.54 77.18 61.50 61.50

Cellulose (R𝛼) 1H 4.89 3.16 3.69 3.31 3.68 3.56 3.72
13C 92.44 72.68 72.11 81.36 70.25 60.80 60.80

Cellulose (R𝛽) 1H 5.14 2.93 3.25 3.31 3.06 3.56 3.72
13C 103.31 74.93 75.24 81.36 75.13 60.80 60.80

at 70.54/3.05 ppm, while the correlations at 73.77/2.98 ppm
for C-NR

2
(C
2
/H
2
) were located very close to the internal C-

I
2
(C
2
/H
2
). Those for C-NR

3
(C
3
/H
3
) and C-NR

5
(C
5
/H
5
)

had the coincident chemical shifts and overlapped with
the internal C-I

5
(C
5
/H
5
) correlation at 77.07/3.18 ppm. The

anomeric peak from non-reducing-end C-NR
1
appeared

at 103.65/4.23 ppm (C
1
/H
1
). The 𝛼- and 𝛽-anomer from

reducing-end correlations of cellulose were clearly separated
from those of the internal units. The C

1
/H
1
correlation from

the reducing-terminal-end of 𝛼-d-glucuronic polysaccharide
(𝛼-d-Glcp) (C-R𝛼

1
) was at 92.44/4.89 ppm, while the anal-

ogous 𝛽-d-Glcp (C-R𝛽
1
) correlation was at 103.31/5.14 ppm.
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Figure 5: The TG/DTG curves of unmodified cellulose (C0, curve a) and phthalated cellulose samples (C1, curve b; C5, curve c).

Despite the conformational complexity, primary peaks
were evidently assigned from 𝛼-d-Glcp: 72.68/3.16 [C-R𝛼

2

(C
2
/H
2
)], 72.11/3.69 [C-R𝛼

3
(C
3
/H
3
)], and 70.25/3.68 [C-

R𝛼
5
(C
5
/H
5
)] ppm. Similarly, C-R𝛽

2
(C
2
/H
2
) and C-R𝛽

5

(C
5
/H
5
) were well resolved at 74.93/2.93 and 75.13/3.06 ppm,

respectively. However, C-R𝛽
3
(C
3
/H
3
) was coincident withC-

I
3
at 75.24/3.25 ppm. In addition, C-R𝛼

4
(C
4
/H
4
) and C-R𝛽

4

(C
4
/H
4
) were coincident at 81.36/3.31 ppm; C-R𝛼

6
(C
6
/H
6
)

and C-R𝛽
6
(C
6
/H
6
) also were close together at 60.80/3.72 and

60.80/3.56 ppm and were buried between the internal C-I
6

peaks. These results indicated that ball-milling treatment led
to the severe degradation of cellulosic macromolecules.

Compared with those in the unmodified cellulose, the
reducing-end and non-reducing-end peaks, which resulted
from low-molecular fractions, were significantly improved
in the phthalated cellulose and the phthalated bagasse,
indicating the degradation of cellulose macromolecules in
IL AmimCl during dissolution and modification. This result
corresponded to the FT-IR analysis, and similar degradation
was also reported in the previous publications [23, 24]. The
primary internal cellulose peaks were clearly observed in
the phthalated cellulose (C5) and bagasse (S5) at 73.54/3.07
[C-I
2
(C
2
/H
2
)], 75.11/3.36 [C-I

3
(C
3
/H
3
)], 80.74/3.37 [C-I

4

(C
4
/H
4
)], 77.00/3.45 [C-I

5
(C
5
/H
5
)], and 103.23/4.34 [C-I

1

(C
1
/H
1
)] ppm; the two internal C-I

6
(C
6
/H
6
) peaks were also

distinctively located at 60.66/3.79 and 60.52/3.60 ppm.
The presence of the correlations from aryl groups in the

phthalated cellulose confirmed the attachment of phthaloyl
group onto cellulose. More importantly, two peaks from
substituted C

6
in phthalated internal units (C-I) [C-I

6

(C
6
/H
6
)] appeared at 64.70/3.79 and 64.70/4.42 ppm, and

the peak from substituted C
2
in internal unit [C-I

2
(C
2
/H
2
)]

was located at 74.21/4.60 ppm, confirming the successful
phthalation of cellulose at C-6 and C-2 positions. However,
the substituted C

3
was almost not detected, which suggested

that most of phthaloyl group was attached onto C-6 and C-2

positions. The relative percentage of phthalation on different
positions could be evaluated upon the integral area of the
characteristic substituted correlations. The results indicated
that 24.1% and 75.9% of phthaloyl group were attached to
C
2
and C

6
positions, respectively. The relative percentage of

phthalation at C-6, C-2, and C-3 positions of cellulose in
phthalated bagasse S5 was 94.74%, 5.26%, and 0, respectively.
These results indicated that the reaction behavior of cellulose
in bagasse was similar to the isolated cellulose and the
phthalation was more selective to C-6 position in bagasse
than that in the isolated cellulose. Obviously, the phthalation
degree of the three hydroxyls in AGU followed the order
of C-6 > C-2 > C-3. This order was consistent with the
propionylation and butyrylation in AmimCl [25]. On the
other hand, the phthalation degree of the hydroxyls on each
position was easily calculated based on the integral area of
the characteristic substituted and unsubstituted correlations.
The results showed that the phthalation degree in the isolated
cellulose was 6.30%, 2.01%, and 0, respectively, while that in
bagasse was 15.15%, 2.63%, and 0, respectively. These results
were consistent with the abovementioned phthalation order
of three hydroxyls. The relatively more selective phthalation
for the hydroxyl to C-6 position of cellulose component in
bagasse than the isolated cellulose was primarily due to the
differences of the phthalation reactivity of more complicated
hydroxyls in bagasse.

3.4. Thermal Analysis. The thermal behavior of unmodified
cellulose and phthalated cellulose was studied by TGA in N

2

atmosphere. Figure 5 illustrates the TGA and DTG curves
of the unmodified cellulose (C0, curve a) and phthalated
cellulose (C1, curve b; C5, curve c). The decrease below
100∘C was due to loss of moisture. The initial decomposition
temperature of samples C0, C1, and C5 was 251∘C, 245∘C, and
213∘C, respectively. At 50% weight loss, the decomposition
temperature occurred at 304∘C, 305∘C, and 297∘C for samples
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C0, C1, and C5, respectively. The DTG curves suggested
that the modified cellulose had higher thermal degradation
rate than the unmodified one. These data indicated that the
decreased thermal stability of phthalated cellulose is consis-
tent with the results reported previously [26]. Besides, the
initial and midpoint decomposition temperatures of sample
C5 were both lower than those of sample C1, indicating that
high phthalation degree tended to weaken thermal stability
of modified cellulose.

4. Conclusions

The phthalation degree of bagasse and the isolated cellulose
ranged from 5.66% to 22.71% and from 11.61% to 44.11%,
respectively. The phthalation degree increase of cellulose was
proportional to phthalic anhydride dosage, which followed
the equation of 𝑦PDI = 0.004𝑥 − 0.02 under the selected
conditions. The reactivity of the three hydroxyls in cellulose
followed the order of C-6 > C-2 > C-3, and more selective
phthalation to C-6 positions of cellulose component was
found in bagasse than in the isolated cellulose. These results
provide a detailed understanding of the homogenous modi-
fication mechanism of lignocellulose.
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Sugarcane bagasse, lignocellulosic residue from the sugar industry, is an abundant and renewable bioresource on the earth.
The application of ionic liquids in sugarcane bagasse biorefinery is gaining increasing interest. The homogeneous modification
of sugarcane bagasse by free radical initiated graft copolymerization of acrylate monomers using 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride as solvent was performed. A variety of sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers with different weight percent gain were
prepared via adjusting the monomer dosage. FT-IR studies confirmed the success in attaching the poly(acrylate) side chains onto
sugarcane bagasse. Oil absorbency studies suggested that the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers were potential biobasedmaterials
for effective treatment of ester-based oils. SEM studies showed that the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers displayed a dense
morphology structure.Thermogravimetric analysis demonstrated that the thermal stability of sugarcane bagasse decreased after the
homogeneous modification by the graft copolymerization. The present study provides an alternative strategy to convert sugarcane
bagasse into a value-added functional biobased material.

1. Introduction

There is growing interest in turning agroindustrial waste
biomass into valuable chemicals and materials. The initial
interest in this biomass refinery originates from the chal-
lenges of resource depletion and waste accumulation [1].
Biorefinery offers the possibility of replacing traditional fossil
resourceswith natural bioresources tomanufacture industrial
and daily products. Sugarcane bagasse is a typical lignocellu-
losic waste residue produced by sugar industry. It is estimated
that approximately 1.5 × 108 dry tons of sugarcane bagasse
is produced worldwide annually [2]. It is commonly used as
a primary fuel source for sugar mills and the production of
pulp, paper, and boar in substitution of wood [3]. However,
there is a potential to make better use of the renewable
resource by producing novel functional biobased materials.

Modification by graft copolymerization is an effective
approach tailoring the material properties of lignocelluosic
biomass. It is achieved by attaching side chains (graft) onto

the biomass substrate. Functional surfaces, for example, pH-
responsive [4], hydrophobic [5], and antimicrobial [6], of lig-
nocellulosic biomass have been created by the graft approach.
However, the cell wall of lignocellulosic biomass is a highly
crystalline composite of cellulose, lignin, and hemicellulose,
which makes it insolvable in any traditional solvent systems.
Themodification of the biomass has to be operated at hetero-
geneous reaction mediums, which achieve low efficiency. To
achieve efficient modification of the biomass, the application
of a good solvent is mandatory [7].

Ionic liquids, with strong hydrogen bond donor-acceptor
ability, are found to be excellent solvents for lignocellulosic
biomass [8, 9]. The application of ionic liquids in biomass
refinery is booming over the past decade, due to the des-
ignable properties of ionic liquids to meet the challenges
of sustainable chemistry [10]. Homogeneous acylation of
lignocellulosic materials has been carried out in ionic liquids,
which is demonstrated to be an advanced technique with
higher degree of substitution (∼94%) than the heteroge-
neous acylation [11]. The dissolution of biomass destroys
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Figure 1: Chemical processes for sugarcane bagasse modification by free radical initiated graft copolymerization.

the crystalline structure of the material and releases the
hydroxyl groups from hydrogen bonding, thus making the
biomass accessible to chemical reagents. Importantly, the
components, namely, cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, of
lignocellulosic biomass have equal opportunities in reaction
with anhydrides using 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
as medium [12]. The development of homogeneous modi-
fication of biomass using ionic liquids as mediums has set
up an advanced strategy for preparation of novel biobased
functional materials.

The homogeneous modification of wood by free radical
initiated graft copolymerization of acrylamide using 1-(2-
hydroxyethyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride as medium is
performed in a previous study [13]. It is demonstrated that the
ionic liquid is a more effective reaction medium for the graft
copolymerization than water [13]. However, 1-(2-hydroxy-
ethyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride is hydroxyl group con-
taining ionic liquid, which is not a suitable solvent for the
free radical initiated graft copolymerization of sugarcane
bagasse, since the hydroxyl group is the reactive site (Figure 1)
in the graft copolymerization [14]. On the other hand, the
previous research is limited in the graft copolymerization of
acrylamide [13], which is a hydrophilic monomer, while the
introduction of hydrophobic side chains to the lignocellulosic
biomass is mandatory in most situations.

In the present study, the graft copolymerization of
hydrophobic acrylate monomers onto sugarcane bagasse
was achieved using 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
(AMIMCl) as reaction medium. The chemical structure,
morphology, thermal stability, and oil absorption capacity of
the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers were studied. It was

suggested that homogeneous graft copolymerization using
ionic liquid as solvent was an advanced technique to trans-
form sugarcane bagasse into value-added biobasedmaterials.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials. Sugarcane bagasse was obtained from
Guangxi Guitang (Group) Co. Ltd. (Guigang, China). It was
washed with hot water (90∘C) for three times and ground
to prepare 40–60-mesh size particles. The ground sugarcane
bagasse was dewaxed by toluene-ethanol (2 : 1 v/v) extraction
for 12 h and oven-dried at 50∘C for 24 h. The dewaxed sugar-
cane bagasse was pretreated by a planetary ball-miller for 4 h.

AMIMClwas purchased from Shanghai Cheng Jie Chem-
ical Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China) and used as received. Methyl
acrylate, ethyl acrylate, and butyl acrylate were chemically
pure and purchased from Shanghai Ling Feng Chemical Co.
Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The acrylates were purified by vac-
uum distillation prior to use. Potassium persulfate (K

2
S
2
O
8
)

and ethanol were purchased from Aladdin Industrial Inc.
(Shanghai, China). Machine oil, cooking oil, and diesel
oil were supplied by Guangzhou Yu Shao Traded Co. Ltd.
(Guangzhou, China).

2.2. Preparation of Sugarcane Bagasse Graft Copolymers. Sug-
arcane bagasse (1 g) was dispersed in AMIMCl (49 g) at room
temperature.Themixture of sugarcane bagasse/AMIMClwas
stirred at 110∘C under N

2
atmosphere for 5 h to guarantee

the complete dissolution. Upon the complete dissolution of
sugarcane bagasse, acrylate and potassium persulfate (0.05 g,
0.185mmol)were added into the sugarcane bagasse/AMIMCl
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solution, and the mixture was stirred at 60∘C for 24 h
to achieve the graft reaction. After the reaction complete,
the resulting solution was poured into 500mL isopropanol.
The precipitant was filtered out, thoroughly washed with
isopropanol for five times and then with acetone for three
times, and oven-dried at 50∘C for 24 h to obtain the sugarcane
bagasse graft copolymer. The weight percent gain (WPG) of
sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers was calculated according
to

WPG = 100% × (𝑀1 −𝑀0)𝑀
0

, (1)

where𝑀
0
is the oven dry weight of sugarcane bagasse before

dissolving. 𝑀
1
is the oven dry weight of sugarcane bagasse

graft copolymers.

2.3. Determination of Oil Absorbency. A weight amount of
sugarcane bagasse graft copolymer was immersed in excess
oil at room temperature. The sample was taken out from the
oil after reaching the swelling equilibrium.The excess oil from
the surfaces of the sample was wiped out with filter paper.The
oil absorption capacity was calculated by

Oil absorption capacity = (𝑚 − 𝑚0)𝑚
0

(g/g) , (2)

where𝑚
0
and𝑚 are the weights of sample before and after oil

absorption, respectively.

2.4. Characterization. Fourier transform infrared spectro-
scopy (FT-IR) was performed using a BRUKER TENSOR
27 FT-IR spectrophotometer. KBr disc containing 1% finely
ground samples was applied for the spectrum collection.
Thirty-two scans were collected per spectrum at a resolution
of 4 cm−1.

For scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis, the
samples were fixed to a metal stub with carbon tapes and
coated with gold-palladium using sputter coaters. A LEO
1530VP scanning electron microscope (LEO, Germany) with
an accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used to obtain secondary
electron images.

To perform the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), the
sample (9-10mg) was heated from 40∘C to 600∘C at a heating
rate of 10∘C/min in a Q500 thermogravimetric analyzer (TA
Instruments, USA) in nitrogen atmosphere.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis of the Sugarcane Bagasse GraftCopolymers. Free
radical initiated graft copolymerization was applied to pre-
pare the graft copolymers in the present study.The scheme for
acrylate monomers graft copolymerization onto sugarcane
bagasse in ionic liquid using K

2
S
2
O
8
as initiator was shown

in Figure 1. As a result of the attachment of the poly(acrylate)
side chains onto the sugarcane bagasse fractions, the weight
of sugarcane bagasse increases after the graft copolymer-
ization modification. The WPG of control sample (Table 1,
SCB sample) was −14.5%, suggesting the decomposition of

Table 1: Preparation of sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers.

Entry Monomer Monomer dosage WPG/%
Volume/mL Mole/mmol

SCB — 0 0 −14.5
MA1 Methyl acrylate 1 11.0 −4.3
MA2 Methyl acrylate 2 22.1 −0.7
MA3 Methyl acrylate 3 33.1 9.9
MA4 Methyl acrylate 4 44.1 16.2
EA1 Ethyl acrylate 1 9.4 −1.7
EA2 Ethyl acrylate 2 18.8 7.8
EA3 Ethyl acrylate 3 28.2 13.7
EA4 Ethyl acrylate 4 37.6 25.5
BA1 Butyl acrylate 1 6.9 2.4
BA2 Butyl acrylate 2 13.9 9.1
BA3 Butyl acrylate 3 20.8 10.5
BA4 Butyl acrylate 4 27.8 15.5
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Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of sugarcane bagasse and the graft copoly-
mers.

sugarcane bagasse fractions during the dissolution in ionic
liquid [15]. The WPG of sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers
increased with the increasing monomer dosage, and a series
of sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers with WPG in the
range of −5%–25.5% were prepared (Table 1). The WPG
of sugarcane bagasse graft poly(ethyl acrylate) was 25.5%
upon the monomer dosage of 4mL/g, while it was 16.2%
and 15.5% for poly(methyl acrylate) and poly(butyl acrylate),
respectively. It was suggested that ethyl acrylate was the most
reactive monomer for the modification of sugarcane bagasse
with free radical initiated graft copolymerization.

3.2. Chemical Structure Confirmed by FT-IR. TheFT-IR spec-
tra of native sugarcane bagasse and the graft copolymers are
shown in Figure 2. For a better comparability, the spectrawere
normalized to the band at 1047 cm−1, which is assigned to the
glycosidic linkage (C-O-C) stretching vibration in cellulose
and hemicelluloses [16]. The characteristic vibrations of the
graft poly(acrylates) moieties were identified at 1735 cm−1
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Figure 3: Oil absorption capacity of the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers. (a) Machine oil absorption capacity; (b) cooking oil absorption
capacity; (c) diesel oil absorption capacity.

associated with the carbonyl (C=O) stretching vibration [17],
1375 cm−1 associated with the methyl (C-H) deformation
vibrations, and 1248 cm−1 and 1164 cm−1 associated with the
C-O stretching vibrations [18, 19]. An increase in the intensity
of these bands was observed after the graft copolymeriza-
tion reaction suggesting the poly(acrylate) side chains were
attached onto the sugarcane bagasse successfully.

3.3. Oil Absorption Capacities of the Sugarcane Bagasse
Graft Copolymers. The oil absorption capacities of sugarcane
bagasse (SCB sample) and the graft copolymers are shown

in Figure 3. Clearly, the graft copolymers were more effec-
tive at absorbing oil than sugarcane bagasse (SCB sample).
Sugarcane bagasse is a natural composite of cellulose, hemi-
cellulose, and lignin with highly crystalline structure and
large amount of hydrophilic hydroxyl groups, whichmake it a
poor oil absorptionmaterial. After the graft copolymerization
with acrylates, the hydrophilic hydroxyl groups of sugarcane
bagasse were substituted by the hydrophobic poly(acrylate)
side chains. As a result of the substitution of the hydroxyl
groups, the modified sugarcane bagasse was more accessible
than the unmodified one to oil [20].
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It was interesting to find that there was no clear
relationship between the oil absorption capacity and the
monomer dosage, even though theWPG of graft copolymers
increased with the increasing monomer dosage. However,
it was reported that the oil absorption capacity increased
with the increasing WPG of sugarcane bagasse acetates [21].
In general, the increasing WPG of the sugarcane bagasse
acetates corresponds to the increasing degree of substitution
(DS) of hydroxyl groups [21], while it is not always the case
for themodification of sugarcane bagasse by graft copolymer-
ization. Two chemical reactions, namely, the substitution of
hydroxyl groups and the polymerization of the monomers,
take place at the same time for the graft copolymerization

[14]. Both increments of DS of hydroxyl groups and degree
of polymerization (DP) of side chains would result in the
increment of WPG. Increasing the monomer dosage would
result in the increment of DP of side chains, while the DS
of hydroxyl groups keep unchanged. The WPG of sugarcane
bagasse graft copolymers increased with the increasing DP
of the poly(acrylate) side chains. However, the oil absorption
capacity of the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers did not
change with the increasing monomer dosage, owing to the
unchanged DS of hydroxyl groups.

The oil absorption capacities of the graft copolymers
differed according to the oil and monomer species. The
sugarcane bagasse graft poly(methyl acrylate) showed being
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Figure 5: TGA/DTG curves of the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers.The inset figure in TGA showed themethod in determining the onset
degradation temperature and the degradation region.

the most effective for the absorption of machine oil and
cooking oil, while diesel oil absorption capacities of the
modified sugarcane bagasse were more or less the same
(Figure 3). The machine oil and cooking oil were majorly
composed of esters, while the diesel was composed of long
chain alkane.Acrylateswere composed of three parts, namely,
allyl group, ester group, and alkane chain (R group). The
reason why sugarcane bagasse graft poly(acrylate) showed
higher absorbency to machine oil and cooking oil than to
diesel oil is that both poly(acrylate) and machine/cooking oil
contain ester groups. Increasing the chain length of R group
of the acrylates from CH

3
to CH

2
CH
2
CH
2
CH
3
would result

in the decrease of ester group content of sugarcane bagasse
graft copolymers. Thus, sugarcane bagasse graft poly(methyl
acrylate) had the highest ester content and showed being
most efficient for oil absorption.

3.4. Morphology of the Sugarcane Bagasse Graft Copolymers.
To better understand the enhanced oil absorption behavior
of sugarcane bagasse by graft copolymerizationmodification,
the morphology of the sugarcane bagasse derivatives was
examined using SEM (Figure 4). The photomicrograph of
sugarcane bagasse regenerated from AMIMCl showed a
highly porous bulk structure with a homogenous surface
(Figure 4, SCB). Both the bulk and surface of sugarcane
bagasse graft copolymers showed dense architecture. SEM
studies suggested that the oil absorption of sugarcane bagasse
was due to the oil penetration into the bulk pores. As a result,
the oil absorption of sugarcane bagasse should depend on
the pore volume of the material but be independent of oil
type. It fitted well with the oil absorbency study that the oil
absorption of sugarcane bagasse showed no significant dif-
ference for machine oil, cooking oil, and diesel oil. The dense
architecture of sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers suggested
that the oil absorption of sugarcane bagasse derivatives was
not oil held by pores. The introduction of lipophilic groups

by graft copolymerization increased oil absorption capacity
sugarcane bagasse derivatives.

3.5. Thermal Stability of the Sugarcane Bagasse Graft Copoly-
mers. The TGA/derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) curves
of the sugarcane bagasse graft copolymers are shown in
Figure 5. The weight loss below 105∘C was attributed to
the volatilization of water. The water content of unmodified
sugarcane bagasse (Figure 5, SCB) was 9.7%, and it was
4.7%–7.6% for the modified ones (Figure 5, MA4, EA4, and
BA4). It was suggested that the substitution of hydroxyl
groups by the hydrophobic poly(acrylate) side chains resulted
in the improvement of sugarcane bagasse hydrophobicity.
The onset thermal degradation temperature of the unmod-
ified sugarcane bagasse was 244∘C, and it was 228∘C for
all the modified ones. The decrease in the onset thermal
degradation temperature was due to the substitution of
hydroxyl groups which broke down the hydrogen bonding
network of sugarcane bagasse [22]. The degradation region
(Figure 5) of the unmodified sugarcane bagasse was 94∘C,
and those were 105∘C, 96∘C, and 121∘C for the sugarcane
bagasse graft poly(methyl acrylate), poly(ethyl acrylate), and
poly(butyl acrylate), respectively.The broadened degradation
region of the modified sugarcane bagasse was mainly due to
the low onset thermal degradation temperature. The DTG
curves suggested that the modified sugarcane bagasse had
higher thermal degradation rate than the unmodified one.
In summary, the homogeneous graft copolymerizationwould
decrease the thermal stability of modified sugarcane bagasse.

4. Conclusion

Lipophilic sugarcane bagasse derivatives were prepared by
homogeneous free radical initiated graft copolymerization
in ionic liquid. The efficiency of the graft copolymerization
was characterized by WPG and controlled by stoichiometric
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methods. The oil absorption capacity of sugarcane bagasse
was significantly improved by the graft copolymerization due
to the introduction of hydrophobic groups.Theoil absorption
of sugarcane bagasse graft poly(acrylate) copolymers was
attributed to the lipophilic behavior of the samples. The
copolymerization processes resulted in the decrease in the
thermal stability of sugarcane bagasse by reducing the onset
thermal degradation temperature and raising the thermal
degradation rate.
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Activated carbon was successfully derived from scrap tile waste from thermochemical conversion. Chemical and physical
modifications were therefore employed to modify the specific surface area and porosity of activated carbon. Cellulose was
successfully extracted from palm front. Designation of waste composite was prepared by cellulose and activated carbon. Less than
30wt% of activated carbon was integrated into cellulose sheet matrix. It was important to note that there is no change inmechanical
and morphological properties. Small amount of activated carbon was well dispersed. In order to investigate the feasibility of
composite as active packaging, oxygen permeation rate and ethylene gas adsorption ability were preliminary investigated.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the push towards the development of
biobased materials has been evident. Numerous approaches
have been extremely investigated on the feasibility of
biobased materials for many purposes. The emergence of
biobased material played an important role on many indus-
trial sectors such as automotive part, electronic device, phar-
maceutical and medical research, and food technology [1–
7]. Up to the present time, the category of biobased material
was versatile depending on available resources. It was related
to cellulose and its derivative, chitin-chitosan, polylactic
acid, polybutylene succinate, and starch. The use of biobased
materials was therefore selected due to environmentally
friendly purpose, nontoxicity, and value-added concept for
agricultural product. On the other hand, biobased materials
were therefore considered as biomass. The existence of these
biobased resources should be preferably investigated as well
as their feasibility in order to replace the conventional nonre-
newablematerials. Moreover, due to the growth of worldwide
population, it should be encouraged that the emergence

of novel technology based on “green product and process”
be endorsed. It was involved in the design of product and
process which minimizes the use and the generation of haz-
ardous materials. To become innovative in green technology,
numerous approaches have been investigated from academic
research to industrial commercialization.One of the excellent
strategic routes was related to waste development.

To the best of our knowledge, the management of munic-
ipal solid waste was considered as important issue for city
authorities and planners due to increment in population,
urbanization, and limited land space. It was consequently
considered as the major concern to environmental health
[8–13]. This probably had many effects on environmental
treatment challenges such as leachate generation and air
pollution. As a consequence, it may combine with politi-
cal, social, and economic issues, as well as the availability
of land, which were major concerns to be addressed in
land evaluation and management. In addition, increment in
worldwide population led to increase in fossil fuel consump-
tion, rendering increment in greenhouse gas emission. This
might be considered as environmental issue. In order to solve
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this technical issue, converting solid waste to conventional
product was favorably remarked to be an option. To be
sustainable and renewable, the design of product based on
solid waste should be preferably developed. This concept led
to solving the landfill space, environmental issue as well as
nonpollution.

To respond to this scenario, waster composite was con-
sidered as an important key challenge to solve this issue [14–
16]. One solid waste was due to activated carbon derived
from scrap tile waste. From the fundamental point of view,
scrap tire throughout the world is approximately 1 billion
per year and it sets to be increased in the future as car
and truck transportation continues to expand. Up to the
present time, reutilization of scrap tile was comparatively
much below annually generated tire. One of the successful
strategic approaches of the reutilization of scrap tile waste
was involved in activated carbon formation. After pyrolysis
of scrap tile waste, the existence of activated carbon with
high specific surface area and porosity was presented. It
was considered as a viable market for the end product
of the waste [17–20]. On the other hand, another waste
was involved in cellulose derived from palm frond. At this
presence, palm frond was relatively considered as biomass.
The availability of palm frond was therefore versatile in many
areas of academic research and industrial commercialization
[21–23]. To the best of our knowledge, utilization of palm
frondwas related to biorefinery which comparatively referred
to a promising concept of utilizing biomass or any other
renewable resources as feedstock to produce energy and
platform chemicals and materials [24, 25]. It was definitely
considered as one of the excellent techniques to reduce
carbon footprint and dependency on fossil fuel for sustain-
able development. One of the excellent strategic approaches
of biorefinery of palm frond was biological production of
cellulose. From conventional reaction, cellulose was there-
fore derived from palm frond. The properties of cellulose
were evident to have numerous features such as high ther-
mal stability, chemical resistance, and excellent mechanical
properties.

In order to have a successful waste development program,
the design on composite from waste was therefore investi-
gated. Activated carbon was successfully derived from scarp
tile waster, whereas cellulose was extracted from palm frond.
The structure and properties of waste based composite were
therefore evaluated based on ethylene absorber.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemical Reagents andMaterials. Scrap tile was provided
as a gift from Patomchai Hitech Co., Ltd., Nakhon Pathom,
Thailand. Analytical grade of hydrochloric acid, HCl, was
purchased from Merck (analytical reagent assay 37%, Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Analytical grade of sulfuric
acid, H

2
SO
4
, was also purchased from Merck (analytical

reagent assay 95%, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany).
Analytical grade of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich, Thailand. All chemical reagents
were used as received without further purification. Palm
frond was provided as a gift from Oil Palm Estate, Thailand.

2.2. Methods. Scrap tile as received was cut into small pieces.
It was washed with deionized water and dried in an oven at
100∘C for 24 hours. Afterwards, it had undergone pyrolysis
process at 800∘C for 1 hour. The dried scrap tile was ground
and sieved into particle size smaller than 500𝜇m. The ratio
of 1 : 1 of analytical grade of hydrochloric acid and sulfuric
acid was poured into activated carbon. The reaction was
set at 80∘C for 2 hours. Then, it was filtered with Buchner
funnel connected to a Buchner flask and a vacuum pump.
It was washed with distilled water until neutral pH. The
obtained carbonswere characterized by nitrogen adsorption–
desorption isotherms at −196∘C. The surface area and total
pore volume of activated carbons, which were determined
by application of the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and
t-plot methods, were achieved as high as 604.31m2/g and
0.715 cm3/g, respectively. Prior to composite preparation,
it was stored in desiccator in order to prevent moisture
absorption. Freshly cut palm fronds were obtained from
the Oil Palm Estate, Surat Thani, Thailand. The leaflet was
left in the estate and only petiole part was taken for the
characterization purpose. The palm frond was naturally sun-
dried until the moisture content dropped to below 20%. It
was ground to a particle with diameter size of 2mm. The
ground sample was sieved through 0.5mm mesh to remove
the powdery tiny particles (powder). The meshed sample
was further dried at 45∘C in an oven until the moisture
content dropped below 10% before it could be used in water
extraction. Cellulose derived from palm frond was related
to paper-making process. It was chemically modified by
using sodium hydroxide. The water was removed from the
suspension through filtration with a Buchner funnel fitted
with Polytetrafluoroethylene membrane filter (0.1m mesh,
90mm diameter), which was connected to a Buchner flask
and a vacuum pump. The volume of cellulose suspension
was adjusted to achieve a bacterial cellulose disc with the
dried weight of 0.25 g. The filtration was continued until
the wet sheet of cellulose was formed. The wet sheet was
then dried between two Polytetrafluoroethylene membranes
under the applied pressure of 58 psi. To fabricate waste
composite small amount of activated carbon derived from
scrap tile was integrated into cellulose sheet. The ratio of
structure of composite was therefore evaluated. Properties
of waste composite were investigated based on ethylene
absorber.

3. Results and Discussion

Cellulose was successfully extracted from palm frond by
conventional reaction technique. It was well dispersed in
water. Additional information on cellulose properties was
similar to our many previous literatures. As-extracted cel-
lulose suspension was preliminary tested on active alkali.
Lignin and its impurities were removed, and cellulose fibril
was distributed into water based suspension form. On the
other hand, activated carbon was successfully derived from
scrap tile waste. The process was involved in pyrolysis under
controlled atmosphere. Activated carbon was in the powder-
like form in black color. It should be remarkably stored in
desiccators in order to prevent water absorption issue.
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Figure 2: Moisture content of activated carbon and cellulose sheet
composite.

To design cellulose and activated carbon based compos-
ite, less than 30wt% of activated carbon was integrated into
cellulose sheet. It was important to note that the density of
composite was significantly less than neat cellulose sheet.
Figure 1 exhibits the density of activated carbon and cellulose
based composite. The neat cellulose sheet was provided for
comparison. The existence of activated carbon can induce
high porosity through the network. Due to its light weight, it
can be therefore distributed into cellulose sheet.The activated
carbon can therefore play an important role for the feasibility
of its higher adsorption performance.

After that, moisture content and water absorption were
therefore investigated for waste composite. Figures 2 and
3 exhibit the moisture content and water absorption of
waste composite. The neat cellulose sheet was also provided
for comparison. The ability of moisture content and water
absorption ability of composite were significantly superior.
From the structural point of view, the molecular structure
of cellulose was composed of 3 positions of hydroxyl group;
it was therefore easy to be activated for hydrogen bond
formation in between cellulose molecular unit and water.
Compared to waste composite, the existence of activated
carbon was presented in cellulose network. It exhibited high
specific surface area and porosity. Significant effort was made
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Figure 3: Water absorption of activated carbon and cellulose sheet
composite.
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Figure 4:Thickness swelling of activated carbon and cellulose sheet
composite.

to investigate waste composite formoisture content andwater
absorption ability. It was remarkable to note that, due to high
absorption ability of cellulose and activated carbon, waste
composite was successfully designed as absorbent material.
However, it should be avoided due to the difference in
physical properties. Cellulose was presented in sheet form,
similar to paper, whereas activated carbon was successfully
derived in powder form. The design of waste composite
should be preferably considered regarding the mechanical
properties if flexibility will be selected in particular applica-
tion. On the other hand, the tendency of moisture content
and water absorption was relatively high with the increment
in percentage of activated carbon. It may be involved in
agglomeration behavior of activated carbon and difficulty
in controllable distribution of activated carbon. Although,
the moisture content and water adsorption ability were still
superior, the correlation of mechanical properties should be
considered.

Thickness swelling was therefore evaluated and it is
presented in Figure 4. It theoretically referred to mechanical
strength of waste composite. The experiment was conducted
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Figure 5: Mechanical properties of activated carbon and cellulose sheet composite.

at ambient temperature. The neat cellulose sheet was also
provided for comparison. There is no effect of temperature
onwater absorption andmechanical properties in this part. It
was important to note that significant reduction in thickness
swelling was observed in waste composite. In case of cellulose
sheet, there is free space between cellulose networks. Water
molecule can be attached on the hydroxyl position of cellu-
lose; it was therefore swelled. The thickness of sample was
subsequently observed. On the contrary, this phenomenon
was different compared to waste composite. The existence
of activated carbon was considered as obstacle to swelling.
Waste composite presented the good feature of dimensional
stability. The percentage of thickness swelling was reduced
from 60 to 15, 12, and 8%, respectively.

Mechanical properties of activated carbon and cellulose
sheet composite were therefore observed. The investigation
was based on tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and elonga-
tion at break, respectively. Figure 5 exhibits the mechanical
properties of waste composite. The neat cellulose sheet was
provided for comparison. It was remarkable to note that
waste composite presented inferiority in technical data of
tensile strength and Young’s modulus. The activated carbon
may agglomerate on the free space of cellulose fibril. The
existence of activated carbonwas provided for the difficulty of
cellulose network on bonding formation. On the other hand,

it was involved in sorption properties of activated carbon.
Due to excellent specific surface area and porosity, it can be
adsorbed both gas and liquid; significant reduction in tensile
strength and Young’s modulus was therefore investigated. On
the other hand, the elongation at break of waste composite
was still in similar region. The increment of elongation at
break of waste composite was less than 5%. The reason
was due to the fact that the amount of activated carbon
can be considered for two different purposes: adsorbed
and controlled dimensional stability. It may be called the
reinforcement part; no significance of elongation at breakwas
therefore observed.

Morphological properties of activated carbon and cellu-
lose sheet composite were therefore observed as exhibited
in Figure 6. The neat cellulose sheet was provided for
comparison. The morphology of cellulose sheet presented
the fibril network. There is free space in between cellulose
sheets. The orientation of cellulose sheet was random. The
size of cellulose fibril was nonuniform. The aspect ratio
(L : D) was estimated to be 15–20, depending on mechanical
crushing technique. The variation in size of cellulose did
not provide any significant alteration in adsorption ability.
However, compared to waste composite, the small amount of
activated carbon existed in the free space in between cellulose
networks. With the higher amount of integration, it became
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Figure 6: Morphological properties of activated carbon and cellulose sheet composite: (a) neat cellulose sheet, (b) 10wt% of activated carbon
filled cellulose sheet, (c) 20wt% of activated carbon filled cellulose sheet, and (d) 30wt% of activated carbon filled cellulose sheet.
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Figure 7: Oxygen transmission rate of activated carbon and cellu-
lose sheet composite.

agglomerated. To avoid this agglomeration issue, correlation
of amount of activated carbon and its processing should be
controlled. However, the morphological properties of waste
composite were not having any differences. It was presented
in 3D network in cellulose sheet. Small amount of activated
carbon existed in between.

Oxygen permeation test and ethylene gas absorption
of activated carbon and cellulose sheet composite were
investigated. Figures 7 and 8 exhibit the oxygen permeation
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Figure 8: Investigation of ethylene gas adsorption of activated
carbon and cellulose sheet composite.

test and ethylene gas adsorption of waste composite. The
neat cellulose sheet was provided for comparison. The ability
of oxygen permeation of waste composite was superior
compared to neat cellulose sheet. With the increment in
activated carbon, significant enhancement in specific surface
area and porosity was therefore observed. Oxygen gas was
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thus transmitted and it can be therefore stored on the surface
of activated carbon. Three times oxygen permeation ability
was therefore observed for waste composite compared to neat
cellulose sheet.

Contrary to ethylene adsorption ability, the ability of
ethylene gas absorption was therefore detrimental. Waste
composite with 10wt% reinforcement of activated carbonwas
provided the superiority on technical data. The investigation
was conducted for 10 hours. The reason was due to the
fact that, with excess integration of activated carbon, it may
adsorb water and air from environment. The less space for
ethylene gas absorption was consequently provided. Another
reason was due to agglomeration on activated carbon. It
may provide significant reduction on ethylene adsorption
ability.

Figure 9 exhibits the ethylene gas absorption mecha-
nism of activated carbon and cellulose composite. It was
important to note that, without activated carbon, chemical
reactive groups such as –OH and –COOH do not exist. The
role of modified activated carbon can be induced to have
the chemical bonding between ethylene gas and reactive
functional group within the porous structure of modified
carbon inserted to cellulose matrix.The small size of porosity
provided significant efforts on specific surface area, rendering
the existence of modified activated carbon which can induce
superiority in absorption compared to neat cellulose.

4. Conclusion

Activated carbon was successfully derived from scrap tile
waste from thermochemical conversion. The high perfor-
mance in specific surface area and porosity was therefore

observed after chemical modification. Cellulose was success-
fully extracted from palm front. The morphological proper-
ties of derived cellulose acted as network-like structure. Des-
ignation of waste composite was prepared between cellulose
and activated carbon. Young’s modulus and tensile strength
of composite were reduced, while elongation at break was
increased. It was important to note that there is no change in
morphological properties. The existence of activated carbon
was in the pore of cellulose network. Oxygen permeation
rate was reduced for waste composite, while ethylene gas
adsorption was increased. Waste composite presented the
strong idea on the utilization for being ethylene absorber for
food packaging.
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Bacterial cellulose and eggshell composite was successfully developed. Eggshell was mixed with bacterial cellulose suspension and
it was casted as a composite film. CaCO

3
derived from eggshell was compared with its commercial availability. It can be noted

that good dispersion of eggshell particle was prepared. Eggshell particle was irregular in shape with a variation in size. It existed
in bacterial cellulose network. Characterization on composite was focused on thermal and mechanical properties. It showed that
flexibility and thermal stability of composite were enhanced. No significant effect of mechanical properties was therefore observed.
The thermal stability of composite was stable up to 300∘C. The adsorption experiment on water and vegetable oil capacity was
performed. The enhancement on adsorption was due to the existence of eggshell in bacterial cellulose composite. It exhibited the
potential to be a good candidate for absorbent material in active packaging.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the push on development on bio-based mate-
rials has been evident. Numerous efforts have been exten-
sively developed in many types of bio-based products such as
cellulose and derivatives, chitin and chitosan basedmaterials,
polylactic acid, polybutylene succinate, and starch as well
as soy protein [1–3]. The role of bio-based materials can
be employed in many sectors of application such as infras-
tructure, automotive part, and electronic device as well as
active packaging [4–6]. One of the most effective bio-based
materials was focused on cellulose [7–9]. From the funda-
mental point of view, it was remarkable to note that cellulose
was considered as the most abundant naturally occurring
biopolymer. It was commonly found in the cell walls of plant
and certain algae. Cellulose derived from plant presented
the excellence in terms of cost effectiveness, safety, and
availability of rawmaterials. However, cellulose derived from
bacterial specie presented the good effectiveness on purity

and homogeneity [10]. The most effective specie was focused
on Acetobacter xylinum. It presented the low coefficient of
thermal expansion and also it was an outstanding reinforcing
agent for the design of environmentally friendly composites.
It is renewable and biodegradable. Young’s modulus of its
single fibril was measured to be as high as 114GPa. It also has
attractive features of high degree of crystallinity, high degree
of polymerization (14,400), and high specific area (37m2/g)
[11–13]. From the past, our research group was focused on
the development of bacterial cellulose and the study of its
application [2, 4, 14, 15]. One successful project was involved
in the development of bacterial cellulose as a flexible substrate
for electronic device. Although bacterial cellulose composite
presents the flexibility and transparency and it gains many
interests in the further development in electronic industries
such as flexible device, the use of bacterial cellulose based
materials provided high water absorption ability. Due to the
high absorption ability of bacterial cellulose, the develop-
ment of bacterial cellulose as absorbent materials has been
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currently developed. It was important to note that the
properties of interest of bacterial cellulose were involved
in extremely hydrophilic feature in nature. As a result, BC
will often have poor interface with hydrophobic polymer.
However, from the viewpoint of food industry, absorbent
materials have been currently developed for the shelf life of
food [16, 17]. To gain higher quality of food product, food
packaging has been extensively developed to become active
such as high absorption of water and oxygen and antimi-
crobial properties as well as freshness control. However, due
to the versatility of food, the research on active packaging
was very dynamic in or der to satisfy on quality of food
from production plant, logistics, and transportation as well
as consumer. In order to gain the water absorption ability
of bacterial cellulose in food packaging, the development
of eggshell and bacterial cellulose composite membrane has
been extensively developed. It was important to note that
eggshell was considered as industrial by-products that have
been considered as waste. It was disposed in landfill every
year. From the structural point of view, it was important
to note that eggshell was considered as a natural bio-based
product [18, 19]. The main component was due to calcium
carbonate with very high porosity feature. The research on
the use of eggshell as absorbent materials has been therefore
improved [20]. Moreover, in order to support the envi-
ronmentally friendly policy, bio-based materials have been
encouraged to develop [21]. To support the use of waste with
higher efficiency,modification of eggshell as a composite with
bacterial cellulose as absorbent materials should be tailored.

In this research work, we wish to study the development
of eggshell and bacterial cellulose composite membrane.
Structure and properties of composite membrane were also
evaluated.The experiment on absorption abilitywas therefore
determined.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. Bacterial cellulose was successfully extracted
from nata de coco product (chaokoh coconut gel in syrup,
Ampol Food Processing Ltd., Nakhon Pathom,Thailand), an
indigenous dessert of which main component was reported
as bacterial cellulose. Characterizations of bacterial cellulose
extracted from nata de coco were carried out in previous
work; its characteristics matched those of bacterial cellulose
extracted from the culture of Acetobacter xylinum.

Eggshell was collected from canteen, Faculty of Science
and Technology, Thammasat University. It was washed with
methanol and then dried in an oven at 100∘C for 24 hours.
After that, it wasmilled and pressed through a sieve with a 25-
micron mesh. Analytical grade of NaOH and methanol were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich,Thailand, and they were used
as received without further purification.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Extraction and Purification of Bacterial Cellulose. Bac-
terial cellulose was extracted from nata de coco. The nata
de coco gel was first rinsed with distilled water and blended

using a laboratory blender.The bacterial cellulose suspension
was then treated in 0.1MNaOH at 80∘C for 20min to remove
any remaining microorganisms, medium component, and
soluble polysaccharides. The purified bacterial cellulose was
then thoroughly washed with distilled water until pH was
neutral. Additional information has been published in our
previous research article [4, 22].

2.2.2. Fabrication of Bacterial Cellulose and Eggshell Compos-
ite Membrane. To fabricate the composite membrane, the
bacterial cellulose sheet was first prepared from bacterial
cellulose suspension. The weight ratio between bacterial
cellulose and eggshell was controlled as 1 : 0.5, 1 : 1, 1 : 2, and
1 : 5, respectively. After that, it was stirred for 3 hours until
homogenization was achieved. To fabricate composite mem-
brane, water from suspension was removed through filtration
with a Buchner funnel fitted with Polytetrafluoroethylene
membrane filter (0.1m mesh and 90mm diameter), which
was connected to a Buchner flask and a vacuum pump.
The filtration was continued until the wet sheet of bacterial
cellulose was formed. The wet sheet was then dried between
two Polytetrafluoroethylene membranes under the applied
pressure of 58 psi, following the paper hand sheet formation
standard SCAN C 26:76. The sample should be stored in
desiccator for water absorption prevention. Characteriza-
tion techniques such as X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluores-
cence, Fourier transform infrared, thermogravimetric analy-
sis, scanning electron microscope, and transmission electron
microscope were employed to investigate the properties of
eggshell and its composite membrane.

2.2.3. Adsorption Activity of Bacterial Cellulose and Eggshell
Composite Membrane. The adsorption activity of bacterial
cellulose and eggshell composite membrane was focused
on water and vegetable oil. To determine the absorption
capacity of the products, a gravimetric method was applied.
An accurately weighed quantity of the sample (0.5 g) (𝑚

1
)

was immersed in 100mL of distilled water and vegetable oil
at room temperature until maximal swelling. The time was
operated overnight and then theweight ofmaximum swelling
was detected.

The absorption capacity was calculated as g H
2
O/g dry

and g vegetable/g dry of composite using the following
equation:

Adsorption capacity (g/g) = 𝑚2 − 𝑚1𝑚
1

, (1)

where 𝑚
1
means the weight of dried sample, whereas 𝑚

2
is

the weight of tested sample. In all cases, five measurements
were performed in order to calculate the statistical average.

2.3. Characterizations

2.3.1. X-Ray Diffraction. Eggshell particle was investigated
on crystal structure by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Phillips P.W.
1830 diffractometer). It was employed by using nickel-filtered
CuKa radiation. Diffraction patterns were recorded over a
range of 10–80. The scan rate was set for 3∘ per min. Prior to
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Table 1: Elemental analysis of eggshell.

Element (wt%) Ca O Mg Al S Others
Eggshell 42.8 49.5 6.11 0.936 0.343 0.311
CaCO

3
(commercial) 53.4 37.6 7.74 1.24 0.018 0.002

investigation, the sample should be stored in desiccator for
moisture absorption prevention.

2.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscope. Eggshell particle and its
composite membrane were investigated on morphological
properties by SEM (a JOEL JSM-6301F scanning micro-
scope). The machine was operated at an acceleration voltage
of 5 kV to identify the morphological properties of powders.
Before investigation, the sampleswere sputter-coatedwithAu
to enhance the electrical conductivity.

2.3.3. Thermogravimetric Analysis. Thermal degradation
behavior of the eggshell particle and its composite membrane
was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TA-5000
TGA, TA Instruments, DE, USA). Each sample (10mg)
was heated with a heating rate of 10∘C/min in nitrogen
atmosphere from 30∘C to 800∘C. The TGA balance flow
meter was set at 20 psi N

2
, while the purge flow meter was

adjusted to 20 psi of synthetic air.

2.3.4. X-Ray Fluorescence. XRF (a Phillips 1404 XRF Wave-
length Disperse Spectrometer) was used to determine the
trace element of sample. It was equipped with an array of
five analyzing crystals and fitted with a Rh X-ray tube target.
A vacuum was used as the medium of analyses to avoid
interaction of X-rays with air particle. 1 g of samplewasmixed
with 6 g of H

3
BO
3
and consequently pressed under 10 tons of

force.

2.3.5. Fourier Transforms Infrared. FTIR was performed on a
Bruker Vector 22 mid-IR spectroscopy (Bruker, Germany),
All FTIR absorption spectra were recorded over 4000–
400 cm−1 wavenumbers region at a resolution of 8 cm−1
with 1024 scans using a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS)
detector. A straight line between two lowest points in the
respective spectra region was chosen as a baseline. Potassium
bromide (KBr) acting as a nonabsorbing medium was mixed
with a solid sample (0.3–0.5 wt%) by an agate mortar and
pestle to prepare a pellet specimen.

2.3.6. Tensile Test. The tensile tests were conducted in accor-
dance to the ISO Standard number ISO 527:1996.The sample
was cut with a Zwick cutter into dog-bone specimen type 5A.
The samples had the overall length and the gauge length of 75
and 20mm, respectively. The initial distance between grips
was 50mm and its width at the grip end was 12.5mm. The
width at the narrowest part was 4mm and the thickness was
0.3–0.5mm.The testing speed was 1mm/min.The specimens
were preconditioned at 20∘C in 54% relative humidity in a
desiccator containing a saturated solution ofMg(NO

3
)
2
for at

least 48 h prior to testing.The tensile test was conducted using
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) eggshell and (b) commer-
cial calcium carbonate.

Instron universal material testing machine (Instron 4502,
Instron Corporation, MA, USA) equipped with a 1 kN load
cell. At least 10 specimens were tested per sample to obtain a
statistical average.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Eggshell from Renewable Resource.
Table 1 exhibits element analysis of eggshell. It was important
to note that chemical composition of eggshell was associated
with CaCO

3
. The main component was focused on calcium

and oxygen and it was remarkable to note that it can be
considered as effective resource for calcium oxide. However,
the variation in the amount of element was still varied due
to feed of the hen and it was contaminated by the inner
membrane of egg. To use eggshell with higher efficiency, the
controllability on elemental analysis should be performed.

X-ray diffraction pattern of eggshell was investigated and
the commercial CaCO

3
was provided for comparison. Fig-

ure 1 exhibits the X-ray diffraction pattern. It was remarkable
to note that there is no phase of impurities. The existence
of peak was involved in CaCO

3
. The characteristic peak

was associated with JCPDS number 47-1743. The result pre-
sented the existence of CaCO

3
derived from eggshell waste.

Furthermore, it was important to note that the preferential
orientation was determined using a texture coefficient (ℎ𝑘𝑙).
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 100%
intensity (104) peak at 2𝜃 = 29.5 was determined for all
calcium carbonate derived from eggshell. It illustrated that
the highest value was in the (104) plane for the sample, which
indicated that crystal orientation is uniform in 𝑥- and 𝑧-
orientation. The crystal size was estimated by the Scherrer
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Figure 2: FTIR pattern of (a) eggshell and (b) commercial calcium
carbonate.

formula: 𝐷 = 𝐾𝜆/𝛽 cos 𝜃, where 𝐷 is crystallite size, 𝐾 is a
constant of 0.9, 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength, 𝛽 is full width at
half maximum (FWHM), and 𝜃 is the diffraction peak. The
(104) peak was used to estimate the crystal and it was found
to be 50–70 nm.

Figure 2 exhibits FTIR pattern of eggshell particle and
commercial CaCO

3
was provided for comparison. Both

results presented the similar feature of pattern. The intense
band was observed at 3600 cm−1 due to the vibration of the
OH group attached to Ca2+. It can be implied that surface of
eggshell exhibited hydrophilic properties. In order to prevent
this concern, eggshell should be stored in desiccator. More-
over, the characteristic peak position at 1500 cm−1 was due to
C-O stretching.The remaining part of carbonate still existed.
The wavenumber at 700 cm−1 belonged to Ca-O stretching.
It can be noted that the composition of eggshell was referred
to calcium carbonate.This discussion was strongly associated
with XRD experiment.

In the case of eggshell particle, it was suspended in water
solution. It was important to note that most of the particles
were precipitated within a minute leaving a clear aqueous
supernatant immediately after the preparation. From the
fundamental point of view, due to the nature of eggshell, it
presented the hydrophilic feature on surface. To determine
the particle size of eggshell, the good distribution of eggshell
particle should be controlled. This indicated that eggshell
particle was facile to aggregate in an aqueous suspension,
suggesting that ultrasonic process should be performed.
From the theoretical point of view, it was important to note
that eggshell particle can be stabilized by two main forces.
The one was focused on van der Waals’ interactions and the
other one was focused on electrostatic repulsive force. When
the attraction force is less than repulsive force, the particle
was dispersed, and if the attraction force exceeds the repulsive
force, the particle tended to form aggregates. It was important
to note that the determination of particle of eggshell and good
distribution should be performed in order to prevent any
error from measurement.
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Figure 3: Thermogravimetric analysis of (a) eggshell and (b)
commercial CaCO

3
.

Furthermore, the stability of eggshell particle was there-
fore investigated. Thermogravimetric analysis was con-
ducted. The analysis was used to determine the weight loss
as a function of elevated temperature. Figure 3 exhibits the
thermal decomposition of eggshell particle and commercial
CaCO

3
was provided for comparison. It can be noted that

when the thermal temperature reached 400∘C, small weight
loss was observed due to water absorption on eggshell
particle. This indicated that the surface of eggshell exhibited
hydrophilic feature. Moreover, decomposition can be cate-
gorized into three different regions. Within the temperature
region of 400–800∘C, the large region of weight loss was
therefore observed. This was due to the change in structure
of CaCO

3
to calcium oxide ceramic. From the theoretical

point of view, CaCO
3
can be changed to calcium oxide when

high temperature was applied. This discussion was strongly
associated with X-ray diffraction experiment. Moreover, with
the increment on temperature in the range of 800–1000∘C, no
weight losswas therefore observed due to that, suggesting that
the decomposition was completely performed.

3.2. Characterization of Eggshell and Bacterial Cellulose
Composite Membrane

3.2.1. Characterization of Bacterial Cellulose and Eggshell
Composite Membrane. Eggshell and bacterial cellulose com-
posite membrane was successfully prepared. It was important
to note that the weight ratio between bacterial cellulose
and eggshell was controlled as 1 : 0.5, 1 : 1, 1 : 2, and 1 : 5,
respectively. Figure 4 exhibits the thermal decomposition of
bacterial cellulose and eggshell composite membrane. The
decomposition temperature can be categorized into three
different regions, similar to neat eggshell waste. From room
temperature to 300∘C, small weight loss can be observed due
to effect of water absorption. With the temperature range
from 300–700∘C, the large decomposition was therefore
observed due to decomposition of bacterial cellulose and
the calcium carbonate which was considered as the main
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of bacterial cellulose and eggshell composite membrane.

Composites Young’s modulus (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation (%)
Neat bacterial cellulose sheet 4.16 ± 0.003 13.2 ± 0.005 3.17 ± 0.005
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 0.5 wt%) 3.89 ± 0.001 7.05 ± 0.001 1.81 ± 0.003
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 1 wt%) 0.40 ± 0.002 2.53 ± 0.002 6.29 ± 0.003
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 2 wt%) 0.42 ± 0.001 1.47 ± 0.002 3.50 ± 0.001
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 5 wt%) 0.12 ± 0.002 0.78 ± 0.001 6.37 ± 0.002
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Figure 4:Thermal decomposition of eggshell and bacterial cellulose
composite membrane. (a) Neat bacterial cellulose. (b) 1 : 0.5 weight
ratio of bacterial cellulose and eggshell. (c) 1 : 1 weight ratio of
bacterial cellulose and eggshell. (d) 1 : 2 weight ratio of bacterial
cellulose and eggshell. (e) 1 : 5 weight ratio of bacterial cellulose and
eggshell.

component of eggshell. Moreover, in the region of 700–
1000∘C, high stability of weight loss was detected; there is no
change due to weight loss. The residual was due to char from
bacterial cellulose and calciumoxide due to decomposition of
eggshell. Also, the amount of residual was very high, similar
to the amount of eggshell in bacterial cellulose composite.

Mechanical properties of bacterial cellulose and eggshell
composite membrane were investigated. Young’s modulus,
tensile strength, and elongation were determined. Table 2
exhibits the mechanical properties of eggshell composite
membrane. The mechanical properties of neat bacterial
cellulose were provided for comparison. Young’s modulus
and tensile strength were decreased with the increment of
eggshell. Due to the difference in physical properties of
bacterial cellulose and eggshell particle, eggshell particle
was embedded into bacterial cellulose network. From the
structural point of view, the structure of bacterial cellulose
presented nanonetwork or a three-dimensional network
structure of fiber with air interstices in between; when the
tensile stress was applied to the bacterial cellulose, the stress
would be transferred through the fiber network. However, in
all cases of bacterial cellulose and eggshell composite mem-
brane, although significant enhancement in adsorption abil-
ity was therefore observed, the inferiormechanical properties
were subsequently detected, suggesting that the optimization

between bacterial cellulose and eggshell particle should be
controlled in order to tailor the excellent performance of
adsorption and mechanical properties. To gain the flexibility
of composite membrane, the correlation of bacterial cellulose
and eggshell should be incorporated into polymer matrix
and it can be further facilitated for use in many packaging
industries. On the other hand, it was remarkable to note that
mechanical properties were slightly decreased when amount
of eggshell particle was filled. The reason was due to the
fact that the existence of eggshell particle did not provide
the strong chemical bonding with bacterial cellulose such
as ionic and covalent bonds. It may provide only physical
bonding such as van der Waals’ force. The increase in the
loading of biomicroparticle in the resulting biomicrocom-
posites will begin to experience more and more particle-
to-particle interaction rather than the intended particle-to-
polymer interaction. Particle-to-particle interaction will lead
to particle agglomerations and poor mechanical properties.
Composite was therefore provided less amount ofmechanical
properties compared to neat bacterial cellulose.

Figure 5 exhibits themorphological properties of eggshell
and bacterial cellulose composite membrane. The neat of
bacterial cellulose sheet was provided for comparison. In
composite structure, the existence of eggshell powder was
filled in the network of bacterial cellulose. From the structural
point of view, the structure of bacterial cellulose consisted
of fibril network. The air-space existed in between. It was
remarkable to note that as exhibited in many literatures
bacterial cellulose network provided the excellent specific
surface area and porosity. The existence of eggshell powder
was filled into bacterial cellulose network. It can be rendered
on the increment of specific surface area. The existence of
eggshell in bacterial cellulose network can be also offered the
significant enhancement of thermal stability and adsorption
ability.

3.2.2. Adsorption Activity of Bacterial Cellulose and Eggshell
Composite Membrane. To employ bacterial cellulose and
eggshell composite membrane in packaging industries, the
development of absorbent materials has been researched. In
food industry, packaging has been extensively designed for
high adsorption ability for water and vegetable. Since both
of them were enormously employed in food processing, to
design the appropriate active packaging for high adsorption
ability of water and vegetable oil was one of the important key
factors in order to maintain the quality and shelf life of food.
From the structural point of view, the properties of bacterial
cellulose and eggshell particle exhibited high specific surface
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Figure 5: Morphological properties of eggshell and bacterial cellulose composite membrane (a) neat bacterial cellulose. (b) 1 : 0.5 weight
ratio of bacterial cellulose and eggshell. (c) 1 : 1 weight ratio of bacterial cellulose and eggshell. (d) 1 : 2 weight ratio of bacterial cellulose and
eggshell. (e) 1 : 5 weight ratio of bacterial cellulose and eggshell.

area. It was therefore considered as absorbent materials.
Bacterial cellulose was considered as network-like structure
of fibrils containing hydroxyl group along glucose unit. The
repulsion force was enrolled and it provided the free space
along bacterial cellulose network. Hydrogen formation can
occur from the reaction of glucose unit with water and veg-
etable oil. It involved intermolecular and intramolecular force
in between. High adsorption ability was therefore observed.
This discussion was strongly associated with vegetable oil.
The hydroxyl group from bacterial cellulose network and
polyol group from vegetable oil were therefore involved.
A significant effort on bonding formation was employed
to consider on adsorption ability in water and vegetable
oil for bacterial cellulose. The objective is to investigate

the feasibility of high water and vegetable oil absorbency and
the strength of composite. The role of water and vegetable
oil can be cross-linked with the hydroxyl position of bac-
terial cellulose. Swelling aspect was subsequently detected.
Table 3 and Figure 6 exhibit the water adsorption capacity
and vegetable oil adsorption capacity of bacterial cellulose
and eggshell composite membrane. Moreover, it can be
remarkable to note that the ability of adsorption increased
with respect to amount of eggshell particle. The eggshell
particle existed in the network of bacterial cellulose as
investigated by SEM analysis. Eggshell particle shows high
specific surface area and porosity. It therefore provided high
adsorption ability. Another reason was involved in calcium
atom from eggshell particle; it can be dissolved in water and
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Table 3: Water adsorption capacity and vegetable oil adsorption capacity of bacterial cellulose and eggshell composite membrane.

Composites Water adsorption capacity (g/g) Vegetable oil adsorption capacity (g/g)
Neat bacterial cellulose sheet 0.0658 ± 0.003 0.2631 ± 0.013
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 0.5 wt%) 0.4588 ± 0.023 0.7195 ± 0.036
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 1 wt%) 0.4849 ± 0.024 0.7732 ± 0.039
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 2 wt%) 0.6479 ± 0.032 1.3285 ± 0.066
Bacterial cellulose and eggshell (1 : 5 wt%) 1.0501 ± 0.052 1.5275 ± 0.076
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Figure 6: Adsorption capacity of bacterial cellulose and eggshell
composite membrane. (a) Water adsorption. (b) Vegetable oil
adsorption. (1) Neat bacterial cellulose. (2) 1 : 0.5 weight ratio of
bacterial cellulose and eggshell. (3) 1 : 1 weight ratio of bacterial
cellulose and eggshell. (4) 1 : 2 weight ratio of bacterial cellulose and
eggshell. (5) 1 : 5 weight ratio of bacterial cellulose and eggshell.

subsequently formed the chemical bond between bacterial
cellulose. It provided an attracted force to water and vegetable
oil molecule. However, it was controversial that the free
space in bacterial cellulose network was still less due to the
existence of eggshell and the adsorption ability over water
and vegetable oil molecule might be consequently less. Due
to the cuticle composition in eggshell, it still had the porosity.
The water and vegetable oil were still adsorbed in bacterial
cellulose and eggshell waste composite. It was suggested
that composite provided significant ability to adsorption of
water and vegetable oil molecule. It exhibited the excellent
performance and qualified as the excellent candidate for
adsorbent material in food packaging.

4. Conclusion

Bacterial cellulose and eggshell composite membrane was
successfully developed. Eggshell particle was mixed with
bacterial cellulose suspension and it was casted as a film
composite. Characterization on eggshell waste can confirm
that the main composition of eggshell is referred CaCO

3

with high porosity. The development of bacterial cellulose
and eggshell composite membrane was preliminary tested
on water and vegetable oil absorption ability. It exhibited

the potential to use eggshell as absorbent materials in active
packaging.
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Cotton stalk bark fiber (CSBF) was extracted at high temperature and under high pressure, under the condition of the alkali
content of 11 wt%. Experimental results proved that the extraction yield of CSBF was 27.3 wt%, and the residual alkali concentration
was 2.1 wt%. Then five kinds of modifiers including methyl methacrylate (MMA), MMA plus initiator, epoxy propane, copper
ethanolamine, and silane coupling agent were chosen to modify the surface of CSBF. It was found by measuring water retention
value (WRV) that these five kinds of modifiers were all effective and the silane coupling agent was best modifier among all. The
optimal modifying conditions of silane coupling agent were obtained: modifier concentration was 5%, the mixing temperature was
20∘C, the mixing time was 1 h, and vacuum drying time was 1 h. Under the optimal condition, the WRV of the modified CSBF was
89%. It is expected that these modified CSBF may be a filler with strengthening effect in wood plastic composites (WPC) fields.

1. Introduction

The plastics substitutes have been receiving more attention
due to its applications in solving the problem of white pollu-
tion [1, 2]. Among the plastics substitutes, renewable biomass
material from agricultural by-product such as cotton stalk is
one of the considerable candidates [2]. It was reported that
adding wood fiber into plastics to produce wood plastic
composites (WPC) could improve the mechanical properties
of plastics such as tensile strength, reduce the dosage of plastic
materials, and decrease the cost [3].

Cotton is an important human subsistence and industrial
raw material. Xinjiang is the largest province of commercial
cotton planted in China. In 2013, the cotton output in Xin-
jiang reached 3.4 million tons, occupying more than 58wt%
of that in China. Akdeniz et al. [4] reported that the cotton
stalk was equivalent to three times the weight of the cotton
fiber. Nowadays, the cotton stalk after harvest is mostly taken
back into farmland or directly burned as fuel in low utiliza-
tion value. When the cotton stalk is smashed and scattered
into soil of the samefield for several years, it is prone to induce
cotton diseases on this field, which is a big problem affecting
cotton growth. Therefore, development of simple and low

costmethods for the high value-added biomaterials produced
by cotton stalk is of great importance for broadening and
improving its applications [5]. It was reported that 26wt%
of cotton stalk was bark [6], which was composed of 41 wt%
of cellulose, 21 wt% of hemicellulose, 18 wt% of lignin, 5 wt%
of pectin, 10 wt% of water-soluble matter, and 4wt% of wax
[7]. Dong et al. [8] reported that the fibers extracted from
cotton stalk bark (CSB) displayed tensile properties close to
cotton fibers. Young’ modulus of cellulose of crystal state was
reported as 250Gpa, whichwas three times that of E-glass [9].
In all, the cellulose fiber extracted from cotton stalk displayed
potential applications in structural materials.

Generally, the cotton stalk bark fiber (CSBF) is obtained
through degumming under the condition of alkali solution
at normal pressure [5–7]. In addition, steam explosion was
also reported to extract the CSBF [8, 10, 11]. CSBF has strong
water imbibition property due to its hydroxyl groups of
cellulose, leading to a short service life of WPC in the natural
environment. In recent years, rapid progress has been made
in the modification of plant fibers including silane treatment
[12], alkaline treatment [6], copper amine [13], acetylation
[14], maleated coupling [15], and enzyme treatment [16]. For
example, Park et al. [17] found that jute fiber treated by silane
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Figure 1: The extraction process of cotton stalk bark fiber.

made the surface coherence of fiber and polypropylene tight.
Islam et al. [18] reported that themodulus of elasticity (MOE)
and compressivemodulus of woodwere significantly boosted
after treatment with MMA (methyl methacrylate)/PVA
(polyvinyl alcohol), indicating improvement of mechanical
properties of the wood samples. Hydroxyl in cellulose and
guaiacol in lignin could react with epoxypropane to form
ether [19], which reduced the hydrophilicity of cellulose or
lignin. Jiang and Kamdem [13] reported an increase up to
around 45% in unnotched impact strength using 0.2 wt%
copper amine-treated WF at the 60wt% PVC loading level,
compared with untreated wood flour. In all, the fivemodifiers
including MMA, MMA plus initiator, epoxypropane, copper
ethanolamine, and silane coupling agent were effective and
low cost. However, as far as we know, the modification of
CSBF using the five modifiers MMA, MMA plus initiator,
epoxypropane, copper ethanolamine, and silane coupling
agent has not been reported yet. Comparative study about
the validity of these five modifiers will help understand the
modification mechanism on CSBF.

Herein, CSBF was extracted by using the alkali method
under high temperature and high pressure. Then, five mod-
ifiers including MMA, MMA plus initiator, epoxypropane,
copper ethanolamine, and silane coupling agent were chosen
to process CSBF, respectively. Moreover, the influences of
the modification conditions were also investigated in detail.
It is believed that these modified CSBF may be a potential
application in wood plastic composites fields.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials. Cotton stalks was taken from 314 Tuan, Shi-
hezi, in October 2014. Sodium hydroxide, anhydrous ethanol,
ethanol amine, alkali type copper carbonate, potassium
persulfate, methyl methacrylate, epoxypropane, and silane
coupling agent are all analytically pure, used as purchased
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.

2.2. Extraction of CSBF. In a typical experiment, cotton stalk
bark (CSB) was peeled off first. Then the CSB was put into a
kettle at 140∘C for 1.5 h with NaOH under vigorous stirring

(Figure 1). The weight of NaOH was 11% in comparison with
that of CSB. The product was separated from the solution by
centrifugation, dried in air at 50∘C, and smashed for further
modification process.

Determination of Residual Alkali Content in Black Liquid.
10mL black liquid and 10mL 6wt% barium chloride were
pipetted to 100mL volumetric flask and then lignin was com-
pletely precipitated. The solution was diluted with distilled
water to the scale line, shaken well, and let stand. Upper
clear liquid in the volumetric flask was pipetted into conical
flask. Using phenolphthalein as indicator and hydrochloric
acid as standard solution, titrationwas done until the solution
color changed from light yellow to red at the end point.
Alkaline residue was calculated according to the dosage of
hydrochloric acid solution.

2.3. Modification of CSBF. In a typical procedure, 0.5 g dry
CSBF and 1 g modifier (MMA, MMA plus initiator, epoxy
propane, copper ethanolamine, and silane coupling agent)
were added into the mixture of 8.5 g ethanol and 0.5 g water.
The mixture was stirred for 1.5 h at room temperature. After
that, the product was filtered and transferred to a vacuum
oven at 105∘C for 2 h. In the process, the condensation
dehydration, grafting, and polymerization reaction occurred.
Finally, the modified CSBF was washed for 5 times with
mixture of ethanol and water and dried in wind drying oven
until constant weight.

2.4. Water Retention Value. Water retention value (WRV)
was analyzed as previously reported by Raj et al. [20]. In a typ-
ical procedure, 2 g absorbent paper was placed at the bottom
of the centrifuge tube (3mL), and copper net of 100 meshes
was placed on the absorbent paper. At the same time, a filter
paper was cut and folded into a cone shape and filled with
approximately 0.15 g CSBF, which had been immersed into
deionized water for 2 h. Subsequently, the cone paper was
placed on the copper net. In the end, the centrifugal tube
was closed and the determination component of WRV was
ready. After centrifugation, the weight of wet CSBF was
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Table 1: TheWRV of various fibers modified by different reagents.

Code name A B C D E F G

Fibers CSB CSBF CSBF modified
by MMA

CSBF modified by
initiator + MMA

CSBF modified
by epoxy
propane

CSBF modified by
copper

ethanolamine

CSBF modified
by silane

coupling agent
WRV/% 127 322 175 148 126 125 122

determined as 𝑚
1
. Afterwards, the wet CSBF was dried in

an air-circulating oven and its weight was determined as 𝑚
2
.

The WRV is calculated by the formula below:

WRV = 𝑚1 − 𝑚2𝑚
2

× 100%. (1)

2.5. Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy. Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was carried out on
an FT-IR spectrophotometer (EQUINOX55) using the KBr
disk method. Before testing, the CSBF was dried at 105∘C for
24 h and the testing samples were prepared with the mass
ratio betweenCSBF and dried KBr of 1 : 300.Thirty-two scans
were taken for each sample and data were recorded from
the range 4000–400 cm−1 at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the
transmission mode.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Yield of CSBF Extraction. Consider

Extraction yield = 𝑚 (CSBF)𝑚 (CSB) × 100%. (2)

The CSBF makes up 26wt% of the mass of CSB [6]. In
this work, the extraction yield of CSBF was 27.3%, implying
the approximately complete removal of lignin, hemicellulose,
pectin, and other impurities.

The CSB was cooked under high temperature and high
pressure, and the alkali mass was set 11% in relation to that of
CSB (the alkali aqueous solution was 3.1 g/L). After cooking,
the alkali residue was 2.1% (aqueous solution concentration
was 0.61 g/L). Alkali concentration dropped substantially.
The reaction was more fully accomplished among alkali and
lignin, hemicellulose, pectin, and so forth. Previous literature
needed NaOH solution with concentration of about 30 g/L
at normal temperature [21]. In this work, the similar result
was obtained at high temperature with the concentration of
NaOH solution of only 3.1 g/L. These results showed that
the amount of NaOH dosage was greatly decreased, which
reduced the amount of alkali waste emission and disposal.

3.2. Water Retention Value. One of the simple methods to
study the hydrophilicity of the cellulose fiber surface is
to measure the water retention value (WRV). Under the
premise of same fiber fineness, WRV can reflect the fiber
hydrophilic property; that is, the fiber with high value of
WRV shows being more hydrophilic. The WRV of various
fibers were shown in Table 1. The WRV of CSB was 127%.
As for CSBF, its WRV dramatically increases to 322%.

In this work, the lignin and other weak hydrophilic substance
in cotton stalk were almost removed by alkali cooking.
The residue was cellulose, which displayed strong hydro-
philicity.

When the CSBF was modified by five modifiers includ-
ing MMA, the MMA plus initiator, epoxypropane, copper
ethanolamine, and silane coupling agent, their WRV are
175%, 148%, 126%, 125%, and 122%, respectively. These val-
ues obviously decrease, compared with that of CSBF. The
hydrophobicity of CSBF was greatly improved after being
modified by those five kinds of reagents.The enhancement of
hydrophobicity could be achieved by the addition of initiator
toMMA (samples C andD), since the initiator could enhance
the MMA grafting efficiency on the surface of CSBF. All
the three latter modifiers in Table 1 including epoxypropane,
copper ethanolamine, and silane coupling agent displayed
good hydrophobicity effects. In the previous literature [12,
13, 19], the mechanisms by these three modifiers had been
explained. We try to explain the interaction mechanisms
between silanes and natural fibers [12]. First of all, the silane
monomers are hydrolyzed in the presence of water. Then,
during the hydrolysis process, the concomitant condensation
of silanols (aging) also takes place. After that, the reactive
silanol monomers or oligomers are physically adsorbed to
hydroxyl groups of natural fibers. Finally, under heating
conditions, the hydrogen bonds between the silanols and the
hydroxyl groups of fibers could be converted into the covalent
bonds and liberating water.

3.3. FT-IR Spectra. TheFT-IR spectrum of CSBwas shown in
Figure 2(a). The band at 3424 cm−1 is O-H stretching vibra-
tion peak. The band at 2927 cm−1 is C-H peak. The band
at 1739 cm−1 is the absorption of carbonyl stretching of
ester or carboxyl groups in hemicelluloses. The band at
1633 cm−1 is the bending vibration peak of water.The band at
1515 cm−1 is the absorption of aromatic skeletal vibration in
lignin. The band at 1250 cm−1 is the absorption of stretching
vibrations of carbonyl groups in hemicelluloses. The band
at 1047 cm−1 is a strong peak of C-O stretching vibration
linked to hydroxyl. As for the FT-IR spectrum of CSBF
(Figure 2(b)), most of the peaks are similar to those in
Figure 2(a). However, the peaks at 1739 cm−1, 1515 cm−1, and
1250 cm−1 are weaker than those in Figure 2(a), indicating
the removal of hemicellulose and lignin after the extraction
process.Theband intensity at 891 cm−1 is obviously increased,
suggesting the increase of cellulose content. The band at
891 cm−1 was assigned to 𝛽-1,4 glycosidic bond character-
istic absorption between the monosaccharides of cellulose
[7, 8, 22].
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Table 2: The factor-level design.

Levels Factors
𝐴 stirring temperature (∘C) 𝐵 stirring time (h) 𝐶 vacuum drying time (h) 𝐷 concentration of modifier

1 0 1.5 2 10%
2 20 1 1 5%
3 40 2 3 1%
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Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of (a) raw cotton stalk bark and (b) the
extracted cotton stalk bark fiber.
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Figure 3: FT-IR spectra of CSBF and 5 kinds of modified fibers:
(a) CSBF; (b) CSBF modified by MMA; (c) CSBF modified by ini-
tiator + MMA; (d) CSBF modified by epoxypropane; (e) CSBF
modified by copper ethanolamine; (f) CSBF modified by silane
coupling agent.

Figure 3 displayed the FT-IR spectra of raw and modified
CSBF. The band at 3427 cm−1 is O-H stretching vibration
peak. The bands at 2974 cm−1 and 2927 cm−1 are C-H peaks.
The band at 2372 cm−1 is the triple bond or cumulative double
bond stretching vibration peak. The band at 1627 cm−1 is

Table 3: The results of optimization experiment.

Test number Factors Result
𝐴 𝐵 𝐶 𝐷 WRV

1 1 1 1 1 113%
2 1 2 2 2 90%
3 1 3 3 3 108%
4 2 1 2 3 108%
5 2 2 3 1 102%
6 2 3 1 2 101%
7 3 1 3 2 103%
8 3 2 1 3 99%
9 3 3 2 1 109%

the bending vibration peak of water.The band at 1400 cm−1 is
a strong peak. The band at 1049 cm−1 is a strong peak of C-O
stretching vibration linked to hydroxyl.The band at 600 cm−1
is the fingerprint absorption of hexatomic ring in carbohy-
drate. It is found that there is little difference among these
FT-IR spectra, which is the consequence of the little changing
of functional groups induced by surface modification [23].

3.4. Optimization of Experiment Condition. After a theo-
retical analysis, one can determine that all the stirring
temperature, stirring time, vacuum drying time, and the
concentration of modifier had an important effect on the
modification of CSBF. Therefore, the influences of these four
factors were marked as 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷, and every factor was
investigated in three levels marked as levels 1, 2, and 3, as
shown in Table 2. For example, the stirring temperature was
set as 0, 20, and 40∘C for different tests, and these three levels
were marked as levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The experiment result and analysis are shown in Tables
3 and 4, respectively. The influence order of the four factors
was followed as 𝐵 > 𝐶 > 𝐷 > 𝐴. Because the influences
of both 𝐴 and 𝐶 factors were extremely small, they could
be negligible factors and the levels of these two factors
were determined as follows: stirring temperature was room
temperature and vacuum drying time was 1 h. The optimal
levels of 𝐵 and𝐷 factors were both level 2; that is, the mixing
time was 1 h, and modifier concentration was 5%. At last,
the optimum conditions were determined as 𝐴2, 𝐵2, 𝐶2, and
𝐷2. Under the optimal experiment conditions, the WRV of
the modified CSBF was 89%. This result verified that the
above combination is the optimal conditions: the stirring
temperature was 20∘C, stirring time was 1 h, vacuum drying
time was 1 h, and modifier concentration was 5%.
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Table 4: The analysis of optimization experiment.

𝐾 value Factors
𝐴 𝐵 𝐶 𝐷

𝐾1 311% 324% 312% 324%
𝐾2 311% 291% 307% 295%
𝐾3 311% 318% 313% 314%
𝑘1 104% 108% 104% 108%
𝑘2 104% 97% 103% 98%
𝑘3 104% 106% 104% 105%
Spannweite 0 11.1% 1.9% 9.8%
Optimum 𝐴2 𝐵2 𝐶2 𝐷2

4. Conclusions

In summary, CSBF was extracted under the low concen-
tration of alkali by an environmentally-friendly extraction
method using high temperature and high pressure reac-
tion kettle. Five modifiers including MMA, the MMA plus
initiator, epoxypropane, copper ethanolamine, and silane
coupling agent were used to modify CSBF. It was found that
all the five modifiers could raise the hydrophobic property
of CSBF. The as-modified CSBF by silane coupling agent
displayed excellent hydrophobic property among five kinds of
modifiers. The optimal condition of silane coupling agent on
CSBF was studied in detail. It was found that the WRV of as-
modified CSBF was 89% at 20∘C with stirring time of 1 h and
vacuum drying time of 1 h using modifier concentration of
5%. It is believed that thesemodified CSBFmay be a potential
application in WPC fields.
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The spherical nanoporous TiO
2
aerogels were prepared by a simple ethanol-thermal method, using spherical cellulose alcohol-gel

as the template. The morphology, crystalline structure, pore size, specific surface area, and the photocatalytic activity of obtained
TiO
2
aerogel were separately characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-

ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), N
2
adsorption-desorption isotherms, and double beam UV-VIS

spectrophotometer.The characteristics of TiO
2
aerogels presented uniform sphere shape, good internal structuralmorphology, high

specific surface area (ranging from 111.88 to 149.95m2/g), and good crystalline anatase phase.Moreover,methyl orange dye was used
as the target pollutant to characterize the photocatalytic activities and the adsorption performance. The photocatalytic experiment
shows that the obtained spherical TiO

2
aerogels had a higher degradation ratio of 92.9% on methyl orange dye compared with

aspherical TiO
2
aerogels prepared from other concentrations of tetrabutyl orthotitanate (TBOT).

1. Introduction

In the early 1990s, the ordered mesoporous silica was found
for the first time [1, 2]. Since then,mesoporousmaterials have
become one of the most important materials for catalysis [3–
5]. With the fascinating properties of high specific surface
areas, tunable large pore sizes, large pore volumes, control-
lable framework compositions, and alternative pore shapes,
mesoporous materials can also be used in drug delivery,
separation, sorption, fuel cells, gas separators, andmagnetism
areas [6–8]. Recently, researchers have paid much more
attention to the mesoporous materials, such as TiO

2
, ZnO,

and SnO
2
, which have the photocatalytic oxidation abilities

to degrade the organic pollutants in water and air [9–11].
Among various oxide semiconductor photocatalysts,

TiO
2
has successfully attracted a great deal of interest and

also has been the most promising photocatalyst due to its
strong oxidizing potential, the low cost, high chemical sta-
bility against photocorrosion, and excellent degradation for
organic pollutants [12, 13]. However, practical applications

of titanium dioxide are still quite limited, mainly because
of its low quantum efficiency and the broad bandgap which
responds only toUV light [14]. In addition to theVBposition,
the pore configuration and particle size distribution of photo-
catalyst also influence the activity of a photocatalyst. In order
to obtain nanoporous structure and high dispersibility of
TiO
2
, there are three approaches: the template synthesis [15–

19], the anodic oxidation [20–22], and the hydrothermal syn-
thesis [23–25]. Among those, the template-based synthesis
route takes the advantage of straightforward controlling over
the morphology of the resulting TiO

2
nanoporous structured

materials and maintaining TiO
2
good disperse stability on

the surface of the template [19]. Recently, cellulose fiber has
been used as a template to synthesize nanoporous structured
materials, such as TiO

2
, CdS, and Fe

2
O
3
. Furthermore,

cellulose alcohol-gel or hydrogel not only takes over cellu-
lose fiber’s excellent characteristics, including high tensile
strength, high water holding capacity, high crystallinity, and
good biocompatibility but also generates the dimensional and
porous structure and the uniform nanopore size [26].
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The unique structure of cellulose aerogel bestows it on
unusual properties. Herein we reported our research work in
the preparation of spherical nanoporous TiO

2
aerogel using

spherical cellulose aerogel as the host matrix, employing
tetrabutyl orthotitanate (TBOT), urea, and dehydrated alco-
hol as the starting materials. The resulting TiO

2
spheres were

characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and the nitrogen gas adsorption
(Micromeritics, ASAP 2020 analyzer) techniques. The influ-
ence of the concentration of TBOT on the morphologies and
size of TiO

2
nanoparticles was investigated. Meanwhile, the

excellent photocatalytic activity for the degradation ofmethyl
orange dye (MO) in aqueous solution was also demonstrated
under UV irradiation at room temperature. We hope to
provide a novel method for easily creating nanoporous TiO

2

aerogel.Our findingsmay provide a new and “green” pathway
for the design and fabrication of photocatalytic materials to
solve the problem of organic pollution.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. The commercial natural bamboo fiber, which
was manufactured by slicing, steaming, cooking, and enzy-
matic process, was used as raw materials for preparation of
spherical cellulose alcohol-gels. The fiber with 1.5D (denier)
and 38mm length was purchased from Mingtong Bamboo
Charcoal Products Co., Ltd., China. All other chemicals were
of analytical grade and used without further purification.

2.2. Preparation of Spherical Cellulose Alcohol-Gels. The
spherical cellulose alcohol-gels were synthesized using
the hand-dropping procedure as follows. A solution with
NaOH/urea/H

2
O of 7 : 12 : 81 (mass ratio) was cooled to

−12∘C as solvent system. 2.0 g natural bamboo cellulose
fiber was dispersed into 100 g solvent system under vigorous
stirring to obtain the transparent cellulose solution. Then,
the cellulose solutions were added drop by drop to the
well-mixed regenerate solution with a certain proportion of
trichloropropane, ethyl acetate, and acetic and solidified at
room temperature for 10min before rinsing under running
deionized water for 12 h. Finally, the spherical cellulose
alcohol-gels were obtained after adequate exchanging for
several times with ethanol.

2.3. Preparation of Spherical TiO
2
Aerogels. The spherical

TiO
2
aerogels were prepared by an ethanol-thermal method.

Firstly, 0.1 g of urea was added to a 100mL beaker with 40mL
of anhydrous ethanol under magnetic stirring. Meanwhile,
0.1mL of TBOT was put into the mixed solution. When
TBOT mixed the urea and anhydrous ethanol, 1.0 g of
spherical cellulose alcohol-gels was added into the solution.
After placing it for 2 h to form sol-gel at room temperature,
the final reactant was transferred into a 50mL Teflon-lined
stainless steel autoclave through heat treatment at 120∘C
for 10 h. Then the products were separately washed with
deionized water, ethanol, and t-butyl alcohol three times
every day for two days and freeze-dried overnight at 30–
40 Pa of vacuum. Finally, the TiO

2
with spherical cellulose

aerogel template was calcined in oxygen atmosphere at 500∘C
for 3 h (heating rate: 1∘C/min). Similarly, various nanoporous
TiO
2
aerogels prepared from 0.5mL and 5mL of TBOT were

also synthesized for comparisonwhile the other experimental
conditions were not changed.

2.4. Characterization of Spherical TiO
2
Aerogels. The mor-

phology of spherical TiO
2
aerogels was observed on the

scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Quanta 200, FEI, Hills-
boro, OR, USA) and the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM; JEOL 2011, FEI Holland). X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns of spherical TiO

2
aerogels were measured by a

Rigaku D/Max-rB diffractometer (Tokyo, Japan) with Cu-K𝛼
radiation (45 kV, 40mA, 𝜆 = 1.54178 Å) ranging from 4∘ to
90∘ (2𝜃 angle). The pore size and the BET specific surface
areas of the samples were calculated using N

2
adsorption-

desorption isotherms measured at −196∘C with an ASAP
2020 instrument (Micromeritics, American). The elemental
compositions and states were tested by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS, Chanhassen, MN, USA) with Al-K𝛼
radiation (ℎ] = 1486.6 eV).

2.5. Photocatalytic Experiment. The photocatalytic activities
of the spherical nanoporous TiO

2
aerogel were investigated

in terms of the photocatalytic degradation of 10mg/L methyl
orange dye (MO) solution under illumination of UV light
at 254 nm. Before the illumination, 50mg of the spherical
TiO
2
aerogels was first added to photocatalytic device filled

with 150mL of 10mg/L MO, and the mixture was stirred
for 30min to reach a saturated state. Simultaneously, the
adsorption/desorption of MO and O

2
molecules on the

spherical TiO
2
aerogels surface reached an equilibrium in the

darkness. Then the stirring solution was illuminated by the
vertically incident UV light. During the photocatalytic reac-
tion, samples were carried from the supernatant solution at
every 15min andwere immediately centrifuged at 2000 r/min
for 5min. The concentration of MO after catalyzing was
measured by a TU-1901 UV-visible spectrometer at 460 nm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphology Analysis. Figure 1 shows the photographs
of TiO

2
aerogel prepared from different concentrations of

TBOT. With the increasing concentration of TBOT, TiO
2

aerogel was shifted to spherical structure, and these TiO
2

aerogels had the uniform shapes showed in Figure 1(c). For
the morphology of TiO

2
aerogel, the cellulose alcohol-gel

played a role of template and morphology guiding in the
preparation of nanoporous TiO

2
aerogel.

To observe the internal structure of the TiO
2
aerogel,

these TiO
2
aerogels were broken into two parts, and the

surface of the fracture surface could be imaged by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Figures 2(a)–2(c), respectively,
represented morphology of TiO

2
aerogel prepared from

different concentrations of TBOT. The formation of the
network structure of TiO

2
aerogel could be attributed to

the accumulation of the TiO
2
nanoparticles. When the

concentration of TBOTwas increasing, the network structure
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Figure 1: Photographs of TiO
2
aerogel: (a) aspherical TiO

2
aerogel-0.1mL of TBOT, (b) aspherical TiO

2
aerogel-0.5mL of TBOT, and (c)

spherical TiO
2
aerogel-5.0mL of TBOT.

Figure 2: SEM images of TiO
2
aerogel: (a) internal structure of aspherical TiO

2
aerogel-0.1mL of TBOT, (b) internal structure of aspherical

TiO
2
aerogel-0.5mL of TBOT, (c) internal structure of spherical TiO

2
aerogel-5.0mL of TBOT, and (d) external surface structure of spherical

TiO
2
aerogel.

of TiO
2
aerogel was more obvious. Moreover, the external

surface of spherical TiO
2
aerogel was filled with pores shown

in Figure 2(d). These pores mainly inherited the porosity of
spherical cellulose aerogels matrix while the spherical TiO

2
-

cellulose complex aerogel was calcined. Detailed information

concerning the pore size and the specific surface area was
analyzed in pore structure.

The TEM images of these TiO
2
aerogels were shown in

Figure 3. The shape of TiO
2
particle prepared from 0.1mL of

TBOT was irregular and the agglomeration could be clearly
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Table 1: Specific surface area and pore structure parameters of TiO
2
aerogel prepared from different concentrations of TBOT.

Samples 𝑆BET (m2/g) Mesoporous volume (cm3/g) Average pore diameter (nm)
TiO
2
-0.1mL of TBOT 129.32 0.52 16.20

TiO
2
-0.5mL of TBOT 111.88 0.42 15.04

TiO
2
-5.0mL of TBOT 149.95 0.49 12.96

Figure 3: TEM images of TiO
2
aerogel: (a) aspherical TiO

2
aerogel-0.1mL of TBOT, (b) aspherical TiO

2
aerogel-0.5mL of TBOT, and (c)

spherical TiO
2
aerogel-5.0mL of TBOT.

observed in Figure 3(a). But when the concentration of TBOT
was added to 0.5mL of TBOT, the TiO

2
particle’s shape was

almost in conformity and hadminor agglomeration shown in
Figure 3(b). The shape of TiO

2
particle was uniform sphere

and scarcely had agglomeration until the concentration of
TBOT was up to 5.0mL, which was shown in Figure 3(c).
Furthermore, the diameter of TiO

2
particle was about 15–

20 nm, implying that the single TiO
2
particle that consisted

of TiO
2
aerogel was nanoparticle.

3.2. Pore Structure. Figure 4 shows nitrogen adsorption-
desorption curves (inset) and corresponding pore-size dis-
tribution of TiO

2
aerogel prepared from different concentra-

tions of TBOT. The isotherms were measured to be Type IV,
according to the IUPAC classification. The hysteresis loops
were obviously observed at 𝑃/𝑃

0
= 0.8–1.0, and the shapes

of these hysteresis loops conformed to H3 hysteresis loops,
indicating that obtained TiO

2
aerogels were mesoporous

materials [27–30]. The pore-size distribution results show
that every sample had a bimodal distribution (2-3 nm and 10–
100 nm), and the peak pore was around 2.3 nm and 34 nm.
The different diameters of the pores may result from the
different stacking styles of the TiO

2
particles, which were

confirmed by SEM.
Detailed information in terms of the specific surface areas

and the porosities of the TiO
2
aerogels was summarized in

Table 1. With the increasing concentration of TBOT, the
shape of the TiO

2
aerogel was shifted to sphere, leading

to an increase in the specific surface areas and a drop in
the pore size. When the consumption of TBOT was 5.0mL,
the specific surface area of obtained TiO

2
aerogel can reach

149.95m2/g, and the corresponding pore sizewas 12.96 nm. In
addition, the increased specific area of spherical TiO

2
aerogel

compared with the aspheric TiO
2
aerogels mainly came from

these mesoporous areas, which agreed with the pore volume
and pore-size distributions.
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Figure 4:N
2
adsorption-desorption isothermcurves and corresponding pore-size distribution of (a) aspherical TiO

2
aerogel-0.1mLofTBOT,

(b) aspherical TiO
2
aerogel-0.5mL of TBOT, and (c) spherical TiO

2
aerogel-5.0mL of TBOT.

3.3. XRD and XPS Results. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns of TiO

2
aerogel are shown in Figure 5. With the

increasing concentration of TBOT, the (101) peak position
of TiO

2
aerogel shifted to the higher-angle region shown in

Figure 5(a). And the obvious characteristic diffraction peaks
of TiO

2
aerogel could be seen in Figure 5(b), which was

attributed to anatase TiO
2
crystals [31]. No peaks from other

impurities were detected in this XRD pattern. Furthermore,
the strong and sharp diffraction peaks shown in Figure 5
indicated that the obtained spherical TiO

2
aerogel had high

crystallinity [32].
The chemical compositions and elemental environments

of the catalysts were tested by X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS); the specific spectra are shown in Figure 6.
Three elements, Ti, O, and C, were revealed in Figure 6(a).
Among them, the existence of C elements may result from
trace organic pollutants in the vacuum measurement of
XPS instrument. High-resolution spectra of Ti 2p and O
1s region were separately shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c).
The obvious peaks, where binding energies were 458.59 eV

and 464.34 eV, were the characteristic peaks of Ti 2p
1/2

and
Ti 2p
3/2

. Furthermore, the binding energy of Ti 2p
1/2

was
5.75 eV lower than that of Ti 2p

3/2
, which was the important

criterion of existence of Ti4+ [33, 34]. Figure 6(c) shows the
XPS spectra of O 1s with a broad and asymmetrical peak,
suggesting that the oxygen species on the surface of spherical
TiO
2
aerogel was not a single species.TheO 1s region could be

fitted with three peaks, whose binding energies were 529.78,
531.11, and 531.98 eV. These peaks were in accordance with
the binding energy data of lattice oxygen, hydroxyl, and
physically adsorbed oxygen [35]. O 1smainly existed as lattice
oxygen in Ti-O-Ti bonds observed from the areas of the
peaks. This reveals that the obtained spherical TiO

2
aerogel

consisted of titania and someTi-OHgenerated in the reaction
process [35].

3.4. Photocatalytic Activity. The photocatalytic activities of
the spherical nanoporous TiO

2
aerogel were investigated

in terms of the photocatalytic degradation of 10mg/L MO
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Figure 5: XRD patterns of Ti diffraction peak at 2𝜃 = 25.26∘ (a) and TiO
2
aerogels calcinated at 500∘C for 3 h.
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under illumination of UV light within 90min (Figure 7).
As a control, the activities of aspherical TiO

2
aerogels were

also examined under the same conditions. Results of the
photocatalytic investigation are shown in Figure 7. Obviously,
the photocatalytic activity of spherical TiO

2
aerogel prepared

from 5.0mL of TBOT was higher than the aspherical TiO
2

aerogels prepared from 0.1mL of TBOT and 0.5mL of
TBOT. In the process of adsorption equilibrium, the first
reaction time of 30min, the removal rate of MO with the
spherical TiO

2
aerogels was higher than that of aspherical

TiO
2
aerogels.This phenomenonmay result from the fact that

spherical TiO
2
aerogels had the higher specific surface area

than aspherical TiO
2
aerogels. Moreover, with the increase in

degradation time, the concentration ofMOdecreased rapidly,
and, after 90min of irradiation, the decomposition ratio of
MO over the spherical TiO

2
aerogels prepared from 5.0mL

of TBOT was about 92.9%, while those of aspherical TiO
2

aerogels prepared from 0.1mL and 0.5mL of TBOT were
87.8% and 88.8%.Therefore, both the spherical TiO

2
aerogels

and the aspherical TiO
2
aerogels had excellent photocatalytic

activity of MO, which can be attributed to special anatase
phase, specific surface areas, and unique structure [7].

4. Conclusions

Spherical TiO
2
aerogels were prepared by a simple ethanol-

thermal method, using spherical cellulose aerogel as the tem-
plate and TBOT as raw material. The obtained TiO

2
aerogels

consisted of TiO
2
nanoparticles with the diameter 15–20 nm.

The high specific surface area, ranging from 111.88m2/g to
149.95m2/g, and good porosity of the network structures
provided a large number of active sites for photocatalysis.The
highestUV light activity, givingmethyl orange degradation of
92.9%, was achieved by spherical TiO

2
aerogel prepared from

5.0mL of TBOT under the calcination condition of 500∘C for
3 h.
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The aim of this paper was to study how the early-age self-shrinkage behavior of cement paste is affected by the addition of the waste
paper fibers under sealed conditions. Although the primary focus was to determine whether the waste paper fibers are suitable
to mitigate self-shrinkage as an internal curing agent under different adding ways, evaluating their strength, pore structure, and
hydration properties provided further insight into the self-cured behavior of cement paste. Under the wet mixing condition, the
waste paper fibers could mitigate the self-shrinkage of cement paste and, at additions of 0.2% by mass of cement, the waste paper
fibers were found to show significant self-shrinkage cracking control while providing some internal curing. In addition, the self-
curing efficiency results were analyzed based on the strength and the self-shrinkage behaviors of cement paste. Results indicated
that, under a low water cement ratio, an optimal dosage and adding ways of the waste paper fibers could enhance the self-curing
efficiency of cement paste.

1. Introduction

Because of the need of long spans, towering, and overloading
and harsh conditions in modern engineering, the high-
performance concrete (HPC) has been widely used in the
infrastructure, such as bridges, high-rise buildings, port, and
underground projects, due to the high strength and high
performance [1, 2]. However, self-desiccation leading to self-
shrinkage causes the early cracks of concrete, which have
been recognized to be a major shortcoming of HPC [3–5].

Because of a low water-binder ratio of HPC, a large
amount of unhydrated cement within concrete can attract
water from the capillary and begin to hydrate. Yet external
moisture is difficult to penetrate into the inside of the concrete
due to the compacting concrete structure and the capillary
dehydrates and forms a vacuum even, leading to the self-
shrinkage of concrete. With the early hardening of con-
crete, the shrinkage deformation is greater than the ultimate
stretching deformation, which always causes the cracking
and then decreases the permeability and the carbonation
resistance of concrete. Thus the self-desiccation shrinkage of
concrete is closely related to the drop of its internal relative

humidity; this is confirmed in the previous studies [6–8]. In
order to effectively control and improve the self-shrinkage of
concrete, an absorbent polymer as a self-curing agent is devel-
oped to improve the hydration degree of concrete and reduce
the compressive stress and the sensitivity to cracking [9–11].

Cellulose fibers that owned the amorphous structure
are evenly dispersed in concrete, which efficiently restrain
crack formation and delay crack growth [12, 13]. In addition,
cellulose fibers have a nature hydrophilic property [14],
which plays a key role in the concrete. Internal curing
is explored from water-saturated porous cellulose fibers to
provide additional curingwater in the early hydration process
of concrete. This strategy is effective because the additional
curing water can replenish the emptying pores more quickly
than traditional external curing water [15]. This process
accelerates hydration of cement and then enhances the inter-
facial cohesiveness between cellulose fibers and cementing
material, which increases the compactness, improves the
permeability resistance of concrete, and gives the concrete
better durability and service life [16].

Waste paper fibers (WPFs) are affiliated with cellulose
fibers and have their advantages, such as an amorphous
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Figure 1: SEM surface morphologies of WPFs.

Table 1: Chemical component of the waste paper fibers (wt%).

Component Cellulose Hemicellulose Fillers
Content (%) ∼93 ∼5 ∼2

structure and a nature hydrophilic property [17]. Theoreti-
cally speaking, the WPFs can be used as a substitute for the
cellulose fibers and applied in concrete. Moreover, the WPFs
used in concrete do not require the use of the deinking and
bleaching processes, thereby greatly reducing the emissions
of hazardous substances in the wastewater [18]. Previous
studies had shown that cheap WPFs could enhance the
concrete [19] and reduce the dosage of cement [20]; the
mechanical property and the durability of theWPFs concrete
were also researched [21]. However, the use of the WPFs to
enhance the shrinkage resistance and self-curing effect of
concrete has not been yet reported. This research aims to
contribute to filling this lack of knowledge.

It is generally known that the shrinkage of concrete is
influenced by many factors except low water ratios; in order
to truly reflect the self-shrinkage and self-curing behaviors
of the WPFs reinforced cement-based materials, the cement
paste instead of concrete is selected as the matrix which does
not consider other factors.The self-shrinkage and self-curing
behaviors of cement paste with the WPFs are researched in
this paper. In addition, the reasonable addition ways and
dosage of WPFs in cement paste at a low water cement ratio
are discussed, which can provide theoretical basis for actual
production.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. Waste paper fibers (WPFs) from newsprint
were pretreated and modified surfaces in our own lab [22].
They have an average length of 1.6mm, an average diameter
of 24𝜇m, and a specific surface area of 2.3m2/g.The chemical
content of theWPFs was listed in Table 1. From the chart, the
content of cellulose was about 93%, showing that the WPFs
owned good alkali resistance.The SEM surfacemorphologies
of WPFs were shown in Figure 1. The fiber bundle was
layered along the long end; many microfibrils were produced

and exist on the fiber surfaces (Figure 1(a)), and the WPF
that owned porous hollow structure was shown quite clearly
(Figure 1(b)), which allows it to absorb and retain water.

A Portland cement P.II 52.5 and tap water were used in
all mixes, a polycarboxylic high-performance water-reducing
agent (SD-600P-01) was used to adjust the workability of
cement paste, and the fluidities of all the samples were
controlled at 140 ± 10mm. The chemical compositions of
clinker were listed in Table 2.

2.2. Mix Design. All the mixtures were designed to have a
fluidity indice of 140±10mm. Twomain differences between
the mixes were the dosage and the adding ways of the WPFs.
The dosages of the WPFs were 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%, and 0.4%
by mass of cement, respectively. Wet mixing and dry mixing
were implemented at a water cement ratio of 0.3. Among
them, wet mixing was that both the WPFs and the total
quotas of water were weighed firstly, and then the fibers were
soaked in the normed water at least 30min until the WPFs
were treated to be fully dispersible in water, at which point
this mixture was mixed with cement. However, dry mixing
was that the preweighed dry WPFs were mixed with cement
firstly, and then suitable water was added to compound. The
mix designs of cement pastes were shown in Table 3.

2.3. Testing Methods. To improve the testing accuracy, three
same specimens of every curing age were prepared and tested
for each sample, as described below.

2.3.1. Compressive Strength and Flexural Strength. According
to the Chinese National Standard GB/T 17671-1999 [23],
cement pastes were casted in 40mm × 40mm × 160mm
molds and vibrated at the time of casting to remove air
bubbles. The molded pastes were kept at temperature 20 ±
2∘C and relative humidity exceeding 95% for 24 h and then
removed from the molds. The demoulded samples were
sealed with high density polypropylene film and epoxy resin
sealant and then cured in a room with temperature 20∘C and
relative humidity 60% for the set ages. The compressive and
flexural strengths of all specimens were determined using
a ACE-201 strength test machine. Three same specimens of
every curing age were measured and the arithmetic average
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Table 2: Chemical components of clinker (wt%).

Components SiO
2

Al
2
O
3

Fe
2
O
3

CaO MgO SO
3

K
2
O Na

2
O Total

Content (%) 21.74 5.06 3.56 66.6 0.88 0.81 0.55 0.05 99.25

Table 3: Mix proportion of cement paste.

Code W/C Water/(kg/m3) Cement/(kg/m3) Superplasticizer (by
mass of cement)/‰

WPFs dosage (by
mass of cement)/%

WPFs adding
way

A0 0.25 200 800 2.8 — —
A1 0.25 200 800 3.5 0.1 Wet mixing
A2 0.25 200 800 4.2 0.2 Wet mixing
A3 0.25 200 800 5 0.3 Wet mixing
A4 0.25 200 800 5.8 0.4 Wet mixing
B0 0.3 240 800 1.8 — —
B1 0.3 240 800 2.2 0.1 Wet mixing
B2 0.3 240 800 2.8 0.2 Wet mixing
B3 0.3 240 800 3.5 0.3 Wet mixing
B4 0.3 240 800 4.4 0.4 Wet mixing
B5 0.3 240 800 3 0.2 Dry mixing

was taken as the ultimate strength of cement paste. Based on
these data, the compressive to flexural strength (𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
) was

calculated. Finally, the central parts of specimens were dried
and stored in alcoholic solution for micro measurements.

2.3.2. Self-Shrinkage Characteristics. According to the Chi-
nese National Standard JGJ/T 70-2009 [24], all specimens
were casted in the 40mm × 40mm × 160mm shrinkage
molds and shocked slightly at the time of casting to remove
air bubbles.Themolded specimens were kept at 20± 2∘C and
relative humidity exceeding 95% for 24 h and then removed
from the molds and measured length (𝐿

0
). All specimens

were sealed and cured under the same conditions as those
mentioned above. The length of specimen cured for each age
(𝐿
𝑡
) was measured. The linear shrinkage strain of cement

paste was determined according to

𝜀
𝑎𝑡
= 𝐿0 − 𝐿 𝑡𝐿 − 𝐿

𝑑

, (1)

where 𝜀
𝑎𝑡

is the linear shrinkage ratio of specimen cured
for 𝑡 days (𝑡 = 1, 3, 7, 28, 56, 90); 𝐿

0
is the initial length of

specimenwith feeder head;𝐿
𝑡
is the actual length of specimen

cured for 𝑡 days (𝑡 = 1, 3, 7, 28, 56, 90); 𝐿 is the length of
specimen (160mm); and 𝐿

𝑑
is the sum length of two feeder

heads buried in the specimen.

2.3.3. Hydration Characteristics

(1) TG-DSC. The contents of calcium hydroxide in the hard-
ened cement paste were assessed by a thermogravimetry-
differential scanning calorimetry (TG-DSC). To do so, the
specimens were dried at 40∘C for approximately 24 h; these
dried specimens were crushed, pestled, and sieved, and small
particles ranging from 200𝜇m to 500𝜇m were collected as
samples. In a thermal analysis, about 30mg of a sample

was put in an alumina top-opened crucible and heated from
room temperature to 850∘C at a rate of 10∘C/min. The weight
loss data and energy compensation data were determined
and recorded for further analysis. Nitrogen gas was chosen
as the dynamic atmosphere and corundum as the reference
material.

The hydration degree of cement paste was quantitatively
calculated by the thermal analysis. The following was the
calculating method [25]:

𝐺
𝑡
(CH) = Δ𝑚𝑚

0

× 𝑀CH
𝑛𝑀loss
× 100% (2)

Ca (OH)
2
→ CaO +H

2
O (3)

where Δ𝑚 is the loss of quality in the calculating temperature
range; 𝑚

0
is the original quality; 𝑀loss and 𝑀CH are the

molecular weights of the loss of gas (H
2
O) and predicted

component (Ca(OH)
2
), respectively; and 𝑛 is the mole num-

ber of lost gas in one mole sample (𝑛 = 1).
(2) XRD. Mineral phases of cement pastes were identified by
a D/max 2550VB3/PC∗ X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD).
All samples were prepared as described above. The patterns
produced using Cu-K-𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 0.15418 nm) at 40 kV
and 100mA were recorded in the range of 2𝜃 at 5∘∼70∘, in
0.02∘ steps, counting by 4 s per step.

2.3.4. Pore Structure. The pore structure of cement paste was
determined by a mercury intrusion porosimeter (Poremaster
GT-60). Pore size is related to the pressure by Washburn’s
equation, which assumes that the pores have circular cross
sections:

𝑃 = −2𝜎 cos 𝜃𝑟 , (4)
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Table 4: The strengths of cement pastes at a different water cement ratio for sealed curing.

Code W/C WPF (%) Flexural strength (MPa) Compressive strength (MPa) 𝜎
𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹

1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d 1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d 1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d
A0 0.25 — 10.9 11.6 10.8 8.1 17.5 72.6 88.2 90.3 104.4 113.8 6.64 7.59 8.3 12.8 6.5
A1 0.25 0.1 11.4 12.5 11.3 10.1 16.8 74.6 89.0 91.4 107.3 115.9 6.55 7.13 8.1 10.6 6.9
A2 0.25 0.2 11.8 13.2 12.9 12.6 16.5 76.9 89.4 95.0 108.0 120.5 6.5 6.8 7.3 8.6 7.3
A3 0.25 0.3 10.2 12.5 12.0 10.6 15.1 73.8 85.9 94.0 100.9 110.4 7.27 6.9 7.8 9.5 7.3
A4 0.25 0.4 8.7 9.8 9.7 9.1 14.8 71.1 82.2 86.9 94.2 103.6 7.7 8.4 8.9 10.3 7
B0 0.3 — 6.6 7.5 9.0 10.2 11.4 49.4 73.5 82.0 89.4 93.5 7.5 9.8 9.1 8.8 8.2
B1 0.3 0.1 6.0 7.7 9.5 10.4 9.9 42.0 69.4 77.8 87.1 91.5 7 9.1 8.2 8.4 9.2
B2 0.3 0.2 5.9 9.1 9.3 9.8 9.2 33.1 67.9 72.2 81.0 86.4 5.6 7.5 7.8 8.3 9.4
B3 0.3 0.3 5.6 8.6 8.9 9.2 8.5 31.2 67.6 71.8 80.0 82.1 5.6 7.9 8.1 8.7 9.7
B4 0.3 0.4 5.5 6.6 7.1 8.9 6.5 29.3 65.4 69.7 79.6 74.8 5.3 9.8 9.8 11.1 11.6

where 𝑃 is the pressure exerted (N/m2); 𝑟 is the pore radius
(𝜇m); 𝜎 is the surface tension of mercury (N/m2); and 𝜃 is the
contact angle (∘).

In this study, a maximum pressure of 14 × 108N/m2 was
applied. The surface tension 𝜎 of 0.480N/m and the contact
angle (𝜃) of 140∘ were used for the calculation of pore size.

Small pieces of cement paste weighing 1.2 g obtained from
the middle part of 60mm cement paste specimens were used
for Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) testing. In order
to stop the hydration, the specimens were dried at 105∘C
for approximately 24 h until a constant weight was achieved,
and then they were kept in sealed containers until the day
of the test. Two MIP tests were conducted for each sample,
and the average values of the MIP results were used for data
comparison.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Strength. Cement-based material is typical heteroge-
neous brittle materials; shrinkage cracking is one of the
significant factors of its failures. To improve its brittleness,
toughness is especially important. The 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
is one of the

toughness indices ofmaterials; the lower the𝜎
𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
, the better

the toughness and the stronger the shrinkage resistance of
materials.

3.1.1. The Effect of the WPFs Dosage on Strength. WPFs were
mixed with cement using wet mixing, dealing with strength,
and compressive to flexural strength ratio 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of samples

is as shown in Table 4.
At water cement ratio of 0.25, the flexural strengths of all

samples increased in the first three days and then decreased
gradually with curing age, and the decline degrees of flexural
strengths were different. After curing for 28 d, the flexural
strengths of all samples were greatly raised. The flexural
strength of cement paste is influenced by hydration and
water cement ratio. In principle, the lower the water cement
ratio and the quicker the hydration process, the higher the
flexural strength. The WPF has mainly an impact on the
flexural strength of cement paste because of its absorbing
and releasing moisture. Before sealed curing for 3 d, the

humidity dropped down and more gels were formed with
hydration, which made the flexural strength of specimen
increase. However, after curing for 3 d, once the negative
pressure water supply occurred, theWPFwould release water
to compensate it. The actual water cement ratio increase
caused by releasemoisturewas likely to play a leading role.On
the one hand, moisture from WPFs promoted the hydration
process and improved the flexural strength further; on the
other hand, it is just because released moisture increased
the actual water cement ratio, causing the reduction of the
flexural strength; these two contradictory factors caused the
decrease of the flexural strength of specimen cured for 3–28 d.
After curing for 28 d, the hydration forced the rapidwater loss
ofWPFs and formedmore hydration products, which caused
the rapid growth of the flexural strength. When the dosages
of the WPFs were 0.1%∼0.3% by mass of cement, the flexural
strengths of cement pastes cured for 3 d∼28 d were higher
than those of control samples. Among them, the dosage of the
WPFs was 0.2% by mass of cement and the flexural strength
of cement paste cured for 28 d was significantly the highest
and increased by 55.6%. However, when the dosage of the
WPFs was 0.4%, the flexural strengths of cement pastes were
obviously lower than those of control samples except 28 d,
and thus, under the quantity, the WPFs had a negative effect
on the flexural strength. At the same water cement ratio, the
compressive strengths of cement pastes increased with the
dosage of theWPFs and reachedhighest at the dosage of 0.2%.
However, the flexural strengths of cement pastes were slightly
larger than those of control samples when water cement ratio
was 0.3 and the dosage of the WPFs was less than 0.2%.
Besides, the flexural strength and the compressive strength
of cement paste decreased with the dosage of the WPFs.

Whatever water cement ratios, when the dosage of the
WPFswas 0.1%∼0.3%bymass of cement, the𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of cement

paste cured for 3 d∼28 d was lower than that of standard
sample. When a water cement ratio was 0.25, the 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of

cement paste containing 0.2%WPFs was lowest and dropped
by more than 30 percent when cement paste was cured for
28 d; as for the WPFs dosage of 0.3%, the 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of cement

paste cured for 1 d was higher than that of standard sample,
which could be because of experimental mistakes. However,
when cement paste was cured for 90 d, the 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of cement
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Table 5: The strengths of cement pastes at a water cement ratio of 0.3 for sealed curing.

Code WPFs (%) Adding ways Flexural strength (MPa) Compressive strength (MPa) 𝜎
𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹

1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d 1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d 1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d
B0 — — 6.6 7.5 9.0 10.2 11.4 49.4 73.5 82.0 89.4 93.5 7.5 9.8 9.1 8.8 8.2
B2 0.2 Wet mixing 5.9 9.1 9.3 9.8 9.2 33.1 67.9 72.2 81.0 86.4 5.6 7.5 7.8 8.3 9.4
B5 0.2 Dry mixing 5.3 7.7 8.7 9.0 8.4 47.5 64.3 86.0 87.3 82.5 8.9 8.3 9.9 9.7 9.9
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Figure 2: The shrinkages of cement pastes at a water cement ratio of 0.25 (a) and 0.3 (b).

paste containing WPFs was higher than that of standard
sample, which means that, with the dosage of 0.1%∼0.3% by
mass of cement, theWPFswere able to improve the toughness
of cement paste cured for early-age. The lower the water
cement ratio, the better the WPFs improving the toughness
of cement paste. In addition, when the dosage of the WPFs
was 0.2% by mass of cement, the toughness of cement pastes
cured for early-age was optimal.

3.1.2. The Effects of the WPFs Adding Ways on Strength. At
water cement ratio of 0.3, theWPFs of 0.2%bymass of cement
were mixed with cement using wet mixing and dry mixing,
respectively. The strength and the 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of cement pastes are

as shown in Table 5.
Throughout these data in Table 5, the values of compres-

sive strength had no obvious variety regulation, but when the
WPFs were added with wet mixing, the flexural strengths of
cement pastes (B2)were higher than those of drymixing (B5).
From 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
, we found that 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of sample B2 cured within

28 days was lower than those of B0 and B5, which showed
that the WPFs could improve the toughness of cement paste,
but the degree of improvement was about the adding ways
of WPFs. The adding ways of the WPFs directly affected the
dispersion degree of fibers and then affected the performance
of cement paste. It was difficult to disperse WPFs in the
condition of dry mixing, causing WPFs to agglomerate in

matrix, which was unfavorable to improve the toughness of
cement paste. Thus, compared with dry mixing, the adding
way of WPFs with wet mixing was suitable.

3.2. Shrinkage Characteristics

3.2.1. The Effect of Fiber Dosage on the Self-Shrinkage. It is
widely understood that adding cellulose fiber to cement-
based materials can control the drying shrinkage cracking
and the plastic shrinkage [26–28]. In addition, cellulose fibers
can be dispersed in hydrating cement paste and have the
capacity to absorb and release water to enhance the internal
curing and inhibit the self-shrinkage of cement paste [15].
Figure 2 gives an overview on how the WPFs dosages affect
the shrinkage of cement paste at differentwater cement ratios.

Figure 2(a) shows that theWPFs effectively decreased the
shrinkage of cement paste at a water cement ratio of 0.25.
As mentioned previously, the WPFs belong to the cellulose
fibers, which could absorb somewater andmaintain saturated
state before being mixed with cement. The humidity of
matrix gradually dropped with the hydration of cement; at
this point, the WPFs would release moisture to compensate
it and promote the hydration further. More hydration gels
were generated and growing along the surface of the WPFs-
like bridge, which enhanced the strength and the shrinkage
resistance. However, the reinforcing effects related to the
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Figure 3: The shrinkage of cement paste containing WPFs using
different adding ways.

dispersion of the WPFs. Smaller amounts of the WPFs have
no effect on antishrinkage, while bigger amounts of theWPFs
were not distributed in cement paste well, causing the weaker
antishrinkage. When the dosage of the WPFs was 0.2% by
mass of cement, the shrinkage of cement paste was lowest.
The shrinkage of cement paste cured for 1 d decreased by 67%
based on control sample, and when cement paste was cured
for 3 d and 7 d, the shrinkages of cement paste were decreased
by 74% and 50%, respectively. Although the shrinkage of
cement paste containing 0.4% WPFs was also lower, the
flexural strength of this sample decreased by about 30%when
it was cured for 3 days (Table 3), causing the negative impact
on paste, so excessive amounts of WPFs were improper.

Compared with Figure 2(a), although adding the WPFs
to cement paste reduced the shrinkage of paste, the effect was
obviously smaller at a water cement ratio of 0.3 (Figure 2(b)).
When the WPFs dosage was 0.2% by mass of cement,
similarly, the cement paste had a minimum linear shrinkage
strain. When cement paste was cured for 1 d and 3 d, its
shrinkagewas decreased by 22.0% and 22.1% based on control
sample, respectively.

Taken together with the 𝜎
𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
and the shrinkage of

cement paste, the WPFs dosage of 0.2% by mass of cement
is optimal in either water cement ratio, which improved the
toughness and antishrinkage of cement paste. However, it is
easy to see that the lower the water cement ratio, the better
the antishrinkage capability of the WPFs in cement paste.

3.2.2. The Effects of Fiber Adding Ways on the Self-Shrinkage.
TheWPFs dosage of 0.2% by mass of cement was mixed with
cements using wet mixing and dry mixing, respectively. The
linear shrinkage strain is shown in Figure 3. The WPFs were
mixed with cement using dry mixing way, which increased
the shrinkage of cement paste. However, using wet mixing,
the WPFs decreased the shrinkage of cement paste. This

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 6555 60 70
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b: AFt
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Figure 4: XRD patterns of cement pastes at a water cement ratio of
0.25.

illustrates that theWPFs adding way of wetmixing was better
than that of dry mixing even with the same content of WPFs.

3.3. Hydration Characteristic. Ca(OH)
2

is an important
hydration product of cement-based materials. Some proper-
ties of cement-basedmaterials, such as carbonation resistance
and alkalinity, are about the content of Ca(OH)

2
. A fast

rate for carbonation caused by low levels of Ca(OH)
2
leads

to the decrease of pH, inducing the corrosion of rebar in
cement-based materials [29, 30]. So some levels of Ca(OH)

2

in cement-based materials are necessary but not sufficient
condition for durability.

The crystalline phase compositions of cement pastes
cured for 7 d were identified by XRD, and their XRD
patterns are given in Figure 4. In addition to the typical
characteristic peaks of C

2
S and C

3
S, the cement hydration

product Ca(OH)
2
was found in all specimens. Although the

diffraction peak intensity was not directly proportional to
the content of crystalline phase, some important information
can be obtained from comparisons of the relative intensity of
Ca(OH)

2
. When cement paste was cured for 7 days, it was

found that the diffraction intensity which was in Ca(OH)
2

peak at about 18∘ of cement paste containing 0.2% WPFs
was significantly higher than control sample and cement
paste containing 0.3% WPFs; it showed that more hydration
products were formed in cement paste containing 0.2%
WPFs.

To further confirm the content of Ca(OH)
2
in the hydra-

tion products, the losses of quality of cement pastes cured
for 7 d are analyzed. TG-DSC patterns of the standard sample
and the cement paste containing 0.2%WPFs cured for 7 d are
shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, there was an endothermic peak near
440∘C in the DSC curve of cement paste, which resulted
from the dehydration of structural water from Ca(OH)

2
[31].

According to the loss of quality in the TG curve of paste,
the content of Ca(OH)

2
in hydration products was calculated
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Figure 5: TG-DSC patterns of cement pastes cured for 7 d at a water cement ratio of 0.25.

Table 6: The content of Ca(OH)
2
of cement pastes under different

conditions.

Project W/C
Adding
dosage
(%)

Curing age
(d)

Mass
change
(%)

Ca(OH)
2

(%)

A0 0.25 — 7 −2.43 9.99
A1 0.25 0.1 7 −2.48 10.20
A2 0.25 0.2 7 −2.69 11.06
A3 0.25 0.3 1 −2.24 9.21
A3 0.25 0.3 7 −2.51 10.32
A3 0.25 0.3 28 −2.67 10.98
A4 0.25 0.4 7 −2.50 10.28
B0 0.3 — 7 −2.83 11.63
B2 0.3 0.2 7 −2.87 11.80
B5 0.3 0.2 7 −2.85 11.72
B5: dry mixing; other samples: wet mixing.

and listed in Table 6. The content of Ca(OH)
2
in hydration

products continuously increased with the dosage of WPFs.
When the WPFs dosage was 0.2% by mass of cement, the
content of Ca(OH)

2
of cement paste cured for 7 d increased to

11.06% from 9.99%. However, if the WPFs dosage continued
to increase, the content of Ca(OH)

2
in hydration products

decreased instead. In addition, when awater cement ratio was
0.3, the content of Ca(OH)

2
in hydration products increased

with the curing age. When the cement pastes were identical
in the water cement ratio, the WPFs dosage, and curing age,
the content of Ca(OH)

2
in hydration products was different

because of the WPFs adding ways. The content of Ca(OH)
2

was higher in cement paste which mixed with WPFs using
wet mixing than that of using dry mixing.

3.4. Pore Structure. The compactness of cement-based mate-
rials is closely related to mechanical property and antishrink-
age.The pore size distribution and pore volume are inevitable
to change with the hydration process of cement paste. The

WPFs have different effect on pore structure of cement-based
materials.Themercury cumulative intrusion curves and their
derivatives are shown in Figure 6.

From Figure 6(a), when cured for 7 d, the cumulative
intrusion of paste containing WPFs was lower than that
of paste without fibers, among them, when adding 0.2%
WPFs, the cumulative pore volume of cement paste was
lowest. Adding the same dosage of the WPFs, the cumulative
intrusion of cement paste decreased with the curing age
(Figure 6(b)).The cumulative porosity of cement paste cured
for different ages is shown in Table 7. With a water cement
ratio of 0.25 and curing for 7 d, whatever WPFs dosage,
the total porosity of sample decreased. In addition, the
percentages of the pore which was smaller than 50 nm and
the pore which was greater than 100 nm in the total porosity
increased and decreased, respectively. Among them, the total
porosity of the sample containing 0.2% WPFs decreased by
2.59% over the control sample.When theW/C and theWPFs
dosage were same, the total porosity of sample decreasedwith
the curing age; the total porosities of cement pastes cured
for 7 d and 28 d decreased by 4.42% and 7.72% over cured
for 1 d, respectively. With a water cement ratio of 0.3, the
total porosity of paste which mixed with the WPFs using wet
mixing decreased obviously in comparison with two other
samples.

3.5. Self-Curing Efficiency

3.5.1. The Proposing of Self-Curing Efficiency. Through the
above analysis, the WPFs could enhance toughness and self-
shrinkage of cement paste. Supporting the cement paste
without the WPFs as control sample, the flexural strength,
compressive strength, and linear shrinkage strain were 𝜎

𝐹0
,

𝜎
𝐶0
, and 𝜀

0
, respectively.Those of the cement pastewithWPFs

were 𝜎
𝐹𝑓
, 𝜎
𝐶𝑓
, and 𝜀

𝑓
, respectively. Now drawn up 𝜂 (%) as

the self-curing efficiency of WPFs enhanced cement paste, in
which 𝜂

1
was strength efficiency, including flexural strength

efficiency 𝜂
𝐹1

and compressive strength efficiency 𝜂
𝐶1

and 𝜂
2

was shrinkage efficiency. 𝜂
1
was the ratio of the reduction of
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Table 7: Cumulative porosity of cement paste under different conditions.

Code W/C Adding dosage (%) Curing age (days) Cumulative porosity (%)
<50 nm 50 nm∼100 nm >100 nm Total porosity

A0 0.25 — 7 4.45 8.66 3.02 16.13
A1 0.25 0.1 7 4.34 8.36 2.25 14.95
A2 0.25 0.2 7 4.42 8.24 0.88 13.54
A3 0.25 0.3 1 6.10 8.99 3.85 18.94
A3 0.25 0.3 7 3.70 8.76 2.06 14.52
A3 0.25 0.3 28 2.23 7.56 1.43 11.22
A4 0.25 0.4 7 3.36 9.29 2.71 15.36
B0 0.3 — 7 6.15 7.84 5.22 19.21
B2 0.3 0.2 7 6.03 6.22 3.95 16.13
B5 0.3 0.2 7 6.34 7.43 4.89 18.66
B5: dry mixing; other samples: wet mixing.
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Figure 6: Cumulative intrusion of cement paste at a water cement ratio of 0.25.

relative strength to reference strength and 𝜂
2
was the ratio of

the reduction of linear shrinkage strain to reference shrinkage
strain, as shown in the following formula:

𝜂
𝐹1
= 𝜎𝐹𝑓 − 𝜎𝐹0𝜎

𝐹0

× 100%,

𝜂
𝐶1
= 𝜎𝐶𝑓 − 𝜎𝐶0𝜎

𝐶0

× 100%,

𝜂
2
= −𝜀𝑓 − 𝜀0𝜀

0

× 100%.

(5)

Suppose the WPFs are distributed evenly in the cement
paste; pore systems of the prewettingWPFs and cement paste
should be considered as a whole.Moisture also transfers from
the large pores to tiny pores, the pore size of the WPFs
is far greater than the porous size of cement paste, so the
moisture from theWPFsmigrates progressively to the cement

paste. The more the moisture the WPFs contain, the more
the moisture transfer and the slower the relative humidity
decreases, so the capillary stress and shrinkage of cement
paste are smaller and the self-curing efficiency of cement
paste is higher.

3.5.2. The Model of Self-Curing Efficiency. According to the
formulas (5), the self-curing efficiencies of cement paste were
obtained, as shown in Figure 7. Only 𝜂 > 0; the WPFs were
effective for the improvement of cement paste.

When water cement ratio was 0.25, WPFs could be able
to enhance the self-curing efficiency of cement paste. From
Figure 7(a), the flexural strength efficiency of the WPFs
enhanced cement paste was best when the dosage of the
WPFs was 0.2% by mass of cement. When cured for 7 d and
28 d, the flexural strength efficiencies of cement paste were
increased by 19% and 56%, respectively. This means that the
WPF gradually released moisture from itself and promoted
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Figure 7: Self-curing efficiency of cement paste withWPFs at a water cement ratio of 0.25. (a) Flexural strength efficiency 𝜂
𝐹1
, (b) compressive

strength efficiency 𝜂
𝐶1
, and (c) shrinkage efficiency 𝜂

2
.

the hydration of the cement paste. However, the compressive
strength efficiency 𝜂

𝐶1
of WPFs enhanced cement paste was

not obvious (Figure 7(b)). The shrinkage efficiencies of the
cement paste with 0.2% WPFs cured for 1 d and 3 d were
improved 67% and 74%, respectively. When cement was
cured for 7 d, the shrinkage efficiency was improved 50% or
so (Figure 7(c)).

Taking part of samples, nonlinear fitting 𝜂
𝐹1
, 𝜂
𝐶1
, and 𝜂

2

using least square method, the multiple regression equation
about 𝜂 and the dosage of WPFs 𝑥 was obtained, as shown in
Table 8.

According to the fiber spacing theory [32], the fiber is
equal to the secondary reinforcement and can be evenly
dispersed in concrete, which hinders the development of
microcrack; thus the concrete structure is more compact. In

addition, it is generally known that some moisture will be
consumed during the hydration process of cement. Without
external water in a sealed environment, the water that the
hydration reaction needs comes mainly from internal water
of paste, so a water cement ratio is one of the most important
factors in the hydration reaction and the shrinkage of cement
paste [33, 34]. The WPF is a type of cellulose fiber, which
plays a fiber bridge role in cement paste and improves
the interface bonding state. Besides, the WPFs that owned
porous structures (Figure 1) act as a storage reservoir, which
can absorb and store moisture during mixing with cement,
leading to the decrease of the effective water cement ratio.
With the hydration reaction, water consumption causes self-
desiccation of capillary in concrete [35]; just then the WPF
releases moisture from itself to compensate the capillary and
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Table 8: The regression equation of the self-curing efficiency of cement paste.

W/C Age (d) Self-curing efficiency 𝜂 Dosage of WPFs 𝑅2

0.25 1
𝜂
𝐹1
= −378.57𝑥2 + 100.43𝑥 − 0.3714 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.9519
𝜂
𝐶1
= −150𝑥2 + 55𝑥 − 0.2 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.9239

𝜂
2
= 5916.7𝑥3 − 3971.4𝑥2 + 864.4𝑥 − 1.1286 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.9795

0.25 7

𝜂
𝐹1
= 1916.7𝑥3 + 621.43𝑥2 + 30.595𝑥 − 0.6714 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.937

𝜂
𝐶1
= −833.33𝑥3 + 335.71𝑥2 − 10.952𝑥 − 0.0857 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.9899

𝜂
2
= 245𝑥 − 0.8333 𝑥 < 0.2 0.9965

𝜂
2
= 3650𝑥2 − 2245𝑥 + 352 0.2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 1

0.25 28

𝜂
𝐹1
= −985.71𝑥2 + 424.29𝑥 − 1.7143 0.2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.8758
𝜂
𝐶1
= −185.71𝑥2 + 42.286𝑥 + 0.0857 0.2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 0.9888
𝜂
2
= 240𝑥 − 1.6667 𝑥 < 0.2 0.9857

𝜂
2
= 3250𝑥2 − 2035𝑥 + 325 0.2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.4 1

maintain the pressure in capillary pore at higher levels dur-
ing the early-age curing period of cement-based materials,
accelerating the hydration reaction of cement.The self-curing
efficiency of WPFs in cement paste is realized based on the
above process. The lower the water cement ratio, the better
the self-curing efficiency of cement pastes; this is in line with
existing research results [36–38].

The dosage and adding ways of the WPFs directly affect
the effective water cement ratio. Proper WPFs will release
more moisture to promote the hydration and more C-S-H
gels grow along theWPFs to fill the space caused by theWPFs
dehydration. More capillary pores are replaced by gel pores,
which decrease the total porosity of cement paste. However,
with adding too little WPFs, the absorbable and releasable
moisture of WPFs are limited, causing the self-curing effect
to be ineffective. If there are too many WPFs or uneven
dispersion by drymixing, which absorb substantial quantities
of water and reduce the water cement ratio in an indirect
way,WPFs could not unevenly distribute in cement paste; the
moisture from the WPFs is fail to long-distance transport in
time, leading to a weakened self-curing efficiency of cement
paste and a relatively low Ca(OH)

2
production. In addition,

the WPFs volume contraction after releasing water causes
a plenty of spaces between the WPFs and the cementing
material. These spaces form some weak spots in stress state
of cement paste, which have negative impact on strength and
antishrinkage of cement paste.

Based on the analysis above, under a low water cement
ratio, an optimal dosage and adding ways of the WPFs could
enhance the self-curing efficiency of cement paste. In this
text, adding 0.2%WPFs to cement paste andwetmixing ways
are optimal.

4. Conclusions

This study discussed the fact that WPFs reinforced the self-
curing behavior of cement paste. The important conclusions
are summarized below.

Under a low water cement ratio and wet mixing ways,
the WPFs can decrease 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
and improve the toughness of

cement paste.The lower the water cement ratio, the better the
toughness of cement paste.When a water cement ratio is 0.25

and the dosage of the WPFs is 0.2% by mass of cement, the
flexural strengths and the 𝜎

𝐶
/𝜎
𝐹
of cement pastes cured for

28 d increase by 55.6% and decrease by 30%, respectively.
The WPFs in cement paste could promote the hydration

process, decrease the cumulative pore volume, and increase
the self-curing efficiency of cement paste. When water
cement ratio is low and the WPFs dosage is 0.2% by mass
of cement, the Ca(OH)

2
diffraction intensity of cement paste

cured for 7 d is significantly higher than other samples and
increases to 11.06%.

The WPFs could enhance the self-curing efficiency of
cement paste. When a water cement ratio was 0.25 and the
dosage of theWPFs was 0.2% by mass of cement, the flexural
strength efficiencies of cement paste cured for 7 d and 28 d
were increased by 19% and 56%, respectively. The shrinkage
efficiencies of the cement paste cured for 1 d and 3 d were
improved 67% and 74%, respectively.
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